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CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEVI OF' REIATED REFERENCES 
A· Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to construct tests which 
will measure objectively the following: oral recall of 
reading; oral recall from hearing; oral recall from 
pictures; general information recall from common experien-
ces; and imaginative oral elaboration. 
The plan of the tests necessitates individual pupil 
testing ~nd the use of the tape recorder as the means of 
keeping too responses for scoring and evaluation. 
The test data will be analyzed to determine what 
relationships w~y exist among various oral expression 
abilities, to find wba.t relationships exist between 
standard test scores and oral recall test scores, and to 
discover which oral language skills and abilities seem to 
need more teaching emphasis. 
B· Review of Resear ch Related to Recall and Oral Language 
Skills 
One of the early studies carried out in relation to 
1/ 
oral language evaluation was by Betts- in 1931. His study 
1/Emmett A. Betts , An Experimental Appraisal of Certain 
Techniques for the Study of Oral Composition, Tfie National 
coriference on Research in Elementary SChool English, 
Second Annual Research Bulletin, 1934. 
- 1-
helped show that electrical recording apparatus was 
superior in reporting pupils' oral responses and keeping 
them for various types of analysis. 
The advantages listed by Betts were : (a) the record 
may be proofread in situations where a high degree of 
recording accuracy is required ; (b) the presence of a 
reporter in the situation is eliminated ; (c) the rate for 
the production of speech sounds may be easily determined; 
(d) a more nearly accurate and complete report of the oral 
language activities in a given situation may be secured; 
(e) since the meaning of oral language is determine d , in 
part , by the inflect ion of the voice, the electric re-
cording is a valuable supplement to the written transcript. 
Ap:r;:arently this objective technique of recording oral 
language s kills for analysis did not achieve a fair amount 
1/ 
of use, because ten y ears later, in 1941, Greene- presents 
the opinion that the points of view on what to teach in 
elementary school language are all too often based on 
theoretical consideration, rather than objective research. 
Too much emphasis, he believes, is still b eing placed on 
gr ammar, when "Experimentation •••• failed to yield any 
significant evidence supporting the belief in gramn~r as 
1/Harry A· Greene, Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
Universit y of Illino~s ·' The Macmi !Ian Company, New York, 
1941, PP• 446-459. 
2 
a disciplinary subject or in its power to transform formal 
abilities into expressional skills." 
1/ 
Greene- also believes that social utility should be 
the most imp ortant view concerning language, since 90 per 
cent to 95 !)9r cent of the language activities of the 
typ ical adult utilize oral language abilities. 
Error studies done in previous years (prior to 1941) 
2/ 
are open to question, according to Greene .-
"Recent experimental evidence on the accuracy of 
records of oral errors has cast considerable doubt upon 
the reliability of error counts." He continues on to 
mention that the advent of new-type electrical recording 
equipment is opening up great possibilities for curriculum 
investigation in language. Also of increasing aid is the 
use of mechanical tabulation equipment. 
Related closely to oral expression skills is the s ki ll 
of listening . In 1928, Rankin stated that, ''Listening, or 
the ability to understand spoken lang~'e is the most 
frequently used of the language arts. rr-
According to the Commission on the English Curriculum 
I/ Ibid . 
2/Ibid. 
3/Paul T· Rankin, 11 The Importance of Listening Ability , '' 
English Journal, October, 1928, 17:623-30. 
1/ 
of the National Council of Teachers of English- there is 
continued neglect of instruction in listening, even though 
the amount of time devoted to listening is considerably 
larger than the time devoted to speaking, reading, and 
writing. The major areas of skill that the Council 
believes should be developed are purposeful listening, 
accurate listening, critical listening, and responsive 
and ap prec:i.a.t i ve 1 istening. 
The use of mechanical aids is recognized as having an 
important place, especially the use of the tape recorder, 
as well as the phonograph. 
Almost all the purposes of teaching listening 
can be achieved by the use of properly chosen 
recordings , employed by those who understand the 
teaching techniques appropriate to them. Such 
tech niques include careful preparation for 
listening, and appropriate means of measuring 
results. 2/ 
The major factors involved in listening are (1) Re-
ception, which includes the ability to get, to follow the 
sequence of, and to keep in mind the series of details; 
and (2) Reflection, which includes getting the central 
ideas, drawing inferences, distinguishing relevant from 
irrelevant material, using contextual clues to word 
meanings , and using transitional elements. Not to be 
!/Commission on the English Curriculum of the N·C· T· E·, 
The English Language Arts, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc ., 
New York, 1952, PP · 328-347. 
2/Ibid., P• 345 . 
overlooked are the factors of impressionability and 
1/ 
rationalization.-
In regard to measuring language skills, Wilson and 
2/ 
Hoke- suggested that teachers should, 11 Empb.asize correct-
ness in oral and written speech, includi ng such details 
as sentence sense, clear enunciation, facility (in 
expression)." They also said (this was in 1929) t hat, 
11 Technical gral'lllmr (is) an i n ef fective tool •••• " The 
1lilson La ng uage Error Test was a written form of test. 
One of the early tests that involved recall, although 
it was not a la. Doou age test, was the series of indi vidual 
tests used for t he purp ose of determining the g eneral 
quality and rang e of' information of young children 
(Kinde r garten and primary) . This was called the Sangren 
3/ 
Information Tests for Young Children.-
The importance of recall is set forth by Germane and 
4/ 
Germane: 
It is the ability to retain and recall the 
main p oints of material read Vvhich nnke the 
acquisition and application of knowle dge pos-
sible . Time and effort spent in developing 
skill in rapid reading and in organization are 
wasted unless the essential ideas are retained . 
1/Ibid., P• 434. 
2/Guy M· ~ ilson and Kremer J. Hoke, How to Measure, 
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1929, pp. 168-184. 
3/Paul v. Sangren, Sangren Information Tests for Youn~ 
Children, v:orld Book COmp:l.ny' Yonkers' New York, 193 • 
4/Charles E . Germane and Edith G. Germane, Silent Reading, 
Row Peterson Company, New York, 1930, p. 86. 
6 
A clinical type e.xperi ment in recall was conducted with 
1/ 
adults by two medica 1 doc tors, Curran and Schilder.- The 
problem of memory was studied by a method of reading a 
short story to the subjects (adult) and then having them· 
repeat the story again and again until they were exhausted 
and refused to continue. The doctors were interested in 
learning v.h ich parts of a story would appear when repeated 
recall is required after one hearing . The story had 24 
items; it was read slowly aloud to the subject once. 
Twenty-one subjects were used. The responses were analyzed 
for number of items correctly repeated, number of items 
changed, number of items omitted, and number of items 
added . 
A description of the memory psychology involved was 
2/ 
presented by the authors:-
When the story l:Bs been read to the individual 
an impression must have remained. This impression 
is the basis for the recall. According to our 
experimental procedure, all recalls have to go back 
to this primary impression. v:e may call this 
impression the memory trace •••.• Every recall is 
different from the preceding one •••• but the trace 
remains ronstant •••• and every recall brings 
different sides of the trace into appearance. 
It is probable that traces have a much greater 
stability than one usually supposes. The psycho-
ana lytic method can unearth traces based upon 
experiences in very early childhood. 
1/Frank J. Curran and Paul Schilder , "Experiments in 
Repetition and Recall , " Pedago~ical Seminary and Journal 
of Genetic Psychology, 51:163- 87, September, 1937. 
2/Ibid. 
In this experiment it was found that even in the first 
recall, 11 •••• Phrases are substituted by similar phrases, 
words are substituted by synonyms, by more general or by 
more specific terms, and by words which are more or less 
1/ 
common.,-
In the first recall, however, the trace is not 
changed so much by the total personality and its problems 
as are the subsequent recalls. 
A classroom investigation of oral recall, involving 
2/ 
50 fourth grade pupils , rep orted by Torra.nt,- found that 
unaided oral recall was inferior to the recall of ideas 
checked on a multiple -choice test. This study also 
included an ana.lys is of the type of speech and oral 
composition difficulties in oral recall. 
In general, studies evaluating recall have involved 
some form of written res p onse or a comparison of oral 
responses with written res ponses . 
A study in this area. was by Bucknam in 1941, entitled, 
A compa.rl son of the Fluency of Oral Recall with Written 
3/ 
~eca.ll in Silent Reading in Geography in Grade Five .- In 
this study, the oral recall tests were given individually 
1/Ibid. 
2/Katherine .l:!; . Torrant , Fluency in Oral Expression, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis , Boston University School of 
Educati on, 1940. 
3/Margaret E · Bucknam, A Comparison of the Fluency of Oral 
Recall in Silent Reading in Geography in Grade Five, 
Unpublished Master 's Thesis , Boston University School of 
Educati on, 1941. 
' 
the child reading silently and repeating all that he 
remembered to the examiner . (In the classroom , but apart) 
The major findings included these: Unaided oral recall was 
superior to written re ca l l; the difference between oral 
and written recall was greater for short than for loc.g 
selections; recall on multiple choice questions was much 
superior to unaided oral recall ; the difference between 
multiple choice and oral recall was greater for long than 
for short ~elections; recall on multiple choice questions 
was much superior to unaided written recall; the difference 
between multiple choice ~nd written recall was greater for 
long than for short selections . 
1/ 
Joney- conducted a study comparing reading e.nd 
listening in te~ching factual materials . Evaluation was 
by written test items and oral recall. The purpose of 
her investigation was to determine the following: ~~ich 
method of presentation of factual material is most 
effective in grade four? 
a . Silent reading followed by test items to be 
read silently by each pupil . 
b. Silent reading followed by the examiner's 
reading of the test items so that each pupil 
need only check the correct response . 
C• Oral reading followed by oral reading of the 
test items as in the second method . 
1/olive L· Joney, A Comparison of Reading and Listening 
8 
'In Tea c hing Factua 1 MaterialS in Grade Four.·, Unpublished 
Master ' s Thesis , Boston University School of Education , l942 . 
Among her main conclusions were these findings: 
Listening is superior to reading; listening is superior to 
si lent reading with oral questions; poor rea ders show a 
greater preference for listening . 
The importance of liste ning as a major language skill y 
is emphasized ~ Strickland. She states that children 
need to be taught to 1 is ten purp osefully, accurately, 
critically, and responsively , because good listening is 
es s ential to g ood conversation, since real interaction is 
needed · 
Children need to learn to listen effectively 
just as they need to learn to speak effectively • 
•••• ch ildren vary greatly in their ability to 
listen, but trey follow the same general sequence 
of development . This is •••• : 
Little conscious listening ...• 
Easily distracted·· ·· 
Half listening while holding fast to own 
ideas ani waiting to insert them at the 
first opp ortunity 
Listening passively with apparent absorp-
tion but little or no reaction 
Listening , forming associations, and re-
sponding with items from his own 
experience rather than reacting to what 
is presented 
Listening and exp ressing some reaction 
through questions or comments 
Listening with evidence of genuine mental 
and emotional participation 2/ 
Listening with real meeting of minds.-
A study of t he relationship between understanding 
1/Ruth G· Strickland, The Langua ge Arts in the Elementary 
School, D· c . Heath Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1951, 
PP · 114-116 · 
2/Ibid. 
from listening and understanding from reading was made 
1/ 
by Miller.- The purpose of this study was to find, using 
the Durrell-Sullivan Capacity Test as a basis, the re-
lation between the ability to understand words read and 
the ability to understand words heard, and to put them on 
a single scale by using the same device to check meaning 
in the two types of tests . It was found that, generally, 
children who do poorly in comprehension through reading 
do poorly in comprehension through hearing . Conclusions 
from the testing indicated that h earing comprehenslon was 
better than r eading comprehension in both vocabulary and 
paragraph-meaning . 
2/ 
A different type of comparison was made by Potter,-
who compared oral recall with written recall of silent 
reading . Tests based on graded paragraphs were g iven to 
196 children in grades three , four, five, and six. 
The findings of this study were : 
1 . Children who are in grades three to six repro-
duce easy material in writing as well and 
better than they reproduce it orally . 
2 . When these san'E children are given rna terial 
difficult for their grade, their oral recall 
is superior to written recall . 
1 0 
1/Eleanor A. Miller , The Relation of Hearing Comprehension 
to Reading Comprehension in Grades Three and Four, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1941 . 
2/Ruth Potter , Comparison of Oral Recall With h ritten 
Recall of Silent Reading in the Middle Grades, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University School of E~ucation, 
1934· 
3 . Between the third and sixth grades there is 
a consistent gain in writ ten memories over 
oral memories . As we progress towax•d the 
upper g rad es this difference b etween written 
recall and oral recall on difficult material 
narrows until in the sixth g rade it is 
practically negligible . .•• • Ability in 
spelling seems to enter as a limiting fact or 
into the a bility to reproduce in writing . 1/ 
Anoth er study comparing factors related to ora l and 
2/ 
written recall was reported by Elliott.- Her study 
3/ 
continues the research of Bucknam , - and was carried out 
'11 
with 122 pupils in grade five . Elliott's oral recall test 
was scored on a checklist as the pupil told the ideas after 
reading each selection. This was done in t he classroom, 
but apart from the other pupils . 
In the relation of oral recall and written recall 
there was found to be a positive correlation that was 
statistically significant . (r = . 695) 
The relation of menta 1 age and oral recall was • 57, 
showi ng that these factors are favorably related, as 
m~asured by this study . 
The r e lation of reading achievement and oral recall 
was . 585, showing a favorable relationship . 
1/Ibid . 
2/Vera Wise Elliott, Comparison of t he Factors Related to 
Oral and Written Recall, Unpublished Master ' s Thesis, 
Bos t on university School of Education, 1943 . 
3/Margaret Bucknam, op . cit . 
It should be kept in mind that these recall corre-
lations are based on recall after silent reading. A 
controlling factor in a pupil's ability to recall may be 
reading ca];acity . 
In regard to the number of ideas recalled, this 
study found that only an average of a bout one-half the 
total number of major ideas and an average of not much 
more than one-third of tbe total number of minor ideas 
were recorded in written recall. The percenta ges were 
similar in oral recall · 
12 
Although Courtney's study, Recall by Reproduction vs. 
1/ 
Recall by Recognition,- was based on ninth-grade pupils, 
its findings may be pertinent to this stuqy . He used four 
selections (three from Readers Digest and one from a 
general science book) and asked 72 ninth graders to read 
them and then take a multiple -choice test or an unaided 
recall test on each selection. 
The findings were t bat an avera ge of 79 per cent of 
the total number of ideas were successfully recognized in 
tba multiple-choice tests, and an average of 46 per cent 
were successfully reproduced in an unaided recall situation. 
On the average, slightly over one-half (58%) as many ideas 
were reproduced as were recognized . 
1/Paul Douglas Courtney, Reca ll by Reproduction vs. Recal l 
by Rec ognit ion, Unputilished Master's Thesis, Boston 
university clChool of Education , 1941 . 
The co rre J.a ti on of rec ogni ti on and reproduction was 
only .28, a very sligtl.t correlation, which indicates that 
recall by recognition and recall by reproduction are not 
necessarily dependent on the same skills and are only 
slightly related. 
An e!"fort to compare the a mount and accuracy of 
recall obtained from rmterial read only once and material 
allowed to remain before the child constantly was made by 
y' 
Howe. Inthis study, using 158 fifth-graders, no 
statistical difference was found between the total recall 
from memory and the total recall from tne text. There was 
a high correlation between reading achievement and memory . 
2/ 
In a similar study conducted by Kelly- to measure the 
amount and accuracy of recall obtained from material read 
only once and material allowed to remain before the child 
while comprehension check s are being answered, it was 
found that in the recall of main ideas there was no signi-
ficant difference. In the recall of details and in total 
recall, hcmever , the difference was in favor o1' recall 
with the text . There was a high correlation between read-
ing achievement and memory . 
A study to help furnish a method for teachers to 
examine and evaluate the effectiveness of their own work 
in the area of written language in an elementary school 
YE1izabeth Howe , Measurement of Recall With and v~ithout 
Text, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University Scfiool 
or]Education, 1943. 
2/Florence M· Kelly, Measurement of hecall With and Without 
Text , unpublhl hed Master's Thesis, Boston University School 
of Educati on, 1952 . 
1/ 
was conducted by Loughlin . -
The development of a set of criteria to evaluate 
the teaching of oral langtJlge of an elementary school was 
2/ 
set up by Forshaug . - It cons is ted of specific statements 
indicating desirable conditions and procedures in the 
teaching of oral language . The areas of checklist 
14 
evaluations were Content, Methoas, Equipment and Materials, 
Outcomes, and Special Characteristics of Speech . One of 
its uses is that the checkl i st items may suggest new 
practices and content material for the ~eacher to use . 
Burke's i::)~ udy was 11an effort to evaluate the effect 
of systematic trai~ing, by means of a. series of lessons, 
upon oral recall · "- Her underlying postulate was that, 
"· •• • it is possible to improve recall through training 
and practice." Her study aimed to: 
1. Evaluate the effect of a series of specific 
exercises upon ora 1 recall. 
2. Evaluate the effect of a series of specific 
exercises upon written recall. 
3. Compare the differences in initial oral and 
written recall ability of boys and g irls in 
the experimental group. 
4 · Compare the differences in gain •••• made •• •• 
"'7MS.rie E. Loughlin, Evaluation Criteria in Written 
Language for Elementary Grades, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University SChool of Education, 1952. 
2/~llison M· Forshaug, Evaluative Criteria for Oral 
Language, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1952 . 
3/Marie Louise Burke, An hvaluation of Workbook Exercises 
for Developi~ Oral Recall in Grade SiX, Unpublished 
Master's Thess I Boston university school of Education,l946 . 
5. Detennine the relationship between oral and 
written recall and mental age. 
6. Determine the relationship between oral and 
writ ten recall and reading age. 
'15 
The procedure of Burke's study included paired recall 
practice workrooks containirg 25 lessons having paired 
exercises of ap proximately equal difficulty and using 
similar type mat erial on a sixth grade reading level. 
Her main finding was th:l.t "marked gains" were made 
in the recall ability of the experimental group . 
An investig ation that involved writ ten recall and 
multiple-choice type tests was used in making a com-
parison of silent reading and listening in a study by 
1/ 
Kelley and others.- The plan of this study cons is ted of 
the pr-esentation to 120 sixth graders of ten selections 
no higher than fourth grade level and finding out by means 
of written recall and multiple -choice items whether more 
ideas were retained when selections were presented orally 
by the teacher, or read silently by the pupils . The 
stories were rotated so that the difficulty from the 
combined testing of listening and silent reading were 
equalized. Five were read orally by the teacher to the 
1/Elizabeth v. Kelley et al, A Comparison of Silent 
Reading and Listening Through Writ ten Recall and 
Multiple-Choice Type T~sts in Grades 6 and 7, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis , Boston Un iversity School of Education, 
1952. 
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pupils; five were read silently by the pupils . After each 
presentation, the pupils wrote what they could remember . 
Then they took a multiple choice test constructed on the 
same rna ter ia l. The number of memories was used for the 
comparison . 
The major conclusions of this study were : 
1. Y~ritten recall of listenirg was superior to 
U11 t of silent reading. 
2. Multiple choice responses of listening were 
superior to those of silent reading. 
3. Multi ple choice responses of listening were 
superior to written recall of listening. 
4. Multiple choice responses of silent reading 
were superior to written recall of silent 
reading. 1/ 
Another comparison of silent readir:g and listening 
gj 
was carried out by Hanna and Liberati to ascertain by 
written recall and multiple-choice type tests whether 
silent readirg or listening is more effective in grade 
four . The procedUI:'e followed was the same as in the pre-
ceding study just reported, and the conclusions were 
approximately similar . 
3/ 
young- sumlli:lrized the reJa tionship between reading 
1/Ibid . 
2/Regina C. Hanna and Matilda Liberati, A Comparison of 
Silent Reading and Listening by ritten Recall and Multiple 
Choice Type Tests in Grade 4 , Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston university School of hducation, 1952. 
3/william E. Young , "The Relation of Reading Comprehension 
and Retention," Journal of Experimental Education, 
Sept ember , 1936, 5:30-39 . 
and hearing presentation in grades four, five, and six: 
(a) Children learn more from a teacher-oral 
presentation than from silent reading. 
(b) Children improve in comprehension through 
reading from grades four to six. 
{c) In general , those doing poorly through 
reading do poorly through hearing. 
A factor to keep in mind in considering the preceding 
generalizations is pointed out by Young . That is that 
because the tests which followed the oral presentations 
were given as silent reading exercises, the results tend 
to show a higher correlation between reading and hearing 
than would be expected. 
A study concerning methods to try to improve written 
1/ 
recall skills was conducted by Foster .- She used a series 
of exercises and test exercises with an experimental 
group that showed that written recall could be improved 
by the use of proper teaching aids and procedures , and by 
keeping the child aware of the goo. l and of his progress 
along the way. 
She found that significant gains in the improvement 
of written recall were made by the experimental group 
over the control group . 
!/Elizabeth v. Foster, Experiments in the Improvement of 
Written Recall , Unpublished Doctor-1'!1 D~s-sertat'ton,Boston 
University School of Education, 1949. 
il7 
A similar type of study concerning methods to try to 
improve organization in oral recall was conducted b y 
1/ 
Geary. - She made wire recordings of both the experimental 
and control groups at the beginning and at the end of the 
experiment . Check sheets were used to record the ideas 
presented . 
The children in the experimental g roup, who had 
had the material designed to develop organization in oral 
recall , imp roved significantly in the ability to organize 
ideas and in the number of ideas presented. 
This finding of Geary's that oral recall might be 
i mp roved significantly by using planned pr~ftice materials 
was substantiated by Burke's investigation~ which con-
sidered in addition to practice material the relative 
influence of two distributions of pr>actice, and various 
pupil factors on learning in oral recall . Bur k e's study 
of t h ese factors, which was a follow - up of her Ed . M· 
3/ 
thesis,- com:r:ared spaced distribution of the p ractice 
lessons with consecutive distribution. The lessons were 
1/Alice Rita Geary, An Evaluation of a Planned Program 
for Improvin Or anization in Oral Recall, Unpublished 
:Master's T es s , Boston Un versity of Education,l949. 
2/Marie Louise Burke, An Expe rimental Investigation of the 
Relative Bffect o1' Two D:istributions of Practice and Eight 
Pupil Faet~vs on Learning in oral Recall, Unpublished 
.llictor·a:l DJJ.ssenta'ti"on , Harvard University Graduate School 
of Education, 1950 . 
3/Marie Louise Burke, Unpublished Master's Thesis, op. cit. 
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constructed in the form of two workbooks, so that the 
children could work in p;;;.irs orally , with only a minimum 
of teacber-direction needed. The lessons were designed 
to aid in developing skills in organizing, summarizing, 
and enumerating in sequence. 
Burke was also interested in firrling to wbi-lt extent 
these contribute to performance in oral recall: 
chronological age, ment;;;.l age, sex, reading comprehension, 
reading vocabulary, self-adjustment, social adjustment, 
and i nitia 1 recall ability. 
The investigation was done with a random sampling of 
216 sixth-grade pupils in eight different classrooms. 
The control group bad 110 randomly assigned to it, and 106 
were randomly assigned to the experimental group . 
The recall tests, both the initial and the final, 
were administered individually to the subjects by a steno-
typist. Each pupil told what he had just read, not being 
prompted or aided in any way, and the stenotypist recorded 
the responses verba tim. 
Analysis of the data showed that, "Ability to recall 
orally in reading is 1 ikely to be s igfl.ificantly improved 
1/ 
through systematic instruction and practice . 11 - Further 
analysis showed that spaced distribution of the lessons 
1/Marie Louise Burke , Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
op. cit. 
was superior to coP2ecutive distribution. 
It was found in this experiment that the factor that 
contributed the most substantially to achievement in oral 
recall was initial ability in oral recall. Mental age, 
chronological age, and sex did not contribute toward 
achievanent in oral recall, nor did reading comprehension, 
reading vocabulary, self-adjustment, or social adjustment. 
Among the findQngs in Burke's study were these: 
1. Older pupils tended to recall less finally. 
2. Pupils with higher mental ages tended to 
recall better fimlly. 
3. There was low correlation between -
(a) Chronological age am final oral 
recall 
(b) Sex and final oral recall 
(c) Mental age and final oral recall. 
2 0 
In regard to relationships between oral recall ability 
and various scores, the conclusions of this study seem to 
indicate that, "Most standardized reading tests of the 
objective type apparently fail to give a true indication 
of ability in oral recall, which may explain why some 
pupils who score hig11ly on such tests fail to do commen-
1/ 
surate work in school reading activities. rr-
21 
(Grcmth in performance in oral recall) • •• • "is fairly 
indefendent of individual differences inCA, ~~'fA, sex, 
reading a chievement, or personality traits, after the 
overlapping of these factors with themselves and with 
1/ 
initial recall ability is elimina.ted . "-
2/ 
Dolch- pointed out one of the inadequacies of recall 
evaluation in his staterent that , "Much of the difficulty 
in reading tests is in making the required response . 11 
In a topic entitled 11 Emphasis on Oral .C:nglish," 
3/ 
Greene- refers to the use of portable electric recording 
equipment as an aid in analyzing what may need to be 
readjusted in the lar:gua g e curriculum. 
He sugg ests under another topic , "Methods of 
Teaching , " -chat, "Drills based upon pupils' own individual 
4/ 
types of errors are more effective than general drills . "-
The improv anent of recall through planned exercises 
was described by Scott in An Evaluation of Two Types of 
Workbook Exercises for the Improvement of Recall . - Her 
I/ Ibid . 
2/Edward E . Dolch , A Manual for Remedia 1 eading, The Gar-
rard Press, New Yoik, 1939, p . 133. 
3/Ha rr;r A· Greene , "Contributions of Research to Special 
Methoos: English usage , 11 NSSE 37th Yearbook, Part II, 
Chica g.b, I llinois, 1938, PP · 115- 121 . 
4/I bid · 
5/Helen E . Scott , n Evaluation of Two Ty pes of Workbook 
Exercises .if.b..r thermprovement of Recall, Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertat1on , Boston Un1vers1ty School of 
Education, 1949 . 
study used story :rm.terial based on pupil interest areas 
(determined by a review of research in relation to pupils' 
interests) . 
This was the procedure of the study -
The stories were arranged according to interest and 
difficulty, and two methods of practice were measured: 
the outline ana lysis approach and the graduated direct 
question a pp roach. Nine types of' lessons were planned for 
each . The pupils to be tested were divided into three 
groups: oral practice, written practice, and control group , 
which did not have the workbook exercises. 
All were g iven preliminary tests, and then final 
tests to measure the effect of the lessons upon recall 
ability in each of the e~erimental group as compared with 
the grONth in recall in the control group. 
The method ofconducting the testing program involved 
the use of a disc-recordi ng device, and the pupil telling 
into it all tba t he could remember of the story read. 
Her conclusions included data showing trJB.t both 
experimental _ gr,oups made superior gains over the control 
group , and that in oral recall, the outline-analysis 
method group made more gains. 
In drawing conclusions based on some of the references 
related to recall and oral language skills, it appears 
that evaluating oral recall ability is an area which has 
not been explored to the satisfaction of writers and 
students who ba ve considered it. 
There is the occasional hopeful suggestion, however, 
that the brca dening and improvirg use of 11electrical 
recording devices" may be of s cme aid in analyzing the 
various aspects of oral la rguage skill, including oral 
recall . 
-
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c. Review of the Use of the Tape Recorder in the Classroom 
1. Background 
Althougp the use of tape recorders in the 
elementary schoo~ classroom has been described and 
recommended in a large number of articles in both pro-
fessional magazines and specialized audio-visual 
publications, it still is by no means an everyday aid in 
most classes, and perhaps never will be. There bas been 
in recent years, however, an increase in the availability 
of tape recorders, so that almost any teacher who is 
interested can readily obtain one for use for any number 
of cJa ssroom purposes. 
Many of the mOl"e popular and convenient uses of the 
tape recorder are presented in free or inexpensive materials 
1/ 
such as The Tape Recorder in the Elementary Classroom.-
One of the first studies utilizing electric recording 
was conducted by Betts in 1931, entitled An Experimental 
Appraisal of C~rtain Techniques for the Study of Oral 
2/ 
Composition.- Since this was before the advent of recording 
tape, a disc recording system was used. Even so, it 
showed that electric recording furnished the mean:.:; of 
enabling b etter evaluation than the other methods of 
recording pupil responses by certified court reporters, 
!/Minnesota Mining ani Manufacturing Company, The Tape 
Recorder in the Elementary Classroom., Educational Services 
Department, Minnesota Mining and Manufac~uring Company, 
st. Paul, Minnesota, 1955. 
2/Emmett A. Betts, op. cit. 
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longhand reporters, a. nd phoneticians. 
The study consisted of showing, a. t different times, 
two films to the pupils \\b.O pa.rticir;e.ted. After each 
showing, the pupils were requested to tell the story. 
The oral responses of each pupil were recorded by the 
reporters and electrically. An analysis was made of the 
compa.ra.ti ve accuracy of the five techniques of recording. 
The main finding of this study was that the elec-
trica.l recording apparatus proved to be superior to the 
other types of repC'Ir'ters in the situation set up for 
this investigation. 
The extent of the superiority of the electrical 
recordir:g device (Dictaphone) over the other methods 
of reporting oral responses were later ::JUmmarized by 
Greene and Betts in, uA New Technique for the Study of 
1/ 
Oral Language Activities."- A comparison was mde among 
repC'Ir'ting oral responses by shorthand reporters, longhand 
reporters, court reporters, phoneticians, and electric 
recording. The electric recording score of 99.8 per cent 
of accuracy was vastly superior to the others, which were 
all below 90 per cent. Of each 1,000 words spoken by 
the pupils, only two were not perfectly intelligible to 
three proofreaders. 
1/Ha.rry A. Greene a. nd Emmett A. Betts , "A New Technique 
for the Study of Oral Language Activities, 11 Elementary 
School Journa. 1 33: 753-761· 
An interesting observation made in this report was 
that, 11 Children up to the fourth or fifth grade are not 
very sensitive to the microphone . ····Apparently they 
1/ 
are not disturbed by its presence as are adults . "-
The author's opinion was, nExperience with this 
language-recording apparatus leads to the conclusion 
that it has opened up a great many possibilities far 
2/ 
curricular investigation in this field·"-
A study that made use of electric recording in 
collecting data in an oral language situation was 
3/ 
reported by Torrant .- She l::e..d recordings made on 
aluminum discs. The recording equipment was operated by 
a technician. 
Her study was primarily a survey of speech errors 
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and the rate of oral recall . In tbe playback, characteris-
tics and difficulties in oral recall were tabulated by 
means of a cbe cklist. 
The procedure of having the responses electrically 
recorded, even thoug7:1 a technician was necessary to 
operate the ·equipment available at that time, made 
possible a careful and objective analysis of the oral 
expression. 
1/Ibid· 
2/Ibid . 
3/Katherine E · Torrant , op. cit • 
1/ 
Geary- made use of wire recording apparatus at the 
beginning and at the end of her experiment to evaluate 
growth in organization of oral recall. 
2/ 
A recent use of recording is reported by Scott- in 
a study evaluating two types of workbook exercises for 
the improvement of recall. Even at this date (1949), 
tape recording was not in common easily-available 
classroom use. A disc recording device (a dictation 
type~ SoundScriber) was used, which had the same faci-
lities for easy recording ani playback as a tape-recorder . 
A follow-up of Scott's study was conducted by Barry 
and others, called An Analysis of Voice and La,nguage 
3/ 
Characteristics in an Oral Recall Situation. - This study 
analyzed the recordings reported in Scott's study to 
determine the types and the frequency of speech diffi-
cult ies, language characteristics, and voice errors . 
Thus was demonstrated the advantage of electrical 
recordings for continued restudy and analysis . 
!/Alice Rita Geary, op. cit . 
2/H· E . Scott, op. cit . 
3/E· Barry, N· Doyle, E. Seifert and T• ToloQmis, An 
Analysis of Voice and Ianguafe Characteristics in an 
Oral Recalr-Sltuatlon, Unpub ished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University School of ~ducation, 1952· 
Another investigation that utilized tape recording 
1/ 
was that of Sullivan . - This was an evaluation of oral 
recall after s eeing a movie and after silent reading, 
done at second-grade level . The responses on the tape 
recordings were tabulated on a checklist of memories for 
each story . 
Within the past few years there seems to have been 
an increasing interest in promoting the use of tape 
recorders in home and school situations. In addition 
to increas e d adver1,ising in popular ani professiona 1 
magazines, there appeared more articles, many by 
educators, discussing and advocating the many ways in 
which tape recording could be used or md been used by 
other classroom teachers . (A few of the articles per-
taining to classroom use are listed in Appendix A·) 
Some of the more recent articles concerning tape 
recording in the elementary school recorrnnend its 
2/ 
increasingly frequent use. Sands- suggests use in all 
grades . He claims in this article that pupils will 
quickly become accustomed to the apparatus if it is used 
every day, and will make it a functional learning tool, 
1/Meave Sullivan, oral 
Unpublished Master~'~s~T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
of Education, 1952. 
2/Lester B.Sands, "The Tape Recorder in Daily Use," 
Instructor, June, 1953, 62: 83 . 
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beginning in kindergarten with suCh activities as 
identifying sounds around them, tearing themselves in 
stories and at play, and dramatic skits - and continuing 
on up thrifh the prirr.ary and intermediate grades . 
Luce- sets forth that one of the main advanta ges in 
tape recorder use is its aid in helping the child through 
listening. Lis tenirg makes the child more critical of 
his performance and helps inspire him to practice good 
speech habits. Luce believes that the extent and use of 
tape recording are ever inc rea.sing , and should continue 
so until sufficient to meet pupils' needs for self-
eval m tion and c rea. tiv e work . 
An example of the great enthusiasm for tape 
recording, at least among the proponents of audio-visual 
2/ 
materials, is Barleben's- idea that there should be a 
tape recorder installed in every classroom. 
The use of the tape recorder in dramatics in the 
elementary school is described in "Tape Makes a. PJ.B.y ,rr by 
3/ 
Wiley,- which narrates how poor acoustics, weak voices, 
and fcrgotten lines were overcome in a fifth and sixth 
grade pla Y• 
1/Arnold F · Luce , "Tape Recording in the Classroom, 11 
Instructor, June , 1954, Q.~: 33- 34· 
2/Ka.rl A. Barleben , "The Modern Tape Recorder in 
Education, 1' Audio-Visual Guide, October, 1953,29: 5. 
3/Joseph Vl . Wiley, 11 Tape }~ak es a Pla.y,rr Teaching Tools , 
Winter 1 954-55, _ 9, ~ 80-81. 
'80 
1/ 
Randall- summarizes his viewpoint in this statement, 
nin the bands of a good teacher, the tape recorder is one 
of the most versatile teaching tools." 
"Self-evaluation and improvement still are exceed~rly 
important features of the tape recorder, 11 states Hyer ,-
who believes that the recorder should be used principa lly 
as a recording instrument. Live rna terials should be 
recorded and played back soon after. 
Not to be overlooked, however, is the gradually 
growing area ot· pre-recorded tapes. In fact, many states 
now have libraries of tapes . 
In using the tape recorder in the classroom, some 
suggest ions were presented by Vander Meer in an appro-
priately entitled article, 11How to Use Audio Visual 
3/ 
Materials Bffectively."- The suggestions are listed 
under these key topics -
Directed Attention - Have the children so accustomed 
to the equipment that their attention is entirely on the 
specific things being heard or seen. 
!7Earle s. Randall, 11 Let 1 s Tape It, TeacherJ 11 Teaching 
Tools, Spring, 1955, :.t-0 : 110-112. 
2/Anna L· Hyer , "Tapes for Teaching, 11 Educational Screen, 
January, 1955,31:. 21 . 
3/A· w. Vander Meer , "How to Use Audio-Visual Materials 
Effectively," Educational Screen, Summer, 1955, 34 ':. 248-9. 
Reinforcement - The effect of something heard on 
tape can be reinforced by devices such as outlines, 
questions, or scripts . 
Learner Partie ip;t tion - Let pupils record their 
discussion and summaries . 
Acknowledgement of Shortcoming - Help pupils 
realiz~ that recordings are not necessarily p erfect, so 
they won't spend time ndis covering" flaws. 
Be sure to ba.ve Mechanical Unobtrusiveness . 
In c oncl udi ng this summary of the use of the tape 
recorder in the classroom, this question should be 
considered: 
Will tape recording enrich the curriculum, and if 
so, how? 
Goldberg, in 11 Tape Recording as a Teaching Too.L, 11 
y 
attempts to answer this . She believes it will, when 
teacne rs ba ve Learned .all t.he ways it can be used. 
Although teachers have beard all about it, it is still 
comparatively new in actual utilization. To enterprising 
teachers it presents unlimited possibilities far 
development . 
1/Edith B· Goldberg, "Tape Recording as a Teaching Tool," 
Audio - Visual Guide, May , 1954, ?.0:21. 
Some suggested areas for tape-recorder use are 
presented: 
{ 1) It may be used to interpret the school to 
the community, presenting plays and programs . 
(2) The communi ty may be interpreted to the school, 
bringing back sounds and voices. 
(~) Tapes organizea around central t hemes or units -
h olidays, history episodes, current events. 
( 4) Pres ervi !"€: radio programs . 
(5) Narration with filmstrips and slidt::S• 
( 61 Speech evaluation and impro vernent. 
(7) Rehearsals and dramatics. 
(8) Raising oral standards. 
2. Advantages 
The preceding sections point out some of the 
reasons why live recording offers many advantages for 
evaluating certain types of pupils' oral responses. 
The particular advantages of tape r~cording in con-
nection with this study are these: 
( 1) Pup ils are generally acquainted with it and 
less likely to be distracted by the apparatus. 
(2) Voice quality is true. 
(3) Recording tape is compari:itively inexpensive, 
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and allows up to one hour's playing time on each 
five-inch reel. 
(4) Re-evaluation can be made easily by repeated 
playbacks. 
( 5) Tapes may be stored ~ndefinii.. ely for 1·uture 
referenc e. 
(6) Tape may be easily copied (by having a second 
recorder) and copies sent to someone else for 
analyzing . 
(7) Since the inflection of the voice determines, 
in part, the shades of meaning of oral 
language, this allows a more accurate 
interpretation. 
D· Summary of the Problem 
To conclude this introductory chapter, the problem 
is restated: 
The purpose of the study is to construct tests 
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which will measure objectively the following - oral recall 
of reading, oral recall from hearing, oral recall from 
pictures, general information recall from common 
experiences, and imagir:a.tive oral elaboration. 
The tests were given to 200 pupils in grades four, 
five, and six, selected on the basis of standard tests 
as being typical of the group. The pupil responses 
were recorded on tape for analysis and evaluation. 
CHAPrER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TESTS 
A· Criteria for Choosing Material and Constructing the Tests 
The stories used as the material upon which to base 
the recall evaluation were constructed with the findings 
of certain investigations in mind· 
Droney, Cucchiara, and Scipione, in a n article titled, 
"Pupil Preference for Titles and Stories in &sal Readers 
1/ 
for the Intermediate Grades, rr- found that boys expressed 
great interest in titles and stories about animals, the 
out-of-doors, adventure, exploration, a. nd heroes . Girls, 
however, appeared more interested in imag inative stories, 
and those that were emotional or about homelife and 
familiar experiences. Titles which bad a. familiar and 
meaningful vocabulary were more eagerly read than others 
by both boys a.nd g1. rls . 
In general, dull and g ifted children had somewhat 
the same interests, with few exceptions - such a.s the 
greater preference of the slower children for stories 
with familiar experiences, and the favoring by upper-
quartile pupils of stories based on factual materials. 
1/M. L· Droney, S. M· Cucchiara. and A. M· Scipione, 
rrpupil Preference for Titles and Stories in Basal Readers 
for the Intermediate Grades," Journal of Educational 
Research, Decemb er , 1953, 47: 271- 277 . 
-34-
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1/ 
An earlier study by Witty and Kopel- reports that the 
interest in animal stories begins to dwindle with the boys 
when they are eleven and is instead directed toward stories 
of science and invention. At this same age, the girls are 
still finding enjoyment in stories of home and school life . 
Both the b oys and the girls at this age are beginning to 
show so me interest in biography, but history seems to have 
little appeal. In regard to informational stories, they . 
were more enjoyed by children of superior ability than by 
a. verage children. 
B· Sources of Material for Construction of t h e Tests 
Keeping in mind the general implications of the 
reports desc r ibed briefly in the precedi ng section, eight 
basic areas were chosen to use for the story material. 
These were animals, out - of-doors , adventure , exploration, 
science and invention, sports, hobbies, and heroes. 
For t he purpose of having specific items to evaluate 
in recall ability, the stories were based on factual 
materia l and some s imple generalities. 
The topics in t he basic areas were arbitrarily 
selected to ap peal to the interests of middle g rade pup ils. 
1/P · A. Witty and David Kopel, uMotivating Remedial 
Reading: The Interest Factor," Educational Administration 
and Supervision, January , 1936, 22 : 1-19 . 
The titles of these topics were as follows: 
The Electric Eel 
Too Many Pigeons 
Overnight Hike 
Seeing Weather Signs 
Skin-Diving 
Rocket Pilot 
In the Middle of Africa 
~t the South Pole 
Color Television 
Another Moon 
Boating 
Polo 
Taking Pictures 
Collecting Rocks 
Lewis and Clark 
Hannibal 
1/ 
As in Scott's study,- the facts to use in the con-
struction of the stories were taken from encyclopedia, 
current magazines , newspapers, and books . 
c. Description of the Tests, Samples 
The purpose of this study is to measure objectively 
ors.l recall in certain situations, and to evaluate 
different test items. The effort was made to keep all 
reading items similar in level of difficulty . 
l/H· E· Scott, op. cit. 
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In Scott 1s- study, which was an evaluation of 
workbook exe rei s es, the it ems were ca. tegorized as short 
(55-90 words), medium (91-150 words) , and long ( more than 
150 words) . Within each of these g roups, the stories were 
rated as eas y or bard. In the practice situation in her 
study, t h e pupils began with easy material and prog ressed 
to more difficult material. 
In t h is stud y , it was found during t he construction 
of the items that they seemed to lend themselves best to 
what Scott had calle d the short length (55-90 words) and 
the medium length (91-150 words). 
The level of difficulty , siroe the items were to be 
used with pupils in grades four, five , and six,was based on 
fourth grade vocabulary , insofar as possible . The ex-
ceptions, of course, were certain sp ecialized words in some 
of the stories, which although perhaps not in various word 
lists, appeared to be in the recognition vocabulary of 
most of the pupils or were explained in the development of 
the story. 
No attempt was made to control the number of different 
concepts within the various items. This differed from 
story to story, depending upon the typ e of material being 
1/H. E. Scott, op . cit . 
related . The evaluation checklist, described in 
Chapter III, provides opportunity to score all the con-
cepts of each story. 
On the basis of the criteria described in the first 
part of this chapter , eight areas of interest for con-
structing the stories were chosen . These were : 
Animals 
Out - of-doors 
Adventure 
Exploration 
Scie r:c e and Invent ion 
Sports 
Hobbies 
Heroes (Biography) 
Two stories were written for each of these eight 
areas, having easy material but yet high enough interest 
to keep the attention of sixth graders . 
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These stories were used as the items for oral recall 
from reading and oral recall from hearing . 
On the following pages are the stories used. 
The Electric Eel 
Can you imagine such a thing as a fish about four 
feet long making enough electricity to light your house? 
Yes, the electric eel that lives in the warm waters 
in South America can do just that l His electric current 
is so strong tb~t it could even knock down a horse. 
This current makes an electric fence around the 
eel that no enemy can get through . It also helps him 
get his food by shocki ng other fish that he eats . 
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Too Many Pigeons 
We find it hard to believe what large numbers there 
used to be of a kind of bird called the passenger pigeon. 
About a hundred years ago people told about seeing 
nesting groups of these birds that were spread over the 
land in a row a mile wide and a hundred miles long. 
Sometimes there would be a hundred nests in a tree, and 
large branches were broken by their weight . 
In flight, mile- wide columns of these birds often 
took over an hour to fly overhead in a parade about ten 
miles long. 
Because the passenger pigeons stayed together in 
such great numbers, they were easily killed by their 
enemies, and ~oday not even one is left. 
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Overnight Hik e 
Of all the different things that boys and girls do 
in camp in the summer, the one that many like the best 
is g oing on a hike and staying away for a night . 
This gives them a chance to do their own cooking 
over an open fire . Later there is the fun of sitting 
around the campfire and playing games or singing . 
Sleeping on the g round, wrapped up in a blanket or 
sleepiP~ - bag, is a time that will be remembered long 
after summer is gone . 
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Seeing \ eather Signs 
Did you see any clouds in the sky this morning? If 
you did, do y ou know if they mean anything about what the 
weather 1s going to be today? 
~ eathermen say that y,ou can tell somethiD_g about the 
weather from the way the clouds look, and which way they 
are blowing . 
All clouds are made up of small raindrops, but 
they don't all rain . Vfuen t h e cloud is fluffy white it is 
called a fair-weather cloud. 
If it is very cold high up in the air, then the 
clouds be g in to turn black, and pretty soon we g et some 
rain. 
Skin-Diving 
How would y ou 11:ke to be able to swim under water 
for half an hour or more? By means of a light breathing 
mask and a tube of air supply on his back, a diver in a 
bathing suit can stay underwater to fish with a spear or 
to explore . 
The reason it is called 11 skin-di ving" is to show 
how it is different from the other kind of underwater 
diving, in which the diver wears a heavy rubber suit and 
gets his air pumped through a hose. 
Rocket Pilot 
Two thousand miles an hour , and higher above the 
earth tba.n any person has ever been - that is the 
adventure that the test pilot has when he takes off in 
the new rocket plane , the X-2 . 
Every flight in the rocket plane is a new adventure . 
The plane is loaded with dangerous rocket gas, and goes 
so ras-e that the pilot has to be very quick - thinking to 
be able to keep it under control . 
Trying out these new rocket planes is important to 
find out what planes in the future will be like. This 
shows how long and wide the wir.gs should be , what shape 
the body of the plane should be for high rocket flying, 
ani how to drive the new rockets . 
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In the Middle of Africa 
In the hot, wet lands in the middle of Africa , there 
are places where few white men have ever gone. 
This is a land of giant trees that shut out the 
sunlight so tba t it is almost dark on the forest floor. 
Explorers here have to watch out for strange animals 
and snakes. 
Different kinds of tribes live here . Some are small 
people about four feet tall, called pygmies, and some other 
tribes are big people , more than seven feet tall. 
These unknown jungles make an interesting area to 
explore. 
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~t the South Pole 
If you have ever looked at a map of the world or a 
world globe, you have seen down at the bottom a white 
place called the South Fole. It is very far away from 
where we 1 ive , but yet many men from here have explored 
that snow - and - ice covered land . 
VJhile we are baving winter, it is summer at the 
South Pole . I t is not like any summer we know, for it 
is still cold and icy, but it is light for half a year . 
During this time, the explorers are using airplanes 
a nd helicopters to make maps and to find out more about 
the weather . 
Color Television 
Not rm.ny of us have seen color television yet, but 
we will soon. Inventors are working bard and fast to 
make color TV sets for home use . 
These sets for color pictures are harder to make 
than the black- and -white picture sets. They have many 
more parts and many more tubes . In order to have a color 
picture , three pictures have to be received - red, green~ 
and blue . The different color pictures are then mixed 
together and show as one full- color picture . 
A not be r Moon 
Next year a round ball made of shiny ~etal may be 
spinning around the earth , just like the moon does . 
Inside this little metal moon will be things to 
tell about the weather and other things in outer space . 
A sn~ll radio will send the messages back to earth . 
This new moon will be sent into space by a rocket, 
and then will stay on a course 200 or more miles above 
the earth . It will go around the world in just 90 
minutes . People will watch for it and tell when and 
where they see it . Thus we will know where it is all 
the t in1e . 
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Boating 
A sport that is growing more and more popular every 
year is that of booting. Many boys and girls who live 
near the water spend their summer sailing in small boats. 
Sailboats of the same size and shape belong to the 
same 11 class.u Races are held between boats of a class, 
and there are rules that have to be followed exactly. 
These races test the skill of the boys or g irls, 
because they have to be able to sail against the wind as 
well as with it. 
Polo 
Polo is a game we do not hear so much about , 
because it is not played by schools and we do not see 
it on television. 
It is played by men on horseback . These horses are 
spe cially trained and are called "polo ponies . " 
There are four men on each team . They each carry a 
long wooden mallet which they use to hit a small wood 
ball . A goo.l is counted if one team can hit the ball 
between the goal p osts of the other team . 
The game lasts one hour , and has eight seven- and-
one- half minute periods called "chukkers . 11 
It is a fast , r ough game . 
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Taking Pictures 
A hobby that bas g rown to be almost the biggest one 
in America is tbat of taking pictures . Nearly every 
family bas a person who likes to take pictures of trips, 
or parties, or friends . 
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A boy or girl can tak e good pictures even with a 
camera that does not cost very much . Only a few easy 
things need to be done . These are: hold the camera still; 
have what you are taking in the middle of the picture; 
don ' t tip the camera; remember to w.ind the film after 
each picture . 
Collecting Rocks 
Have you ever seen a rock so pretty and different 
that you thoug]J.t it should be p icked up and kept to 
show to other people? 
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Many boys and g irls mve thought that, so now rock 
collecting is a hobby tbat is liked all over the country. 
It is a hobby tnat can be fun anywhere, unlike sea-shell 
collecting , wfuch can be done only by peop le who g o to the 
beach. 
Not all rocks are worth picking up , of course. But 
rocks that ba ve bright colors or odd s bapes always look 
nice in a collection, and the best part of all is t hat 
they are free. 
Lewis and Clark 
The big gest area of unknown land in the United 
States was explored by a small group of men led by 
Captain Lewis and Captain Clark . 
These brave leaders had the job of finding out 
about the Indians and the country of the far west . They 
were also look ing 1·or a land way to the Pacific Ocean. 
They planned the trip carefully, and showed how 
impat:'tant it is for leaders to think of everything that 
will be needed . 
Thanks to their good planning , America learned much 
about land that white men had never seen before . 
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Hanniba l 
One of the great gener als in history was Hannibal . 
He lived about two thousand years ago in Carthage , a city 
in north Africa . 
Hannibal became interested in war when he was a boy, 
because his father was -a genera l. When he grew up , he 
became a g eneral too . 
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Carthage was at war with Rome . Hannibal decided to 
surprise the Romans by marching to attack them from a new 
place . This plan was a bard one to do , because Hannibal's 
army had to cross the Alps , which are high snowy mount a ins . 
Hannibal ' s army was different . He had a large number 
of elephants which were used for carrying things and later 
used in battle. The elephants had trouble crossing the icy 
rivers and the high snow- covered mountains . But thanks to 
Hannibal ' s good plans his army with its elephants finally 
got over the mountains and came into Italy to fight the 
Romans . 
Another type of item is concerned with general 
information recall from common experiences . For this, a 
series of questions was used which would provide oppor-
tunity for as free an oral response as might be expected 
in this test situation. After ea ch question the pupil's 
response wa s recorded, to be evaluated subsequently 
according to the checklist described in Chapter III· 
The questions used, which were for the purpose of 
eva luati ng res ponses of common experiences or of a 
biographical nature, were tbese: 
1. What are s orne of the t nings you do outside 
of school? 
2. V1h ich gam es do you like to p lay best? 
3. Tell something a bout your favorite shows 
on television. 
4. Tell about any special tri:r:s you remember . 
5. Why do we have a school safety patrol? 
6. Can you tell what your hobbies are and why 
you think they are interesting? 
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For a mea s ure of i ma ginat ive ora l ela boration , an 
introductory paragraph was read by the pupil to introduce 
characters and develop interest. Then the pupil was asked 
to continue the story, telling whatever he things would 
have happened next . 
Two introductory paragraphs were useu, one for boys 
and the other for g irls. They are on the next pages. 
In the p layback of the recording of each pupil's 
story, the following factors were checked : 
Originality of ideas; ease of creating a s-cory; 
logical organization of ideas; illogical organization of 
ideas; flue ncy of sentences; vocabulary level (above 
grade level , below grade level, average). 
Also considered was ability in interpretation and 
enumeration, as well as general quality and projection. 
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Introductory Paragraph (BOYS) 
Lost on the Moon 
Jack put on his new space suit and made sure he had 
his pocket radio and air- supply tube: that he would need 
when he got out of the rocket ship. He was so excited 
that he could hardly get ready fast enough. He was the 
first boy to be allowed to join the moon expedition. 
The rocket trip to the moon went smoothly. A1'ter 
all, the men planning for the exploring of the moon had 
made many trips already to get the base set up and the 
supplies in. 
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The ship came in for a goed landing at the moon base, 
and Jack and the men got out in their space suits. As 
they walked to the space house Jack suddenly felt some-
thing s~range happening, and the house and the ship began 
to disappear. Then he lost sight of the other men. 
There he was , alone, not knowing what had happened, 
so he decided quickly to - - - - - - - - - - - -
Introductory Paragraph (GIRLS) 
Sally's Skating Surprise 
The crowds were already there, all around the 
skating rink, waiting to see what this young American 
girl could do to win the skating prize for her country. 
Sally got ready slowly and carefully. She picked 
up her skates to give them a final looking-over before 
putting them on. Suddenly she noticed something wrong . 
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A big, dull nick had been banged into the blade of one 
of her skates. How this would affect her figure skatingl 
But it was too late to do anything now, they were 
already calling her name. So she unhapp ily put on her 
skates - the sharp one and the dull one - and skated out 
onto the rink. 
To her surprise, she did not fall down. Instead, 
something new seemed to bave happened to her skating . She 
started a turn, and then - - - - - - - -
These same factors that were used to evaluate 
imaginative oral elaboration were used to consider the 
pupils' responses in oral recall from pictures. A 
picture which could obviously be interpreted as telling 
a definite story and had several details to notice was 
shown to the pupil . After he had looked at the picture 
for half a minute, he was asked to describe the picture 
and tell what might be its story . This was done for 
each of the g roups, and the responses recorded. 
In conclusion., all of the items chosen for the 
measurement of oral recall from reading and oral recall 
from hearing were based on material of fourth grade 
level, but yet of high enough interest to keep sixth 
grade attention. 
The pupils' responses in general information recall 
from common experiences., in imagimt ive oral elaboration., 
and in oral recall from pictures were recorded to be 
evaluated later. 
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D· Construction of Checklist to Use in Evaluation 
The purp ose of having a checklist to evaluate pupils ' 
responses in the test situation is to try to insure con-
sistent and objective scoring of all items. 
The basic item in the checklist is the number of 
ideas recalled, with opportunity to judge the pupil 's 
interpretation of main ideas, his enumeration of facts 
in sequence, the quality of his responses, and the pro-
jection of his voice. 
To begin with, the ideas of each of the 16 stories 
were listed in sequence. These were arranged four on a 
page - two pages for forms A and C, and another two pages 
for forms B and D. These were duplicated in sufficient 
number to have scoring pages for each pupil . Beside 
each idea was space to check if it had been included in 
the pupil 's response. In addition to the lists were 
places to check the number of extraneous ideas given that 
were not in the story, the number of incorrect or mis-
interpreted facts, whether or not in c~rect sequence, 
the quality of responses (good , fair, poor), and voice 
projection (good , fair, poor). 
The third page of the checklist was for the interview 
questions on general information and common experiences. 
Provided was space for the total of the number of ideas 
after each question, and space for rating (gocd, fair, 
poor) quality of responses, and projection of voice . 
Also on this page is the checklist of factors to be 
checked for imaginative oral elaboration, both for the 
completion of the intrcxluctory paragraph and the story of 
the picture. It included tre s e: 
l . Originality of ideas (Good 
-
2. Ease of creating story (Good 
3- Logical organization of ideas 
4· Fluency of sentences (Good 
5. Vocabulary (Good 
6. Int erpr etati on of ideas (Good 
7. Quality of ideas (Good 
8. Projection of voice (Good 
-
9 . Enumeration; nunb er of ideas 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Poor_) 
Poor_) 
Poor_) 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor_) 
CHAPrER III 
PIAN OF THE STUDY 
A· Review of the Problem 
The problem involved in this stuqy is the construction 
of tests which will measure objectively the following 
abilities in intermediate g rade pupils: 
Oral recall from hearing 
Oral recall from silent reading 
General inforrration recall from common experiences 
{ interview) 
Imaginative oral elaboration- story completion 
picture completion. 
The tests were given individually to 200 pupils in 
grades four, five, and six, a nd the pupils' responses 
recorded on tape for analysis and evaluation. 
B· Data Concerning the Participating Groups 
The pupils particip3..ting in the oral testing situation 
were a selection fro m the entire group i n grades four, 
five, and six in the school in wb. ich the testing was done. 
They were a group that mi ght represent a cross section 
distribution of approxinB. tely average-ability pupils. 
(On the basis of Ot i s Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests 
and Stanford Achievement Tests .) 
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For the purposes of tbis procedure , the pupils were 
selected to form a group that excluded the extreme high-
achievement individuals and the extreme low-achievement 
individuals. It was apparent in preliminary tryouts that 
no one set of reading materials could be adapted that 
would evaluate adequately both the very bigh achieving 
pupils and the very low-achieving pupils. (As judged by 
the Otis Q.uick-Scori ng Menta 1 Ability Tests and Stanford 
Achievement Test s oo res. ) 
Evaluation of reading ability is not intended to be 
a fu nction of this testing procedure; instead, an attempt 
to evaluate recall is its main purpose. It was decided 
arbitrarily, therefore, to exclude the extreme upper and 
lc:mer groups, and to try to select a g roup that might 
be within a comparatively narrow range of ability about 
the median of this population, as indicated by the 
standardized tests. 
Descr:!£tion of the total group from which the pupils were 
selected 
The total number of pupils in the school at the time 
of testing in grades four , five, and six, from Which the 
participating pupils were selected , consisted of 76 in 
grade :t.'our , 82 in grade five, and 50 in grade six, plus 
a previous class of 25 sixth-graders, making a total of 235. 
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The range of Otis Quick- Scoring quotients of the 
total group was from 82 to 162. Other Otis ~uick-Scoring 
data concerning this group : 
Mean 115 . 90 
Median 115 . 14 
Mode 113 
Standard Deviation 15 . 32 
Q 10 . 24 
Sixty- eight per cent of the scores lie between 
100 . 58 ( - 1 S·D· ) and 131 . 12 (i S · D· ) · 
The middle 50 per cent of the scores ( Q ) lie 
between 104 . $0 and 125. 38 . 
A test group was chosen from the total group that 
might have a mean and median similar to tba t of the whole 
group, while leaving out extreme deviate scores . Also 
desired was a compact group Whose recall ability could 
be evaluated with some confidence on the basis of two 
forms of the same test . 
Description of _the test group 
The number of pupils in the test g roup in g rades four, 
five, C:Lnd six was 200 . Thil:;) consisted of 76 in grade four , 
76 in grade five , and 48 in grade six . There were 102 
b oys and 98 girls . 
The range of the Otis Qui cl-c-S coring quotients was 
from 90 to 140. 
Other Otis Q.uick -Scoring data concerning the 
test group: 
Mean 
Median 
Mode 
Standard Deviation 
113.62 
113.57 
113· 
11.85 
7. 56 
Sixty-eight per cent of the scores of the test 
group lie between 101.77 (-1 S·D·) and 125.47 (t1 S·D·)· 
The middle 50 per cent of the scores ( Q ) of this group 
lie between 106.01 and 121.13. 
These data indicate that the test group which was 
selected is a fairly compact group and is similar to the 
total group , except for the extreme deviate scores. 
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The particular abilities, as described by grade-
level score;;!, of this test group in paragraph meaning, 
word meaning , and language usage, as measured by the 
Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate Battery , Partial, 
Form L, are listed on the Test Record Sheets in 
Appendix c. (Actual grade p lacement at time of testing: · 
4-2; 5.2; 6.2.) 
The scores are given in grade-level equivalents and 
are arranged in the cr der of t be pupils' taped responses 
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for each grade tested · 
Listed also are other descriptive data: Otis rQ, 
Chronological Age , Mental Age, Educational Age (Stanford), 
Grade Equiv-alent (Stanford) , and the scores on the various 
recall tests which were administered . These are Recall 
After Hearing (RH); Recall After Silent Reading (RSR); 
the combined score of tbese two tests : Recall; Interview; 
Sto:cy Completion (SC) : Picture Completion (PC); the 
combined score of these three free-response tests; and 
the Total Score . 
Men tal-age distribution by grade 
The mental ages (as measured by the Otis Quick 
Scoring Mental Ability Test, Beta A) of the 200 pupils 
:p3.rticip3.ting in the oral testing situation, when 
arranged in a frequency distribution according to grade, 
show that there is an amount of overlapping from grade 
to grade as is expected . There are some fourth- grade 
pupils who scored higher on this test than some fifth-
grade and sixth-grade pupils did. 
There is, nevertheless, an increase in the mean 
scores from grade to grade . The scores represent months 
of mental age. The increases in mean scores amount to 
approxirrately 23 months between the means of grades four 
and five, ani to apprax:i rra tely nine months between the 
means of grades five and six. 
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Table 1 shows the distribution of mental ages, and 
w~y be interpreted as indicating that in tests administered 
to this group there might not be expected as much difference 
between grade-five and grade-six scores as between g rade-
four and g rade-five scores. 
Table 1. Frequency Distribution of Mental Ages of 200 
Pupils by Grade 
Scores 
196-199 
192-195 
188-191 
184- 187 
180-183 
176-179 
172-175 
168-171 
1 64-167 
l6U-l63 
f 
156-159 1 
152 -155 
148-151 
144-147 
140-143 
136-139 3 
132-135 3 
128-131 7 
' 124-127 15 
120-123 14 
116-119 9 
112-115 9 
108-111 8 
104-107 3 
100-103 4 
76 
Grade Four 
Mean s. D· 
120.24 9.80 
Grade Five Grade Six 
f Mean s.n. f Mean s.n. 
2 
7 
3 
3 
5 
11 
9 
6 142.92 15.00 
10 
3 
5 
3 
1 
4 
3 
1 
76 
1 
1 
1 
4 
6 
5 
7 152 .16 12.76 
6 
4 
8 
1 
4 
48 
Grade - equivalent scores 
Table 2 is derived from the g rade-equivalent scores 
of the Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate Battery, 
Partial, Form L· It shows a plttern of distribution 
somewhat similar to that of Table 1, but with smaller 
standard deviations from the means in each g rade. This 
indicates, especially in grade five, that the measured 
range of abilities within each g rade tested is slightly 
more compact when described by achievement-test scores 
than when described by mental -age scores . 
The scores in Table 2 represent grade levels of 
acllievement as computed for the whole test . A score 
of 40, for example, equals a grade level of 4 . 0, and a 
score of 66 represents a grade level of 6 . 6 . 
This is true also for tables 3 , 4, and 5, with the 
scores in each being equivalent to a grade level in the 
subject area being tested. Thus the means and the 
standard deviations in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 are equal 
to months . 
s.a 
A comparison of the mean grade- equivalent scores of 
the grades shows a difference of approxi!l13.tely thirteen 
months between the meali.S of grades four and five, and 
approximately nine months between the means of grades 
five and six. 
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Table 2 . Frequency Distribution of Grade-Equivalent 
Scores of 200 Pup ils by Grade 
Grade Four Grade Five Grade Six 
Scores f Mean S . D· f Mean S • D· f Mean s . D· 
95- 99 1 
90- 94 
85- 89 1 
80- 84 1 4 
75- 79 3 
70- 74 8 8 
65- 69 9 6 66 . 15 10 . 50 
60- 64 2 14 15 
55- 59 5 13 57 . 19 9. 40 4 
50-54 10 10 3 
45- 49 18 15 3 
40- 44 24 44 . 45 7 . 20 6 
35- 39 12 
30- 34 3 
25- 29 2 
76 76 48 
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Paragraph-meaning scores 
The increases in mean scores from g rade to grade 
i n the paragraph-meaning subtest of the Stanford 
Achieverrent Test, Intermediate - Battery, Partial , Form L, 
are shown in Table 3 . 
A comparison of the mean scores on this table shows 
ap proximately twelve months' difference between the means 
of grades f our and five, and approxirmtely six months' 
difference between the means of g rades five and six . 
This might be interpreted as indicating t bat in tests 
involving paragraph comprehension administered to this 
group there would probably b e less difference between 
grade-five and g rade- six scores than between grade-four 
and g rade- five scores . 
Table 3 . Frequency Distribution of Paragraph-Meaning 
Scores of 200 Pup ils by Grade 
Scores 
100- 104 
95-99 
90- 94 
85-89 
80- 84 
75- 79 
f 
2 
1 
Grade Four Grade Five Grade Six 
Mean S .n. f Mean S . D. f Mean 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 
(concluded on next page) 
1 
1 
2 
4 
3 
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Table 3 . (concluded) 
Grade Four Grade Five Grade Six 
Scores f Mean s. D· f Mean s. D· f Mean S · D· 
70- 74 1 6 5 
65-69 1 3 3 
60- 64 5 9 9 63 . 87 14. 10 
55-59 8 11 57.45 14 . 00 8 
50- 54 6 13 4 
45- 49 16 45 . 87 11 . 65 15 5 
40-44 14 6 2 
35- 39 14 3 1 
30- 34 6 1 
25-29 2 
76 76 48 
Word- meaning scores 
A comparison of the mean scores of eaCh grade in the 
word- meaning subtest of the Stanford Achievement Test, 
Intennediate Battery, Partial., Form L, shown in Table 4, 
indicates a fairly small difference between the names of 
grades five and six . The increase in means between g rades 
five and six amounts to only five mont[l..s, while the increase 
in means between g rades four and five is eighteen months . 
comparing these two d ifferere es indicates tba t in 
tests invo;lving vocabulary skills , administered to this 
group , t here would probably be coP~iderably smaller 
dif f erence between grade- five and g rade-six scores than 
between grade-four and g rade- five scores. 
Table 4 . Frequency Distrib ution of Word- Meaning Scores 
of 200 Pupils b y Grade 
Scores 
115- 119 
110- 114 
105-109 
100- 104 
95- 99 
90-94 
85- 89 
80-84 
75- 79 
70-74 
65- 69 
60- 64 
55- 59 
50-54 
45- 49 
f 
1 
10 
18 
Grade Four 
Mean 
3 45 . 95 9 . 20 
Grade Five Grade Six 
f 
5 
2 
3 
8 
4 
16 
8 
10 
5 
9 
Mean S · D· f Mean 
1 
1 
2 
4 
7 
8 
7 69.08 13 - 30 
64 . 05 14.80 8 
4 
3 
2 
(cone luded on next page) 
Table 4· (concluded) 
Grade Four Grade Five Grade Six 
Scores f Mean S • D· f Mean S. D· f Mean s.n. 
40-44 28 3 1 
35-39 11 3 
30-34 2 
25-29 3 
76 76 48 
Language-usage scores 
The Janguage-usage subtest of the Stanford Achievement 
Tests, Intermediate Battery, Partial, Form L, includes 
gramn:a.r and punctuation skills, among others; so it is 
therefore perhaps not so closely related to oral recall 
skills as the other language-arts subtests might be . 
There is , however , a grade-to-grade increase in the 
mean scores. Table 5 shows that the difference between 
the means of the language-usage scores of grades four and 
five is approximately eight months , and the difference 
between the means of grades five and six is approximately 
twelve months . 
Table 5· Frequency Distribution of Lan gua ge-Usa ge Scores 
of 200 Pupils by Grade 
Grade Four Grade Five Grade Six 
Scores f Mean s. D. f Mean s. D. f Mean S·D· 
105-109 1 
100-104 
95-99 1 
90-94: 2 2 
85-89 1 3 
80-84 1 3 
75-79 1 6 
70-74 3 11 3 
65-69 3 9 5 65.34 17.25 
60-64 4 3 5 
55-59 7 4 4 
50-54 12 10 53.60 15.45 8 
45-49 12 45.68 13.85 13 3 
40-44 8 11 2 
35-39 12 1 
30-34 5 7 
2 5-29 5 3 1 
20-24 1 1 
15-19 1 
10-14 2 
76 76 48 
Summary of :q1-eans and standard deviations of the test group 
Table 6 is a consolidation of the means and standard 
deviations computed in Tables 1 through 5. Sunnna.rized 
here are the means and the standard deviation of each 
mean of t h e language-arts subtests of the Stanford 
Achievement 'l'ests 9 Interme diate Battery, Partial, Form L, 
of the test group of 200 pupils in grades four, five, 
and six. 
Listed also i n Table 6 are grade-equivalent ~eans 
and standard deviations by g rade, and Otis mental a g es 
by g rade. 
Table 6. Summary of Means and Standard Deviations of 
Standard Test Scores of 200 Pupils by Grade 
Grade Four Grade Five Grade Six 
(N = 76) { N = 76) (N = 48) 
Test Mean S • D· Mean S • D. Mean S· D· 
Grade Equivalent 44.45 7 . 20 57.19 9.40 66.15 10.50 
Paragraph 
Meaning 45.87 11.65 57.45 14.00 63.88 14.10 
V ord Meaning 45.95 9.20 64.05 14.80 69.09 13.30 
Language Usage 45-69 13 . 85 53 . 60 15 - 45 o5.34 17.25 
Otis Mental Age 120.24 9 . 80 142· 92 15.00 152.16 12.76 
c. Description of Attempts to Measure Ability in Oral 
Language 
l · Explanation of Testing Procedure 
After the test items were constructed, as des-
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cribed in the preceding chap~er, individual testing 
was begun with the pupils selected for participation. 
The testing took place in a regular classroom, but 
at times wben the pupils were not present - at noon-
time before the start of the afternoon session, and 
immediately after school . 
There were five steps in the testing procedure . 
(a) The pupil listened to four stories, read by 
the examiner, and recalled for recar'ding after 
hearing each one . 
(b) The pupil read silentlu another four stories, 
recalling for recording after reading each one. 
(c) The pupil was asked a series of questions 
based on general information and common ex~ 
periences. The response was recorded after 
each question. 
(d) As a means of measuring imaginative oral 
elaboration, the pupil was asked to read 
silently an introductory paragraph, and then 
continue the story, telling wbatever he thin.'Lcs 
would have happened next . This was recorded. 
(One story was used f ar' gi rls and a different 
one for boys .) 
(e) As another means of measuring ima ginative 
oral elaboration, a picture was shown to 
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the pupil, and h e was then asked to describe 
the picture and tell what mi ght be its story. 
This res pore e was recorded. 
The total time required was about 30 minutes per 
pupil, with only the pup il responses being recorded. 
The sixteen stories constructed for the evaluation 
of recall items were divided into two g roups of 
eight stories similar in level of difficulty. Of 
these eight stories, the pupil listened to four 
and read four, and was asked to retell for recording 
after each one. 
For the pu~ose of convenience in handling , each 
story was mounted on a piece of oak tag . Each series 
of eight stories was mounted on a different color 
oak tag and numbered one through eight. 
In order to have a more complete comparison of 
recall after hearing and recall after reading , the 
groups of four stories for each method were alter-
nated. Thus there were four forms used in the 
testing procedure . Steps three, four , and five 
were similar in each form, howevel', excevt that 
boys and g irls completed different stories, and 
in item five, forms A and C used the same picture, 
and forms Band D used another picture. 
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Form A. 1. Listen to stories 1-4 (First series) 
2. Silent reading of stories 5-8 (First series) 
3,4,5. As described above. 
Form B· 1. Listen to stories 1-4 (Second series) 
2. Silent reading of stories 5-8 (S~cond 
series) 
3,4,5. As descrlbed above. 
Form c. 1. Listen to stories 5-8 (First series) 
2. Silent reading of stories 1-4 (First Series) 
3,4,5. As described above. 
Form D· 1. Listen to stories 5-8 {Second series) 
2. Silent reading of stories 1-4 (Second 
series) 
3,4,5. As described above. 
Specific directions for administering the test are 
given in the manual, in Appendix A· 
In the recording of the pupils ' responses, each 
pupil's test was numbered within its grade group. For 
example: 
Grade rv. Test 1, test 2, .•.••.•• t 0 test 76. 
Grade v. Test 1, test 2, .•..•••• t 0 test 76. 
Grade VI. Test 1, test 2, •••••••• to test 48. 
Each reel of tape was numbered in sequence within a 
grade: 
IV-A, IV-B, IV-C, • • • • ··; V-A, V-B,.·· ,VI-A, 
VI-B, • • • • • • • • 
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On the pupil test record sheets for each grade, found 
in Appendix c, the tests a.re listed in order, along with 
the fonn administered, A, B, C, or .L), a.nd other descrip-
tive data. of the test group. 
2. Explanation of Checklist Use 
In Appendix D are -che checklists for forms A and 
C, a.nd forms B a.nd D· 
Listed. are the items -co be cheeked for each of 
the eight stories r eca.lled, the checklist for the 
interview-type questions, a.nd the checklists fer 
the paragraph completion and picture description. 
The checklists were completed by listening to 
the playback of each pupil's responses, a.nd 
pla. cing a. checkma.rk beside each idea. recalled in 
the stories. In sections 3 , 4, 5 (Interview, 
Completion of Story, a.ni Picture Completion) a 
tally was kept of tne total num~er of ideas ex-
pressed. Specific directions fer using the check-
list are given in the ma.nua.l in Appendix A· 
In addition to scoring the number of ideas, a.n 
evaluation of the q ua.lities of the responses wa.s 
made by checking the descriptions at the bottom 
of pages one a.nd two, a.nd on page three, 
according to the suggestions given in the manual 
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of direct ions (Appendix A) • 
The summary on page three of each for.m was 
then completed in order to facilitate totaling 
scores for the whole grade . 
CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF THE ORAL I.AI\ GUAGE TESTS WITH 
THE TAPE RECORDER 
A. Relia bi lit i es of the Recall Tests 
1 . Description of the Ad.11inistering and Scoring 
of the Recall Tests 
The rna j or part of the testi ng si tua ti on described in 
the precedir..g cha p ter consisted of providing the pupil 
opp ortunity to recall wba t he rememb ered after each of eight 
stories. Regardless of which form of the test h e had , the 
first part of the test involved listeniD~ to four stories 
and recalling for recording after h eari ng each one. The 
second part of each test involved silent reading of four 
stories and recalling for recording after reading each 
o ne . This total of eight stories constituted the recall-
test section of t be total test. 
Two g roups of ei ght stories were used , sixteen alto-
ge ther . Fo r purposes of convenience of identification for 
scoring , the first g roup of ei@lt stories was called 
Form A- C, a nd t he s eco nd group of eight stories wa s called 
Form B- D· The only difference between F orm A and Form C 
v1as that with in t h e eight stories used, different halves 
-81-
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were used for listening and for silent reading , as desc r ibed 
in the preceding ch apter. The same differenc e existed 
between Form Band F orm D· This ? rovided for every story 
in the test being rotated i n i ts use for listening and for 
silent reading; thus each stor y was used an equal number of 
times for each reca 11 situation. Since the total number of 
pupils p articip:l..tin g ·was 200, this amounted to each story 
being recalled by 100 pup ils - 50 recalling i t after hearing 
ani 50 recalling it e.fter silent reading. 
The tests were scored for t h e number of ideas recalled 
and were also judg ed for q uality of f l uency . F or this 
scoring, the checklists found in Appendix D were used. A 
checkmark was placed b eside each i dea reca lled by t h e 
pup il, and his quantitative score was t he total number of 
ideas recalled correctly. The checkmarks were filled in 
while listening to t h e playback of the tape recording of 
t he pup ils 1 respo nses. 
2. Est imating Re1iabili ty by the 11 Chance-Halves Method 
As a method of attempting to obtain an approxi~tion 
to t h e true reliabil i ty of eacb. set of tests (Form A-C and 
Form B- D), each separate test was split into halves, assumed 
to be equivalent to one another, and each half scored 
separately . In this case, a n 11 odd-even 11 number splitting 
was do ne . The scores of s t ories numbered 1, 3, 5, and 7 
were correlated with t he scCII:"'es of stories numbered 2, 4, 6, 
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and 8 by computing the Pearson ~roduct -Moment Coefficient 
of Correlation. After this, the coefficient of reliability 
for the whole test was found by means of the Spearman· Brown 
Prophecy Formula . 
It should be understood, of course, that coefficients 
of reliability estimated by this method are likely to be 
somewhat higher than those which are based on the corre-
lation of scores of separately given equivalent forms . 
It was not possible to do this in the testing situation in 
this study, however , so the "chance- halves" procedure was 
executed. The coefficient of reliability thus estimated, 
therefore, may be considered as a useful approximation 
to the true reliability, wit bin the described limitations 
of this rrethod. 
The coefficient of correlation of the odd- item scores 
with the even-item scores of the recall tests in Form A-C 
administered to 100 pupils in grades f our , five, and six 
is . 765 (with a standard error of .041) · Using the 
Speannan Brown Prophecy Formula, the coefficient of re-
liability is found to be • 87. 
The coeff i cient of correlation of the odd - item scores 
with the even-i tern scores of the recall tests in Form B- D 
administered. to 100 pupils in grades four , five, and six 
is .730 (with a standard error of . 046) . Using the 
Spearman Brown Prophecy Formula, the coefficient of 
reliability is f ound iD be .85 . 
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The estimated coefficients of reliability for both 
forms of the test being • 87 and • 85 should not be inter-
preted as infallible indications of fairly hi gh reliability. 
They should instead be c onsi de red i ndi cations of marked 
reliability, within the limite. tions of the ttchance-halves" 
method, showing what might be a co ns is tent and promising 
technique of measurement. 
B. Reliability of Scoring 
Any test worthy of being considered as a promising 
techni que of objective measurement should have a system 
of scar' ing that will produce nearly similar scores when 
evalt:e.ted by d ifferent scorers. In a test tl::at is highly 
objective, the coefficient of correlation between the first 
s carl 1':\g and the re-s cori 1':\g should nearly approach plus 1. 00. 
1 . Scoring by Using the Checklist 
The instrument for scoring the oral tests was the 
checklist constructed for each form. {Appendix D) The 
checklist was used as the scorer listened to the playback 
of the pupils' responses on the tape recorder, placing a 
checkmark beside each idea recalled i n the recall section. 
In the interview section of the test, and in the story-
completion an d picture-completion sections, the scorer 
kept count of the number of ideas expressed and marked 
the total in the appropriate space. As an aid in scoring 
the tests, the number of each was announced on the tape, 
and the test-record sheet provided information concerning 
the form of the test taken and wm ther by a boy or girl. 
The bottom section of each page of the checklist was 
filled in for a de script ion of the quality of fluency of the 
responses. This was oosed on subjective judgment , however, 
and is not included in this topic on the objective scoring 
of the number of ideas. 
For Q.9nsO>lidating information on the checklist, the 
scorer completed at the top of each page, "Grade and Tape, 
Test Number , Form, and Boy or Girl; 11 checked each section 
on pages one and two whether Recall after Hearing or Recall 
after Silent Reading; put the total number of ideas checked 
after each story, and completed the totaling sections on 
page three. 
The checklists were numbered in sequence along with 
the test responses of each pupil on every tape . The tapes 
were titled by grade in the order of each reel recorded: 
Tape IV-A to IV-L; V-A to V-K; arrl VI-A to VI-G· 
The forms of the tests were given in rotation,A, B, C, 
D, to insure an equal number of pupils participating in the 
evaluation of each story in the Recall-after-Hearing and the 
Recall-after-Silent-Reading sections of t he test. They do 
not always appear on each tape in this order, how ever, as 
may be seen in the Test Records in Appendix C. This is 
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because the pupils were being tested in order according to 
their availability for the testing session , and since 
grades four, five, an:l six were being tested simultaneously, 
t he forms A, B, C, or D had their rotation on an inter - grade 
basis . 
In using the checklists in the original scoring , a 
whole tape reel was scored in sequence , so there was no 
difficulty in locating the test to be scored . By using 
the timer on the recorder , it was easy to rewind and re-
check for purposes of greater accuracy in placing checkmarks 
or counting responses for the checklist . 
2 . Relationship Between Original Scores and Recheck 
Scores 
As a means of determining the objectivity of the 
method of scoring the ntUnber of pupil resp onses in the oral 
tests, it was decided to have 100 tests out of the total 
of 200 tests rescored by another person. The rescoring was 
done by an experienced fifth - grade teacrer, familiar with 
the use of the tape recorder . 
The following is the set of directions g iven the 
s corer for scoring t.he tests with the checklists: 
Scoring tbe Test with the Checklist 
1 . Locate test number to be scored on tape . 
2 . Listen to p l ay ba ck: of pupil respo nses; check (.1) beside 
each item r eca.lled. 
(In tests C and D, pa ge 2 is first, Recall after Hearing .) 
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3. After each story, comp lete items at bottom of p age, putting 
in number, or checking beside appropriate word.~~ 
4. On page 3, k eep count of the number of ideas in each res-
ponse , and place on appropriate line. After each section, 
steps 3, 4, and 5, c he ck Good , Fair , or Poor besid e each 
description. -iE-
5. For consolidati ng inforxr,ation -
a. Fill in at top of page- Grade and Tape, Test No., 
Form J Boy or Girl. 
b . Check whether Recall a fter Hearing, or Recall 
a fter Silent Reading. 
c. Fu t total number of ideas checked after each 
story on pp. 1 and 2. 
On Page 3 of t he checklists, t:b..e pupils 1 resp onses in step 3 
are to these questions: 
1 . V~'bat a re some of the thir:gs y ou do outside of school? 
2. Which game s d o you 1 ike to play best'? 
3. Tell something about your favorite show s on television. 
4. Tell a bout any sp:l cial trips you remember. 
5. Why do we have a school safety patrol? 
6 . Can you te l l wbat your hobbies are ani why you think 
they are interesting ? 
In step 4, Completion of Story, there was a different story 
for l:oys and girls. Put number of ideas told at bottom of 
list, and check Good, Fa ir, or Poor for each des c ription.-~-
In step 5, Picture story, p icture A went wi t h form A or C, 
and picture B went with forms B or D. 
Picture A: A g roup of ch ildren p laying in a tree house . 
Picture B: A cat and a parrakeet playing together on 
the floor . 
Put number of ideas told at bottom of list , and check Good, 
Fair, or poor for each des cri ptiond:-
. uality of Responses 
Good - Better than average for the g rade . Speaking with 
no errors or he sitancy; being sure of what he is 
saying . 
Fair - v:hat may be expected for the g rade· Speaking 
with few errors and little hesitancy . 
Poor - Below what may be expected for t h e grade . Not 
sure of ideas to be recalled . Frequent hesi-
tation and errors of facts. 
Voice Projection 
Good - Adequate volume, clear; with eX'p ressi on and 
a nina t ion. 
Fair - Easily heard; confident sounding. 
Poor - VJ eak sounding; nat easy to hear; •'~'ith little 
expression or ani:ra tion. 
Fluency (p . 3) Continuation of flow of ideas; 
apparent ease of speaking . ( Good , Fair , or 
Poor f or the grade) 
The selection of the tests to be rescored v1as based 
on the idea of having an equal numbel"' of each form , Pu B, 
c, and n, used. Since either a random sequence, or a 
sequence of every other test would not assure the same 
number for each form, a group of four tests (one of each 
form) was chosen from a b10st every tape reel for each 
grade level. 
Table 7 shows the numb er of tests rescored for each 
grade and for each form. n equal number of each form 
was rescored . 
Table 7. Organization of 100 Oral Tests of Pupils in 
Grades Four, Five, and Six to be Rescored 
Total Total Number Numb er of Tests in Each 
Numb er of Tests to to be Rescored 
Grade of Tests be Rescored Form A B c D 
IV 76 38 10 10 9 9 
v 76 38 9 9 10 10 
VI 48 24 6 6 6 6 
Total 200 100 25 25 25 25 
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Form 
linen the res cor ing of t."le oral responses was completed 
and all too information ani totals filled in on the 100 
checklists, they were compared with the totals for each 
section of the 100 checklists made from the original scoring 
of the same o rE~. l respo nses. To facilitate the comparison of 
the original scores with the recheck scores, Table 8 was 
set u p . This g ives the scores for each section of t he tests. 
Following are the abbreviations tl::at are used in 
Table 8 , along with a-:1. explanation of each column: 
Column 1. RH -- Recall after Hearing 
2. RSR -- Recall a fter Silent Reading 
1 and 2. Recall - RH and RSR combined 
3. Int . - Interview 
4 · SC -- Story Completion 
[8 0 
5. PC Picture Completion 
3, 4 , 5. Co:::n bined total of Interview, Story 
Compl etion , and Picture Completion. 
Total -- The number of pupil responses in the 
whole test. 
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Table 8. A Comparison of the Ori ginal Scores and the 
Recheck Scores of 100 Oral Tests in Grades I 
Four, Piv e, and Six 
Original Scores 3 RecnecK Scores 3 
Tape rrest Fonn RH RSR Recall Int. sc PC 4 Total I RH RSR J.ecall Int. sc PC 4 Total 
5 5 
( 1) (2) (1,2) ( 3) (4) ( 5) 
J 
( 1) (2) ( 1,2) ( 3) {4) ( 5) --- ------ -- - -
IV-A 1 A 37 44 81 20 3 5 28 109 38 49 87 20 3 5 28 115 
2 B 31 21 52 21 4 4 29 81 ) 33 24 57 22 4 4 30 87 y 
4 c .. 39 21 00 20 5 8 33 93 43 21 64 21 5 7 33 97 
5 D 13 28 41 20 1 2 23 64 13 29 42 21 2 2 25 67 
IV-B 10 D 27 22 49 17 1 4 22 71 29 25 54 17 1 4 22 76 
li A 34 53 87 24 2 7 33 120 34 55 89 23 2 8 33 122 
14 B 31 19 50 28 1 4 33 83 32 19 51 27 1 4 32 83 
16 c 35 36 71 30 3 14 47 118 32 36 68 30 4 14 48 116 
IV-C 18 B 35 29 64 34 3 20 57 121 35 32 67 33 3 23 59 126 
21 A 38 43 81 15 1 4 20 101 39 45 84 16 1 4 21 105 
IV-D 23 c 38 30 68 23 2 6 31 99 40 32 72 22 3 7 32 104 
24 D 29 29 58 36 2 3 41 99 33 31 64 35 2 4 41 105 
25 A 16 32 48 11 2 3 16 64 15 34 49 11 2 4 17 66 
26 B 25 21 46 11 1 2 14 60 21 25 46 13 1 2 16 62 
IV-E 31 A 17 16 33 16 1 10 27 60 17 17 34 17 1 12 30 64 
34 c 59 43 102 25 3 6 34 136 62 44 106 26 3 6 35 141 
IV-F 37 D 16 19 35 11 1 2 14 49 17 18 35 10 1 3 14 49 
38 B 22 28 50 26 2 9 37 87 26 31 57 27 2 12 41 98 
IV-G 42 D 27 28 55 14 2 4 20 75 23 33 56 15 2 6 23 19 
43 A 23 29 52 14 1 2 17 69 28 25 53 14 2 2 18 71 
44 B 21 15 36 21 3 5 29 65 17 7 24 23 '4 6 33 57 
45 c 49 30 79 23 3 4 30 109 51 31 82 24 2 5 31 113 
IV-H 50 D 19 17 36 23 4 8 35 71 16 14 30 25 4 7 36 66 
51 A 14 25 39 30 2 8 40 79 18 22 40 33 2 8 43 83 
52 B 12 13 25 36 3 5 44 69 10 15 25 36 4 7 47 72 
53 c 33 31 64 25 3 3 31 95 27 32 59 28 2 5 35 94 
IV-I 55 A 20 27 47 19 2 3 24 71 20 28 48 19 2 3 24 72 
56 B 35 34 69 22 2 4 28 97 31 36 67 22 1 4 27 94 
57 c 14 22 36 18 2 4 24 60 1, 8 20 28 22 2 5 29 57 
58 D 14 12 26 12 1 2 15 41 I 13 9 22 12 1 2 15 37 
IV-J 63 A 36 61 97 19 5 7 31 128 37 62 99 23 5 7 35 134 
64 B 35 21 56 19 2 4 25 81 34 18 52 23 3 5 31 83 
65 c 35 41 76 18 3 5 26 102 31 37 68 21 3 8 32 100 
66 D 17 23 40 16 2 2 20 60 15 25 40 16 2 2 20 60 
IV-K 70 D 15 26 41 16 3 3 22 63 14 26 40 15 4 3 22 62 
71 c 22 21 43 19 3 4 26 69 l 19 17 36 22 3 4 29 65 72 A 33 30 63 26 4 2 32 95 31 26 57 27 4 2 33 90 
73 B 49 33 82 41 3 13 57 139 44 31 75 48 3 16 67 142 
\- . " . --
(continued on next page} 
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Table 8. (continued) 
-
Orii!nal Scores 3 I Recheck Scores 3 Tape Test Fonn RH RSR PC 4 Total RH RSR Recall Int. PC Reca I Int. SC sc 4 5 Total 5 
(1L .J2) {IJ2l ~3) no ( 5} ( 3) (iL~. _ (9) 
V-A 1 B 36 51 87 31 9 5 45 132 I 38 50 88 30 9 4 43 131 
2 c 47 58 105 25 3 10 38 143 { 47 60 107 26 3 10 39 146 
3 D 52 58 110 31 4 2 37 147 I 51 61 112 32 4 2 33 150 
V-B 9 A .... 38 48 86 33 2 5 40 126 41 47 88 32 2 7 41 129 
10 B 50 39 89 17 1 3 21 110 53 42 95 18 1 4 23 118 
11 c 54 43 97 31 8 7 46 143 56 45 101 31 9 8 48 149 
12 D 39 53 92 15 15 4 34 126 41 54 95 15 15 5 35 130 
v-c 15 A 23 20 43 14 3 7 24 67 23 21 44 15 3 9 26 70 
16 B 54 59 113 19 11 16' <45 158 55 59 114 20 12 15 47 161 
17 c 29 18 47 17 4 9 30 77 31 21 52 17 4 9 29 81 
18 D 38 21 59 21 2 4 27 86 36 21 57 22 3 3 28 85 
V-D 26 D 42 48 90 29 1 3 33 123 43 49 92 28 1 4 33 125 
27 A 40 60 100 37 12 8 57 157 42 64 106 39 11 8 58 164 
28 B 43 34 77 15 5 4 24 101 47 34 81 15 6 4 25 106 
29 c 36 27 63 24 3 5 32 95 38 31 69 25 3 4 32 101 
V-E 31 A 21 26 47 48 12 10 70 117 24 26 50 49 13 11 73 123 
33 c 59 34 93 22 3 4 29 122 60 35 95 23 3 4 30 125 
34 D 61 49 110 16 2 2 20 130 62 50 112 15 2 3 20 132 
V-G 46 A 27 49 76 23 2 5 30 106 29 51 80 22 3 6 31 111 
47 B 54 66 120 36 2 9 47 167 56 75 131 37 3 11 51 182 
48 c 43 41 84 34 3 7 44 128 49 42 91 36 4 8 48 139 
49 D 22 22 44 26 2 9 37 81 22 24 46 28 3 11 42 88 
52 c 28 38 66 39 4 11 54 120 28 40 68 39 6 11 56 124 
V- H 53 D 25 25 50 26 2 7 35 85 26 26 52 25 2 9 36 88 
54 A 24 22 46 20 3 5 28 74 17 19 36 21 3 6 30 66 
55 B 32 28 ·60 27 1 3 31 91 38 18 56 26 2 3 31 87 
56 c 23 36 59 19 3 17 39 98 24 38 62 20 3 18 41 103 
57 . D 13 32 45 13 1 4 18 63 I 14 32 46 14 1 5 20 66 58 A 24 35 59 20 4 12 36 95 25 36 61 22 4 13 39 100 
59 B 44 25 69 35 10 13 58 127 44 27 71 37 11 12 60 131 
V-I 62 A 27 45 72 22 5 6 33 105 27 44 71 26 6 6 38 109 
63 B 28 17 45 14 2 3 19 64 28 16 44 13 3 4 20 64 
64 c 30 26 56 22 4 5 31 87 27 25 52 27 6 5 38 90 
65 D 40 54 94 46 6 3 55 149 44 54 98 43 9 3 55 153 
V-J 70 A 39 53 92 20 2 6 28 120 42 49 91 23 2 7 32 123 
71 B 48 56 104 31 2 4 37 141 47 54 101 36 3 5 44 145 
72 c 31 25 56 15 1 4 20 76 32 22 54 1 ~ _i.) 1 4 21 75 
73 D 33 30 63 27 2 4 33 96 29 37 66 30 3 5 38 104 
(..continued on next page) 
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The Pearson R:roduc t-Moment coefficient of Correlation 
was computed from the data in Table 8 to show what re-
lationships exist between the original scores and the 
recheck scores of the 100 oral tests that were used for 
this purpose. The coefficient of correlation of the original 
Recall scores with the recbeck Recall scores is .98 (with a 
standard error of .004). 
The coefficient of correlation of the original scores 
of the total of the Interview, plus Story Completion a r.rl 
Ficture Completion (Column 3,4,5 in Table 8) compared with 
the reci~ck scores of these same tests is .975 (with a 
standard error of .005). 
The coefficient of correlation of the original Total 
scores with the recheck Total scores is .97 (with a standard 
error of • 006) • 
These correlation coeffi cients between the original 
scores and the recheck scores may be interpreted as indi-
cating that the method of scoring the number of pupils 1 
responses in the oral tests by means of the checklist and 
tape play ba. ck is highly objective. 
C· Arelysis of Subtest Scares 
1. Compari sons of Total Recall Scores by Grade 
Grade Four 
The totals of the numter of ideas recalled after the 
hearing of a story, and a fter the silent reading of a story 
show a marked similarity in the grade four group of the 
particirating pupils . The canbined recall score of the 
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76 fourth-grade pupils in the testing program is 3967 
responses. Of this total of responses in the recall tests, 
1981 of them were made in the recall- after-hearing tests, 
and 1986 in the recall-after-silent-reading test, almost 
exactly 50 per cent each. 
Inspection of Table 9 shows that a lthou@:l there are 
noticeable dif'ferences in the total scores for various 
individ ua.l paragraph numbers, comparing recall after bearing 
and recall after silent reading, the final totals seem to 
indicate, at this grade level, a close relationship between 
number of :l.d eas recalled in each kind of test. 
n 
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Table 9. Total Scores for Each Paragraph in Recall Tests 
of 76 Pupils in Grade Four 
Number of Number of Total of Total Number Per Cent of 
wara- Responses in Res pons es in Responses of Responses Responses 
~raph Recall after Recall after in Combined Possible Made of 
!Number Hearing Silent Reading Recall Total Possible 
{1) t2) { 3) (4) ( 5) t 6) 
tn 1 105 99 204 684 29.8 
2 129 115 244 836 29.2 
ls 3 104 131 235 836 28.4 
4 139 154 293 912 32-1 
5 146 141 287 950 30.2 
6 147 147 294 950 31.0 
7 119 141 260 836 31-1 
8 202 191 393 1482 26.5 
- - -- - -
1091 1119 2210 7486 29.6 
~ 1 118 90 208 1140 18.3 
2 118 172 290 950 30.6 
ils 3 99 62 161 1216 13.2 
4 164 125 289 1026 28.2 
5 132 106 238 1254 19.0 
6 106 116 222 950 23.4 
7 79 100 179 950 18.8 
8 74 96 170 1102 16.7 
- -
-- - -
890 867 1757 8588 20.5 
Totals 1981 1986 3967 16074 24.7 
.pils (A-C and 
B-D combined) 
I 
L_- -
The totals at the bottom of Table 9 show that in the 
grade- four group tested , the p er cent of responses given 
out of the total possible is 24 . 7 . There is considerable 
fluctuation about this per cent fi gure, however, in the 
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p er cent scores of the separate paragraph n~~bers} ranging 
from 32 . 1 per cent dov!ln to 13. 2 p er cent. The re i s also 
a difference b etween the per cent scores of parm A- C and 
Form B-D· In Fo·rm A- c , the per cent of responses made out 
of the total possib le is 29 . 6, as compared with 20 . 5 scored 
in Form B-D, a difference of approxi?TIS.t ely nine per cent . 
Since F or m B- D has a g reater possible total score than 
Form A- C (Form A- c is 87 per cent as long as F orm B-D), 
this di ffe renee in scores is a lilcely indication that insofar 
as this test group is concerned the larger the number of 
ideas to be recalled in an unaided oral recall situation, 
the lower the percentage score may be . 
The supp os i tion that this may be the cas e with the 
grade- four pup ils participating i n the test is further 
supported b y the p er cent scores of some of the ind ividual 
parag raphs. The lowest per cent i s 13 . 2, and this is for 
the paragraph that is t he third largest i n number of i deas 
to be recalled out of 16 paragraphs . Of the five para-
graphs with the greatest number of ideas to be recalled, 
four are in t he bot tom five of t he per cent of responses 
made · In Table 9 these are paragraph number s 1, 3, 5, and 
8 i n F or m B- D· 
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It is not the intent of this interpretation to imply 
that inc r easing the length of a story is a major determinant 
in causing a lower score in the per cent of ideas recalled. 
I t i s o nly o ne of several influences ~;vb.ich may affect a 
pupil's perf onnance. The influences may be wotional, 
physical, or psychological, and cannot be evaluated or 
interpreted in their effect as far as this particular test 
is concerned . Influences within the test itself, thoug h, 
may have been felt by various pupils pa rticipating. Such 
factors as the sequence of stories, titles, vocabulary, 
and the context itself have undoubted ly made different 
impression.B on different pupils, and thus affected their 
recall performam e . An examp le of the influence of context 
a nd/or title may be f ound in the g rade-four scores totaled 
in Table 9. Here the lowest per cent score is 13. 2 for 
paragr a ph 3 in Form B- D, the title of which is 11 Ro c..l{et 
Pilot. 11 Perhaps had there been an equivalent-leng th story 
a bout 11 cowboys 11 the per cent score might have been con-
siderably higher . 
Grade Five 
The totals of the number of ideas recalled after t h e 
hearing of a story, and after the silent r eading of 8. story 
show a slight difference i n the g rade- five g roup of the 
participating p up ils. Table 10 shows that the combined 
• 
recall score of the 76 fifth - grade pupils in the testing 
program is 5508 responses . Of this total of responses 
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in the recall tests , 2616, or 47 per cent, were made in 
the recall- after- hearing tests; and 2892, or 53 per cent, 
·were made i n the recall- after- silent-reading tests . This 
a mounts to a difference of six per cent in favor of recall 
after silent reading . 
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Table 10. Total Scores for Each Paragraph in Recall 
Tests of 76 Pupils in Grade Five 
Number of Number of Total of Total Number Per Cent 
Para- Responses in Responses in Responses of Responses of Res-
graph Recall after Recall after in Combined Possible ponses 
Number Hearing Silent Reading Recall Made of 
Total 
Possible 
{ lJ (2) { 3} {4) { 5) { 6) 
rm A-C 1 130 163 293 684 42.8 
8 Pupils) 2 145 179 324 836 38.7 
3 133 174 307 836 36.7 
4 155 186 341 912 37.4 
5 156 208 364 950 38.3 
6 194 196 390 950 41·0 
7 157 167 324 836 38.7 
8 252 262 514 1482 34 .6 
1322 1535 2857 !7486 38.2 
r B-D 1 181 167 348 1140 30.5 
Pupils) 2 180 192 372 950 39.2 
3 122 149 271 1216 22.3 
4 192 213 405 1026 39.4 
5 203 207 410 1254 32.7 
6 155 168 323 950 34 .0 
7 131 118 249 950 26 .2 
8 130 143 273 1102 24 .7 
1294 1357 2651 8588 30.9 
p ils Totals 2616 2892 5508 16074 34·3 
(A-C and 
B-D combined) 
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The totals at the bottom of Table 10 show that in the 
grade- five group tested , the per cent of respo nses given 
out of the total possible is 34 . 3 . As in the g rade-four 
scores, there is fluct1.ntion about the per cent figure in 
the per cent scores of the separate paragraph numbers, 
rangtng from 42 . 8 per cent down to 22 . 3 per cent . There is 
also a difference between the per cent scores of Form A-C 
and F orm B- D· 
In Forra A-C, the per cent of res~onses ma de out of the 
tote.l p ossible is 38 . 2 as compared with 30.9 per cent 
scored in Form B- D, a difference of approximately seven per 
cent. Since Porm B-D has a greater possible total score 
than Form A- C (Form A- C is 87 per cent as long e.s Form B-D), 
this difference in scores may be an indication that insofar 
as this test group is cone erned., the larger the number of 
ideas to be recalled in an unaided oral recall situation, 
the lower the percentage s core may be . 
Further data consistent with this supposition may be 
found in tbe per cent scores of some of the indi vi dua 1 para-
graphs listed in Table 10 . The lowest per cent is 22 . 3, and 
this is f or a paragraph that is the third largest in number 
of ideas to be recalled out of the 16 paragraphs . In re-
la ti on to this, the paragraph with the Sl1DB.lle s t number of 
ideas to 1:B recalled out of the entire 16 paragraphs had 
the highest p er cent of ideas recalled, 42 .8. In For m A- C, 
paragraph number 8 has the highest total number of ideas 
to be recalled, and the lowest per cent score . 
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These s pecific instances of inverse relationship between 
leng th of story and p er cent of :i.d eas recalled do not ne ces -
sarily irrlicate a consistent pattern of such relationships . 
There are indeed many exceptions caused by the various in-
fluences mentioned pr>eviov.s ly , such as sequence of stories, 
vocabulary, and especially context affecting the pupils 1 
recall performance at time of testing . 
Grade Six 
The totals of the number of ideas recalled after the 
hearing of a story, ani after the silent reading of a story 
by the g rade- six g roup of participating pupils sh011 a slight 
difference in favor of recall after silent reading . 
Table 11 shmYs that the co mb ined recall scores of the 
48 sixth- grade pupils in the testing prog r am is 3376 res -
ponses . Of this total of responses in the recall test, 1596, 
or 47 p er cent, were WBde i n the recall- after - hearing tests; 
and 1780, or 53 per cent , were made in the recall - after- silent 
reading tests . This amounts to a difference of six p er cent 
in favor of recall after silent reading . This difference is 
similar to t h e difference in per cent scores of the grade - five 
group of participatiP.g pupils . 
Table 11 . Total Scores for Ea ch .... aragraph in Reca 
Tests of 48 Pupils in Grade Six 
Number of ~!umb er of Total of Total 
Para - Responses in Res ons es in Resp onses in of Re 
graph Recall after Recall after comb ined ? ossi 
Humb er Hear in~ Silent 1 eading Recall 
- - { 1} (31_ ___ ( 4) ( ) 
~orm A-C 1 94 83 177 4~ 
( 24 Pupils) 2 103 109 212 52 
3 76 88 164 52 
4 104 119 223 57 
5 112 143 255 60 
6 122 122 244 60 
7 92 120 212 52 
8 124 178 302 9 3 
827 962 1789 472 
orm B- D 1 91 79 170 72 
24 Pupils) 2 118 135 253 60 
3 71 60 131 76 
4 115 120 235 64 
5 93 124 217 79 
6 118 119 237 60 
7 79 94 173 60 
8 84 87 171 69 
769 818 1587 542 
8 Iupil s Totals 1596 1780 3376 1015 
(A-C and 
B- D combined ) 
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The totals at the b ottom of Table 11 shoN that in the 
grade-six group tested , the per cent of responses given out 
of the total p ossible is 33 . 2 . As in the g rade-four and 
grade-five scores , there is fluctuation about this per cent 
figure in the per cent scores of the separate paragraph 
numbers , ranging from 42 . 5 down to 17. 1 per cent . There 
is also a difference in the per cent scores of Form A- C 
and Form B- D· 
In Form A-C , the per cent of responses made out of the 
total possible is 38 . 0 as com9ared with 29 . 4 scored in Form 
B-D, a difference of approximately nine per cent . Since 
Form B- D bas a greater p ossible tots.l score than Form A- C 
(Form A- C is 87 per cent as long as Form B-D) , this dif-
ference in scores may be an indication that insofar as this 
test group is com erned , the larger the number of ideas to 
be recalled in an unaided oral recall sit w. tion, the lower 
the percentage scores may be . 
This supposition is supported by the per cent scores 
of some of the individual paragraphs listed in Table 11. 
The parag raph with smallest number of ideas to be recalled 
out of the entire 16 :r:aragrap hs had the third highest p er 
cent of number of ideas recalled , 41. 0 . In relation to 
this, the paragraph with the third largest number of ideas 
to be recalled had the lowest per cent of number of ideas 
recalled, 17 . 1 . 
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The instances of i nverse r elationship s between length 
of story and p er cent of ideas recalled in the grade-six 
data are s imi lar to those encountered .i. n the data for grades 
fo ur and five · They should be interpreted w-1 t h t he same 
reservations concerning various factors vkli ch might affect 
the pupil 's perf onnance on different stories g iven him for 
recall testing. These were sequence of stories, vocabulary, 
and context. 
Grades Four , Five , and Six Combined 
In order to attempt an interpretation of the data con-
cerning the total scores for each paragraph in the recall 
tests g iven to 200 pup ils in grades four, five and six, a. 
consolidation of the totals of these three grades was made 
in Table 12. This table shows the corribine d recall score of 
the 200 fourth , fifth , ani sixth- grade pup ils to be 12851 
responses . Of this total of responses in the recall tests, 
6193, or 48 per cent,were made in the rece.ll - after-hearing 
tests; and 6658, or 52 per cent, were made i n the recall-
after-silent-reading tests . This amounts to a d ifference 
of four per cent in favor of recall a fter silent reading. 
Table 12 . Total S cores for Ea ch Paragraph in Recall 
Tests of 2 OJ Pupils i n Grades Four, Five, 
ani Six Combined 
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Number of Number of Total of Total Number Per Cent of 
Para- Responses in Responses in Responses of Responses Responses 
graph Recall after Recall after in Com- Possible Ma de of Total 
Number Hearinr Silent Reading bined Recall Possible 
{:[} (2 { 3) {4) ( 5J { 6) 
A-C 1 329 345 674 1800 37.6 
Pupils) 2 377 403 780 2200 35·4 
3 313 393 706 2200 32.2 
4 398 459 857 2400 35.7 
5 414 492 906 2500 36 ·2 
6 463 465 928 2500 37.1 
7 368 4a3 796 2200 36.2 
8 578 631 1209 3900 31.0 
3240 3616 6856 19700 34·8 
B-D 1 390 336 726 3000 24.2 
Pupils) 2 416 499 915 2500 36.6 
3 292 271 563 3200 17.6 
4 471 458 929 2700 34·4 
5 428 437 865 3300 26.2 
6 379 403 782 2500 31·3 
7 289 312 601 2500 24.1 
8 288 326 614 2900 21.2 
2953 3042 5995 22600 26.5 
upils Totals 6193 6658 12851 42300 30.4 
(A-C and 
B-D combined) 
)--
--
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The totals at the bottom of Table J2 shew that in the 
combined grade scores, the per cent of responses given out 
oft he total possible is 30. 4. As in the individual grade 
scores, there is fluctuation about this per cent figure in 
the per cent scores of the separate paragraph numbers, 
ranging from 37.6 down to 17.6 per cent. There is also a. 
difference between the per cent scores of Form A-C and 
Form B-D. 
In Form A-C, the per cent of responses made out of the 
total possible is 34.9, as compared with 26.5 per cent 
scored in Form B-D, a difference of approximately eight p er 
cent. Since Fcrm B-D has a greater possible total score 
than Fcrm A-C (Form A-C is 87 per cent as long as Form B-D), 
this difference in scores may be considered an indication 
that insofar as this group of 200 pupils in grades four, 
five, and six i s concerned, the larger the number of ideas 
to be recalled in a.n unaided oral recall situation, the 
lower the percentage scores may be. 
Data consistent '.v:i.th this supp osition may be found i n 
the per cent scores of some of the indl vidual paragraphs 
listed in Table 12. The stoT7 with the smallest number of 
ideas to be recalled out of the entire 16 paragraphs had 
the highest per cent of ideas recalled , 37.6. In Form A-C, 
paragraph number 8 has the highest total number of ideas to 
be recalled and the lowest per cent score. The lowest per 
los 
cent of the entire 16 scores is 17.6, and this is for a 
story that has the third l argest number of ideas to be 
recalled. 
As mentioned in regard to the interpretation of the 
scores for the individual grades, the preceding instances 
of inverse relationship between length of story and per 
cent of ideas recalled do not necessarily imply a oonsis-
tent pattern of such relationships. 'V'fuat may be inferred 
fro m the data in Table 12 is tta.t there is an indicated 
tendency for longer stories to result in a lower per cent 
of recall than shorter stories with a smaller ·number of 
ideas to be recalled. 
This interpretation concerning the effect of the 
length of a story on per cent of recall should, of course, 
be considered along with tl::e various other influences which 
1na.y a ffect a pupil's recall perfol"rmnce. Influences which 
cannot be ·evaluated, insofar as this particular study i s 
concerned, are those of emotional, physical, or psycholog ical 
character. Other factors within the test, which may have 
affected differently various pupils particira ting, are those 
of titles, vocabule.ry, sequence of stories, and the context, 
with special irJt erest far' sorre but not for others. 
In general, however, it may be assumed that in the 
overall co nsid eration of tbe total scores of the 200 parti-
cir;ating pupils there seems to be a tendency toward an inverse 
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relationship between the number of ideas in a story, and 
the per cent of ideas re called in unaided oral recall. 
Another interpretation of the preceding four tables 
is that in g eneral t be 2 00 pupils in the test g roup scored 
sl i@:ltly hi~e r in unaided oral recall after silent reading 
than in unaided oral recall after hearing . 
2 . Comparison of Per Cent Scores for Recall After 
Hearing and Recall After Silent Reading By Grade 
and Sex 
An attempt to compare differences between scores for 
therecall - after - h earing tests and the recall -after-silent 
reading tests is the consolidation of data in Table 13 · 
In this table all the scores for both forms of the test 
are c orrb ined , instead of being listed separately, as in 
Tab les 9 , 10, 11, and 12 . This results i n each recall-
after - hearing test score and each recall-after- silent-
reading test score being a consolida tion of tbe subscores 
from fo :rms A- 0 and B-D· 
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Table 13. Summary of Per Cent Scores for Recall-after-
Hearing and Recall-after-Silent-Reading Tests 
of 200 Pupils in Grades Four ~ Five, and Six 
Number of Number of Per Cent of 
Responses in Responses in Responses 
Total Possible Total Score Made of Total 
Test Group N Score Obtained Possible 
( 1} (2J (3} (4) (5) --- ( 6) 
RH 4 76 8,037 1,981 24.7 
5 76 8,037 2,616 32.6 
6 48 5,076 1,596 31-4 
Total 200 21,150 6,193 29.3 
Boys 102 10,786 3,438 31. 8 
Girls 98 10,364 2,755 26.5 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
RSR 4 76 8,037 1,986 24.8 
5 76 8,037 2,892 36.0 
6 48 5,076 1,780 35.2 
Total 200 21,150 6,658 31. 6 
Boys 102 10,786 3,662 34·0 
Gir ls 98 10,364 2,996 29 .. 0 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total 
Combined 
RH & RSR 200 42,300 12,851 30.4 
Boys 102 21,572 7,100 33. 0 
Girls 98 20,728 5 , 751 27.8 
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It is apparent from Table 13 that although the 76 grade -
f our pupils in the testing program recalled a bout evenly 
after h earing and after silent reading , the 76 fifth- grade 
pupils and 48 sixth- g rade pupils scored sli ghtly higher in 
recall a fter silent reading than in recall after hearing . 
The per cent of total scores obtained by boys and girls 
in the test g roup was sli ghtly higher in t h e recall- after-
silent - reading tests than in the recall - after - hearing test, 
showing a difference similar to that of the entire group . 
An interesting feature of 'l1 able 13 is the relationship 
between the scores made by boys and the scores made by 
g irls . I n the recall -after - hearing tests and the recall-
after- silent -l~eading tests , as well as the combined totals , 
the 102 boys in g rades fo ur , five , and six in the test 
group made a s l ightly higher p er cent score than did the 
98 girls in these grades in the test group. This difference 
amounted to about five p er cent . 
A consolidation of all the per cent scares (recall 
a fter hearing a nd recall after silent reading combined) for 
each paragraph in Forms A- C and B- D for the 200 pup ils in 
grades four , five , and six who participated in t he oral 
recall tests is set forth in Table 14 . 
~ 
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Table 14. Su."Uwary of Per Cent Scores for Each Paragraph 
in Recall Tests of 200 Pupils in Grades Four , 
Five, and Six 
Paragraph Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Mean Per Cent 
Number Scores of Scores of Scores -of Scores of 
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Combined Grades 
- { 1) { 2 ~ {3) ( 4) ( 5) 
- · 
rm A-C 1 29 . 8 42 . 8 41 . 0 37 . 6 
)0 Pupils) 2 29 .2 38 . 7 40 · 2 35-4 
3 28.4 36 . 7 31-2 32 . 2 
4 32 .1 37 . 4 38.8 35 - 7 
5 30 . 2 38. 3 42 . 5 36-2 
6 31.0 41 ·0 40 . 7 37.1 
7 31.1 38 .7 40 . 2 36 . 2 
8 26 . 5 34 - 6 32 . 2 31.0 
(Mean Per Cent) 29.6 38.2 38.0 34 - 8 
r>m B- D 1 18 . 3 30 . 5 23 . 6 24 .2 
po Pupils) 2 30 . 6 39 . 2 42.2 36 . 6 
3 13 · 2 22 . 3 17 .1 17 . 6 
4 28 .2 39·4 36.3 34·4 
5 19 .0 32.7 27 .4 26 . 2 
6 23 .4 34 -0 39 . 5 31 · 3 
7 18 . 8 26.2 28.8 24 · 1 
8 16.7 24. 7 24 . 6 21.2 
-- -- --
(Mean Per Cent} 20.5 30.9 29.4 26 . 5 
f1. Per Cent (A-C and 
-D Combined) 
~00 upils) 24 . 7 34· 3 33·2 30.4 
r- -- ·--
This table shovtTs that alth ough there i s a noticeable 
difference between t he per cent scores of g rade four and 
those of the upper g rades on all paragraphs, there i s no 
difference, or only a slight difference, between the per 
cent scores of g rade five and gr>ade six. 
Of the 16 parag raphs , seven s how an i nc::.~· ease in per 
cent scores from grade to grade . These are paragraphs 
numbered 2, 4 , 5 , and 7 in Form A-C, and para gra phs numbered 
2 , 6 , and 7 in Form B- D· 
These fer cent scores may be an indication th.a t the 
grade- five p up ils and the g rade- s ix pupils of the test 
group may be somew:te.t equivalent in the oral reca ll abilities 
that were evaluated by this test. Although the s cores on 
the Stanford Achievement Tests showed the sixth- grade 
pupi ls to be hi gher in the language skills measured by it 
than the f ifth-g rade pupils , ability in the tests of 
unaide d oral recall may not be ind icated by these wri tten 
tests . 
3 . Distribution of Scores i.:ade in Subtests of 
Oral Language Skills 
Recall after Hea ring and Recall after Silent Reading 
·The scores w.ade by the 200 pupils i n gr ades four , five , 
and six in the recall - 8.fter- hearing tests and the recall-
after - silent- reading tests are arranged in the frequency 
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dist r ibution in Table 15 . The scores are the number of 
id ea s recalled in each test . It is apparent that there 
are few high scores , and that the scores inc luded between 
minus one ar.d p l us one standard deviations are approxi-
mately 20 to 40 for recall after hearing, and approximately 
20 to 46 for recal l after silent reading . The mean score 
of the recall - after- silent- I'eading test , 33 . 22, is slic;htly 
higbe r than the mee.n score of the recall -after - hearing 
test , 30 . 93 . This appears to corroborate the interpretation 
of the data in the :Preceding sections in this chapter . 
Table 15 . Frequency Distributions of Scores in Recall-
after- Hearing 'l'ests and Recall - after- Silent-
Reading Tests of 200 FupiLs in Grades Four, 
Five , and Six 
Recall After Hearing Recall Arter 
neading 
Scores f f 
75-79 1 
70- 74 
65- 69 2 
60 - 64 2 5 
55 - 59 2 9 
50- 54 10 11 
45- 49 8 13 
40 - 44 18 16 
35- 39 36 20 
30- 34 24 32 
25 - 29 38 36 
20- 24 33 29 
15-19 20 17 
10-14 8 6 
5- 9 1 3 
200 200 
Mn· 30 . 93 Mn · 33 . 22 
s . n . 1o . 55 S · D· 13 - 35 
L---------------------~1 __________ __ 
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Silent 
I 
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Combined Recall Scores 
Since the recall- after-hearing test and the recall-
after-silent-reading test do not separately describe each 
pupil's complete recall ability, t he two scores are comb ined 
to provide a total score of recall ability, as measured by 
the unaided oral recall tests . The se co mbined recall 
scores are arranged in Table 16. The highest score made, 
incidentally, is a bout 55 pe r cent of the ideas recalled 
out of the total number possible to be recalled. 
This table shows that tbe mean score is 64 . 35 ideas 
recalled , and tha. t 68 p er cent of the scores, or minus one 
to plus one standard deviation , are between approxinntely 
43 and 85 ideas recalled . 
Table 16 . Frequency Dis tri but ion o f Combined Recall Scores 
of 200 Pupils i n Grades F our , F i v e, and Six 
Combined Recall Scores 
Scores f 
------
120-124 l 
115- 119 l 
110- 114 3 
105- 109 3 
100- 104 6 
95- 99 10 
90 - 94 5 
85- 89 6 
80- 84 17 
75- 79 12 
70- 74 11 
65 - 69 11 
60- 64 17 
55- 59 24 
50 - 54 17 
45 - 49 23 
40 - 44 11 
35- 39 12 
30-34 3 
25- 29 4 
20- 24 2 
15- 19 l 
200 
i'.!n · 64 . 35 
S · D· 21 . 45 
117. 
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Interview 
The scores ma de by the 200 pupils in grades four , five, 
and six , in response to the six g eneral information questions, 
and questions concerning common experiences, represent the 
total numbe r of ideas expressed in each test . These scores 
are arranged in '11able 17 . The mes.n number of ideas presented 
is app roxi mately 23 , arrl the rang e of scores from minus one 
to plus one standard deviation is from appr•oximately 15 to 
approximately 31 ideas . 
Table 17 . Frequency Distribution of Number of Ideas 
Expressed in the Interview Responses of 
200 Pupils in Grades Four , Five, and Six 
Interview 
Scores 
58 - 60 
55- 57 
52- 54 
49- 51 
46- 48 
43- 45 
40 - 42 
37 - 39 
34- 36 
31- 33 
28- 30 
25- 27 
22- 24 
19-21 
16- 18 
13- 15 
10-12 
7- 9 
Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
f 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 
9 
12 
13 
23 
25 
47 
26 
22 
9 
2 
200 
22 -97 
8 . 40 
119 
12 0 
Story Completion a nd Picture Completion 
The scores ma de b y the 200 pupils in grades four, five, 
and six in the story-compl etion a nd picture-completion section 
of the oral tests, rep resent the total number of i deas ex-
p ressed i n each test. These are listed in Table 18. The mean 
number of ideas p resented in the picture-completion section 
is slightly more than the mean number of i deas expressed in 
the story-completion section - 5 . 93 ideas as compared with 
4 . 24 ideas . 
The scores in both these tests tend to cluster down 
about t:he bottom b~r one to four ideas expressed in each 
test . 
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Table 18. Frequency Distribution of Number of Ideas 
Expressed in the Story -Completion and Picture-
Completion Sections of the Oral Tests of 200 
Pup ils in Grades Four, Five, and Six 
Story Comp letion I? icture Comp1eti on 
Scores f f 
20 1 1 
19 1 
18 
17 
16 
1 1 
15 2 1 
14 2 
13 3 12 2 5 
11 2 3 
10 5 5 
9 4 4 
8 4 11 
7 5 17 
6 6 17 
5 15 32 
4 26 35 
3 41 36 
2 58 25 
1 28 1 
200 200 
Mean 4 · 24 Mean 5 . 93 
Standard Standard 
Deviation 3 · 03 Deviation 3 · 27 
Oral Elaboration (Interview, Sto~ Completion,Picture 
completion) 
1 2 2 
In the sense in wh i ch it is used in this test, the term, 
11 oral elaboration" is meant to include free response answers 
to certain questions, with no limit on the number of ideas 
the pupil might wish to express; free response completion 
of an unfinished story after an intra:luctory paragraph; and 
free response description or story about a picture. These 
three sections of the test, called interview, story completion, 
and picture completion, are combined to produce one score 
which represents the total number of ideas expressed in the 
test outside of t be specific recall paragraphs in the recall-
after-hearing and recall-after-silent-reading tests. 
These scores of 200 pupils in grades four, five, and 
six are listed in Table 19. This shows that the mean number 
of ideas expressed is approxirra. t ely 33, ani the range of 
scores from minus one to plus one standard deviation is 
from approxi.rna.tely 21 to approximately 45 ideas. 
Table 19. Frequency Distribution of Number of Ideas 
Expressed in Combined Oral EJa boration Tests 
of 200 Pupils i n Grades Four, Five, and Six 
Scores f 
75-79 2 
70-74 2 
65-69 
60-64 2 
55-59 6 
50-54 3 
45-49 12 
40-44 15 
35-39 23 
30-34 35 
25-29 49 
20-24 34 
15-19 13 
10-14 4 
200 
Mean 
standard Deviation 
123 
'12 4 
Total Oral Scores 
The scores of all the subtests: recall after hearing , 
recall after silent reading, interview, story completion, 
and picture completion- combine to make a total test score 
for each of the 200 pupils in grades four, five, and six 
who participated in the oral language testing. These total 
oral scores are listed in Table 20. This show s that the 
mean of the total number of ideas expressed i s approxinR tely 
96, and the range of scores from minus one to plus one 
standard deviation is from 68 to 124 ideas. 
Table 20. Frequency Distribution of the Total Number of 
Ideas Expressed in the Oral Tests of 200 upils 
in Grades Four, Five, and Six 
Scores f 
190-199 1 
180-189 
170-179 1 
160 - 169 3 
150-159 3 
140-149 8 
130-139 9 
120-129 18 
110-119 15 
100-109 21 
90-99 33 
(concluded on next page) 
Table 20 • (concluded) 
Scores f 
80- 89 25 
70- 79 28 
60- 69 25 
50-59 4 
40- 49 5 
30- 39 
20- 29 1 
200 
Mean 96 . 20 
Standard Deviation 28 . 20 
Summa r y of Means and Standard Deviations of 
Dis tri but ions of Scores 
12 5 
A consolidation of the means and standard deviations, 
alo ng with the rang es of scores, is g iven for each test 
in Table 21. Presented here are the data concerning the 
standard- test scores made by the 200 pupils in grades 
foWl five, and six who participated in the oral langua ge 
testing , and the various subtest scores of the oral 
langua ge tests made b y the same pupils . 
Table 21 . Summary of Means and standard Deviations of 
Distributions of Scores of. 200 Pupils in 
Grades Four , Five , and six 
Test Range Mean S· D· 
1) (2) ( 3) ( 4) 
Otis Score 90 - 140 113 . 62 11. 85 
c . A. 8 - 6 to 12- 4 10- 0 11 . 22 
( 120 mos . ) 
M· A· 8 - 4 to 16- 4 12 - 4 17 . 60 
(136 mos . ) 
Stanford Grade 
Equivalent 28 - 98 54 . 5 12 . 40 
Par· Meaning 26 - 104 55 . 0 14 . 85 
Word Meaning 29 - 115 58 . 4 16.00 
I.a.ngmge Usage 14 - 109 53 . 5 17 . 10 
Recall after 
Hearing 7 - 61 ~f 30 . 93 10 . 55 
Recall after 
Silent Reading 8 - 66 33. 22 13 . 35 
Recall (Combined) 16 - 120 64-35 21 . 45 
Interview 9 - .58 22 . 97 8 . 40 
Story Completion 1 - 20 4-24 3-03 
Picture Completion 2 - 19 5.93 3 . 27 
Oral Elaboration 
(Int . ,sc,Pc Combined) 13 - 79 33.15 11 . 80 
T0rAL Oral Scores 29 - 193 96 . 20 28 . 20 
~~ Score is total number of ideas 
expressed. 
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4 . Comparisons of Mean Scores by Grade and Sex 
Recall after Hearing 
Table 22 indicates that the mean number of :iideas 
recalled in the recaLL- after- hearing tests in grade four 
shov1s a siz; nificant difference from the mean number of 
ideas recalled in g rade five. The difference between the 
means in grades five and six is not significant. There 
does, however, appear to be a significant difference between 
the mean score of boys in the recall - after-hearing tests 
when compared with the mean score of girls in the recall-
after - hearing tests. Apparently in the particular g roup of 
200 pupils participating in the testing, and with this oral 
recall test, the boys generally recalled a slightly hi gher 
number of ideas tban did t be girls . 
Table 22. Comparison of Mean Numbers of Ideas Recalled in 
Recall-after - Heari ng Tests of 200 Pupils by 
Grade and Sex 
Group N Mean SD m SE m Diff . m s E diff . C· R· 
-ri) n~ J {3) ( 4) ( 5) {6) {7} \ 8l 
Gr . 4 76 26 . 10 10 . 20 1 -18 
5 76 34 . 38 11 . 25 1 - 30 8 . 28 1.76 4 - 70 
5 76 34 · 38 11 . 25 l o 30 1.10 1 . 81 - 61 
6 48 33 - 28 8 . 70 1 . 26 
Boys 102 33 - 62 11 . 50 1 - 14 5 - 54 1 . 54 3 o60 
Girls 98 28 . 08 10 . 15 1.03 
-- ··---
f 
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Recall after Silent Reading 
The mean,number of ideas recalled in the recall-after-
silent-reading tests , in Table 23, shows that the mean in 
grade four b~ s a significant difference from the mean number 
of ideas recalled in g rade five. As in the recall-after-
hearing mean scores, however , the difference between the 
means in g rade five and grade six i s not significant. 
Similar to the recall -after-hearing tests, too, is the 
existence of a significant difference between the mean 
scoPe of the boys compared with the mean score of the 
girls , indicating so mevvha.t better p erf ormance (with this 
test and g roup) by the boys in unaided oral recall after 
silent reading . 
Table 23. Comparison of Mean Numbers of Ideas Recalled in 
Recall-after - Silent-Reading Tests of 200 Pupils 
by Grade and Sex 
Group N Mean SD m SE m. Diff . m s E diff. 
~-) (2) \3) (4) ( 5) \6 J (7) 
Gr . 4 76 26 . 20 10.05 1 -16 
C·R · 
(8C 
5 76 38.10 13 - 55 1 . 56 11 . 90 1 . 94 6 . 14 
5 76 38-10 13 . 55 1.56 1 . oo 2 . 55 • 39 
6 48 37 .10 13. 85 2 . 02 
Bo;y- s 102 35 . 90 13 . 70 1.36 5 . 84 1 . 86 3 - 14 
Girls 98 30.06 12. 60 1.28 
Combined Recall Scores 
In Table 24 it may be seen that the mean number of 
ideas recalled in the combined total of recall - after- hearing 
scores, and the recall- after - silent - reading scores of grades 
:four and five show a significant difference. As in the 
separate tests, however, the difference between the means 
of the grade five and grade six scores is not significant . 
The difference between the means of the boys ' and girls 1 
scores is significant , indicatine; apparently better unaided 
oral recall performanc e by the boys in this particular 
gr oup and v;i th this test . 
Table 24 . Comparison of Mean Numbers of Ideas Recalled 
in Conbine d Recall Tests of 200 Pupils by 
Grade and Sex. 
Group N Mean SD m SE m Diff .m s E diff . 
TII. u~n ( 3) { 4} (5) ( 6} { 7} 
Gr . 4 76 52-40 17-45 2 .18 
5 76 72 . 50 22 .00 2 . 54 20.10 3 · 35 
5 76 72 . 50 22 .00 2 .54 2 . 50 3 . 56 
6 48 70 . 50 17.05 2 .49 
Boys 102 69 . 61 22 .00 2 .18 10 . 93 2 . 96 
Girls 98 58 . 68 19 .70 2 . oo 
----· 
c . R. 
( 8} 
6 .00 
.70 
3.70 
l30 
A comparison of the mean number of ideas recalled 
in each form , A-C and B- D, in the co mb ined recall tests , 
is shown in Table 25 . There appears to be no sig nificant 
difference between the t wo f onns. 
Table 25 . Compar ison of Mean Numbers of Ideas Recalled 
in Combined Recall Tests of 200 Pupils in Each 
Fonn of Test , A-C and B-D 
Form 
AC 
BD 
N 
100 
100 
Mean 
68 .56 
59.95 
SD m 
21 . 75 
23.00 
SE m Diff . m S E diff . C·R· 
6.90 8 .61 9 .15 .94 
6 . 02 
Co~paring_Recall-after-Hearing Tests and Re ca ll-after-
Silent-rteading Tests 
All of the critical ratios obtaine d in Table 26 show 
that there i s no significant diff erence between the mean 
number of i deas re called in recall after hearing and recall 
after silent reading at any g rade level in t h e test group, 
nor in the means of the bo ys ' and girls' scores. ·m1a t 
slight difference there is, however , in g rades five and 
six is in favor of the mean n umber of ideas recalled in 
reca ll after silent reading. There is practically no 
difference wha tsoever between the g rade four means in 
recall after hearing and recall after silent reading . 
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Tabl e 26. Comparison o f Mean Numbers of Ideas Re called in 
Re call - after- Hearing Test s and Recall- after-
Silent-Reading r:eests of 2 00 Pupils by Grade and Sex 
Group Tests N Mean SD m SE m Diff . m S E diff . C • R· 
Gr. 4: RH 76 26 .10 10.20 1.18 
RSR 76 26.20 10.05 1.16 .10 1.65 .06 
Gr. 5: RH 76 34 . 38 11.25 1.30 
RSR 76 38 .10 13 . 55 1.56 3.72 1 .69 2.20 
Gr. 6: R H 48 33.28 8 .70 1·26 
RSR 48 37.10 13 . 85 2.02 3.82 2.38 lo60 
Boys : RH 102 33 .62 11.50 1·14 
RSR 102 35.90 13.70 lo36 2 . 28 1.77 1.29 
Girls : RH 98 28.08 10.15 1·03 RSR 98 30.06 12.60 1.28 1 .98 1 . 64 1.21 
The mean numbers of ideas recalled in the recall-after-
heari ng tests an1 the recall-after-silent-reading tests show 
when cc:mpared in Table 27 that there is nos ignificant dif-
ference. The s li@:lt difference that does exist is in 
favor of the mean number of ideas recalled in recall after 
silent reading. 
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Table 27 . Comparison of Mean Number of Ideas Recalled in 
Recall- after- Hearing Tests and Mean Number of 
Ideas Recalled in Recall- after- Silent- Reading 
Tests of 200 Pupils in Grades Four, Five, and Six 
Test 
RH 
RSR 
N 
200 
200 
Mean 
30 . 93 
33 -22 
Interview 
SD m 
10 . 55 
13 - 35 
SE m 
.75 
. 945 
Diff . m S E diff . C· R· 
1 . 20 l a90 
Table 28 shows a significant difference between the mean 
number of ideas expressed in response to interview questions 
in grade four and the mean number of ideas expressed in grade 
five. There is no significant difference, though, between 
the means of grade five and grade six. in the number of ideas 
expressed in response to interview questions . There is no 
significant di ffe renee in this section of the test between 
the mean number of ideas expressed by boys and by g irls . 
Table 28. Comparison of Mean Numbers of Ideas Expressed 
in Reponse to Interview Q,uestions of 200 
Pupils by Grade and Sex 
Group N Mean SD m SE m Diff. m S E diff. 
Gr. 4 76 20.62 6-84 • 79 
5 76 24.00 8.82 1.02 3·38 1-29 
5 76 24.00 8-82 1.02 
-20 1.67 
6 48 23.80 9.12 1.33 
Boys 102 23.10 7.59 .755 
·30 1.20 
Girls 98 22.80 9.18 .93 
Story completion 
13? 
C·R· 
2.62 
-12 
.25 
The means of the numbers of ideas expressed in the story-
completion section of the test in grade four and in grade 
five, as listed in Table 29, show a significant difference. 
The difference between the means of the grade five and grade 
six scores is not significant; nor is the difference between 
the means of the boys 1 and girls' scores. 
Table 29· Comparison of Mean Numbers of Ideas in the Story-
Completion Section of the Oral Tests of 200 Pupils 
by Grade and Sex 
Group N Mean SD m SE m Diff . m S E diff. C·R· 
Gr . 4 76 2.56 1.46 .168 
5 76 4·40 3.86 -445 1.84 .475 3·88 
5 76 4.40 3.86 . 445 
6 48 4.55 2.75 .402 .15 .599 .25 
Boys 102 4.00 3·30 . 328 • 52 . 424 1.23 
Girls 98 3.48 2.66 .270 
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Pictur e Compl etion 
There does not appear to be a significant difference 
between the means of the numbers of ideas expressed in the 
picture- completion section of the test in any of the three 
grades . Table 30 shews a significant difference , however, 
in the comr,:arison of the mean number of ideas expressed in 
the picture- completion section of the test by girls and by 
boys . In this section , the comparison indicates apparently 
better picture-completion performance by the girls in this 
particular group and vvi t h this test . 
Table 30 . Comparison of Mean Numbers of Ideas in the 
Picture - Completion Section of the Oral Tests 
of 200 Pupils by Grade and Sex 
Group N 1·,1ean SD m SE m Diff . m S E diff . 
Gr . 4 76 4 . 88 3 ol2 · 360 
5 76 5 . 80 3 ol4 . 363 . 92 . 51 
5 76 5 . 80 3 .14 . 363 . 10 • 60 
6 48 5 . 70 3 . 27 -476 
Boys 102 4 · 84 2 . 31 .230 
Girls 98 6 . 04 3 . 90 · 396 1 . 20 - 46 
C· R· 
1 . 80 
. 17 
2 o6l 
In making a comparison -,etween the mean numbers of ideas 
expressed for each of the two pictures used in the picture-
c omp letion section of the test, Table 31 is used . Picture A, 
which was used with the 100 pupils who took Form A or Form C 
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of the test, displayed a group of children playing in a tree 
house . Picture B, \Vhich was used with the 100 pupils who 
took Form E or Form D of the test, showed a bird and a cat 
playing together on the floor . 
Apparently pi cture A p rovided better motivation for 
hag inative oral expression in the g roup of pupi ls i n the 
testing v rogram in g rades four , five, ar.d six, because the 
means of the number of ideas in pi ctures A and B show a 
sig nificant difference . 
Table 31 . Comr:a r iso n of Mean numbers of Ideas Expressed 
in tbe Picture- Completion Section of the Oral 
Tests of 200 Pu;) ils for Picture A and P icture B 
Group 
A 
B 
N 
100 
100 
:.rean 
6 - 38 
4 - 47 
oral Elaboration 
SD m 
3 -23 
3 - 00 
SE m 
. 325 
. 302 
Diff . m S E diff. C· R· 
1 - 91 · 443 4 - 32 
As explained in the preceding part of this chapter, 
t h e term 11 ora l elaboration", as it is used h ere, includes 
the combine d scores of tbe interview, story - completion , and 
p icture- comp letion sections of the test . 
The means of these combined scores for each grade and 
four boys and g irls are listed in Table 32 . There is a 
sig nificant difference between the means of grades four 
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and five . The difference between the means of g rades five 
and six is not significant; nor is the difference between 
the means of the boys ' and girls' scores . 
Table 32 . Comparison of :Mean Numbers of Ideas Exp ressed 
in the Ora l Elaboration Combined Subtests of 
200 Pupils by Grade and Sex 
Group N Mean SD m SE m Diff . m S E diff . 
Gr · 4 76 28 . 02 8 . 50 . 98 
5 76 34. 20 12 . 50 1 . 44 6 . 18 1 . 74 
5 76 34 . 20 12 . 50 1 - 44 
6 48 35 - 20 11 . 90 1 -74 1 . oo 2 . 25 
Boys 102 31 - 85 10 . 50 1 . 04 
Girls 98 32 . 20 13 . 00 1 . 32 · 35 1 - 67 
Total Oral Scores 
c. R· 
3 - 54 
· 44 
. 21 
The scores ofall the subtests : recall after hearing , 
recall aft er silent reading , interview , story completion , 
and picture completion - co mb ine to make a total test score 
for each pupil . These were then totaled for each grade . 
Table 33 show s t he mean number of ideas expressed in each 
grade · A comparison of the s r ade- four and e; rade- five means 
shows a significant differenc e in the mean number of ideas 
expressed in the total test scores in favor of grade five . 
A comparison of the grade- five and grade- six means shows 
no significant difference. 
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The difference between the means of the boys ' and girls ' 
scores i s significant , although at a lower level of confi -
dence than tba t of the difference between the means of g rade 
four and grade five . In this group , and with this test, 
the boys expressed a g reater mean number of id eas than did 
the girls . 
Table 33 . Comparison of Mean Numbers of Ideas Expressed 
in Total Tests of 200 Pupils by Grade and Sex 
Group N Mean SD m SE m Diff . m S E cliff . 
Gr · 4 76 80 . 40 22 . 24 2 . 58 
5 76 106 . 75 28 . 43 3 . 29 26 . 35 4 . 18 
5 76 103 . 75 28 . 43 3 . 29 1.25 4 . 84 
6 48 105 . 50 24 . 38 3 . 55 
Boys 102 101 . 20 26 . 47 2 . 64 10. 20 4 . 02 
Girls 98 91 . 00 29 . 25 3 . 03 
D· Analysis of the Quality of Fluency 
c.R. 
6 . 30 
. 26 
2 . 54 
Attempts to evaluate various aspects of the quality of 
fluency were based on the summarizing data on page three of 
each pupil ' s checklist . This page (which may be found in 
Appendix D) has sr:aces for evaluating as ttGood , Fair, or 
Poor, 11 resnonses to interview questions and responses in 
the story- completion and picture- completion sections of the 
test . At the bottom of the page is a summary section for 
evaluating responses in the recall-after- hearing tests and 
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t h e recall -after-silent reading tests . The evaluative 
data for each pupil are combined by grades to p roduce the 
next four tables . It should be borne in mind , however, 
t hat this facet of the oral languag e tests is entirely 
subjective , being based on the scorer ' s interpretation of 
what is 11 Go od , Fair, or F oor" as guided by the following 
from the manual of directions for scori ng t h e test with 
the checklist . 
NOTE uality of Responses 
Good - Better than averag e for the gr-ade · Speaking with 
no errors or he sitancy; being sure of what h e is saying . 
Fair - vtbB. t may be expected for the g rade . Speaking with 
few errors and little hesitancy. 
Poor - Bel ow what may be expected for the g rade . Not sur e 
of ideas to be recalled . Frequent hesitation and 
err ors of facts . 
Grade Four 
Table 34 shmvs that in the 76 fourth- grade pupils 
tes t ed, the majority of the evaluations of responses were 
"Fair , " but with "Poor" ratings for interpretation and 
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qual i ty of ideas . Quality of responses in picture completion 
was generally better than i n story completion. Many of the 
resp onses in recall after hearing and recall after silent 
reading were not in correct sequence, and the majority were 
rated from 11 Fair 11 to 11 Poor. 11 
Table 34. Sur!lilBry of the ual ity of Fluency i n Oral Tests 
of 76 Pupils in Grade Four 
=========================:.=......::===============================--.:-· ·-- ·--- . t.'\t .,.,.,..~~ ~ 
Interview: 
Quality of Responses: 
P rojection of Voice: 
Fluency 
Good- 6 
15 
9 
Fair-46 
47 
48 
Steps 4 and 5 . Imag inative Oral Elaboration 
Completion of Story 
Origina.li ty of ideas 
Ease of creating story 
Logical Organization 
Good-2 Fa ir-41 Poor-33 
of ideas 
Fluency of sentences 
vocabulary 
Interpretation of ideas 
Quality of ideas 
Frojection of voice 
3 
1 
5 
4 
0 
0 
4 
Enumeration; number of ideas: 195 
Recal l (Totals) 
No . of extraneous ideas 
No . of incorrect or misinterpreted 
facts 
correct sequence: Yes 
No 
35 38 
34 41 
41 30 
38 34 
23 53 
20 56 
52 20 
After Hearing 
123 
141 
32 
272 
(concluded on next page) 
Poor-24 
14 
19 
Picture 
Good-10 Fair-10 
9 50 
6 59 
8 53 
7 44 
5 34 
5 39 
9 57 
371 
Poor-20 
17 
11 
15 
25 
37 
32 
10 
After Silent Reading 
150 
173 
26 
278 
140 
Table 34. ~concluded) 
After Hearing After Silent Reading 
Quality of Responses: Good 8 14 
Fair 136 138 
Poor 160 152 
Voice Projection: Good 26 51 
Fair 186 178 
Poor 92 75 
Grade Five 
Table 35 shows that the 76 fifth-grade pupils tested 
have a s cmewb.a t similar pattern of evaluation in comparison 
with tmt described for the grade-four test g roup - a 
majority of the responses evaluated as uFair" and the 
quality of responses in picture completion generally better 
than in story completion. 
Man y of the responses in recall after hearing and 
recall after silent reading were not in oorrect sequence, 
and generally were rated from ''P oor" to rrFair." There 
were also more responses rated "Gocd 1' than in the grade-
four group . 
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Table 35. Summa~ of the uality of Fluency 
in Oral 'I'ests of 76 Pupils in 
Grade Five 
Interview: 
Good Fair 
Quality of Responses: '""1:r or 
Projection of Voice: 13 51 
Fluency 12 50 
Steps 4 and 5. rmasinative Oral E1a bora tion 
Poor 
-rr 
12 
14 
Completion of Picture 
Story 
Good Fair Poor Good Fair 
Originality of ideas 13 28 35 12 47 
Ease of creating story 14 26 36 13 49 
Logical organization 
of ideas 6 34 36 10 54 
Fluency of sentences 14 41 21 13 48 
vocabulary 7 44 25 9 44 
Interpretation of ideas 5 26 45 7 39 
uality of ideas 4 21 51 9 35 
Projection of voice 9 54 13 9 53 
Enumeration: number of 
ideas 334 440 
Recall (Totals) After Hearing After Silent 
No . of extraneous ideas 115 174 
No. of incorrect or mis -
interpreted facts 120 137 
Correct sequence: Yes 47 62 
No 257 242 
Qua lity of Resp onses : Good 27 45 
Fair 141 150 
Poor 136 109 
Voice Projection: Good 28 51 
Fair 192 191 
Poor 84 62 
Grade Six 
Table 36 shows that the scorer was more impressed by 
the quality of fluency of the 48 sixth-grade pupils in 
the test group than by the quality of fluency of the 
Poor 
17 
14 
12 
15 
23 
30 
32 
14 
Rea dins 
'14 2 
;fourth and fifth-grade pupils in the test group. Although 
a majority of the responses were rated lfFair" as in the 
other grades , there were fewer ''Poor" ratings and more 
11 Goodll ratings in relation to the number of pupils. 
The quality of responses in picture completion and 
in story canpletion were more nearly similar than in grade 
four and grade five. 
Many of the responses in recall after hearing and 
recall after silent reading were not in correct sequence, 
and generally were rated "Fair." 
Table 36. Summary of the Quality of Fluency in 
Oral Tests of 48 Pupils in Grade Six 
Interview: 
Good Fair 
Quality of Responses: 14 28 
Projection of Voice • 15 26 • 
Fluency • 14 27 . 
Steps 4 and 5 . Imaginative Oral Elaboration 
Completion of 
Story 
Good Fair Poor 
Orig ina li ty of ideas 12 29 7 
Ease of creating story 15 25 8 
Logical organize. tion 
of ideas 12 31 5 
Fluency of sentences 20 24 4 
vocabulary 12 33 3 
Interpretation of ideas 10 30 8 
Q.ua li ty of ideas 9 28 11 
Projection of voice 13 29 6 
Enumeration: number 
Poor 
-6-
7 
7 
Picture 
Good Fair 
8 34 
16 26 
14 30 
18 28 
8 39 
8 34 
10 30 
11 32 
of ideas 219 274 
Poor 
6 
6 
4 
2 
1 
6 
8 
5 
After Hearing 
65 
After Silent Reading 
66 
51 75 
on next rage) 
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Table 36 . (concluded) 
After Hearing After Silent Rea din~ 
orrect sequence: Yes 61 59 
No 131 133 
uality of Responses: Good 21 32 
Fair 121 118 
Poor 50 42 
oice Projection: Good 30 41 
Fair 127 132 
Poor 35 19 
Grades Four, Five, and Six Combined 
Table 37 is a consolidation of the separate grade totals 
of evaluations of responses of 200 PUl) ils in grades four.1 
fi ve , and s ix • 
In general.1 a majority of the responses were rated 
"Fair, 11 and t rere were more "Poor11 responses than 11 Good . " 
The quality of the responses in the story-completion 
section is generally lower tban that in either the interview 
or picture - completion sect ions . 
The number of extraneous ideas in the recall tests 
averaged about three or four for each pupil in the test group . 
The number of incorrect or misinterpreted ideas averag ed 
about the same, t bree or four for each pupil in the test 
group . Many of the responses in the recall tests were not 
in correct sequence, and the quality overall \"las rated "Poor" 
to 11Fair , n v:thile voice projection was generally "Fair." 
Table 37. Summary of the Quality of Fluency in Oral 
Tests of 200 Pupils in Grades Four, Five , 
and Six 
Interview: 
Quality of Responses: 
Projection of Voice : 
Fluency 
Good 
3r 
43 
35 
Fair 
125" 
124 
125 
Steps 4 and 5. Imag imtive Oral Elaboration 
Poor 
"4""4 
33 
40 
144 
Completion of 
story- Picture 
Good Fair Poor Good Fair Poor 
Orig inality of ideas 27 98 75 30 127 43 Ease of creating story 32 86 82 38 125 37 Logical or~anization 
of ideas 19 99 82 30 143 27 Fluency of sentences 39 106 55 39 129 32 Vocabulary 23 115 62 24 127 49 Interpretation of ideas 15 79 106 20 107 73 Qualit y of ideas 13 69 118 24 104 72 Projection of voice 26 135 39 29 142 29 Enumeration: number of 
ideas 748 1085 
Recall 
---
(Totals) After Hear ing After Silent Readin_g 
No. of extraneous ideas 303 390 
No. of i ncorrect or m is-
interpreted facts 312 385 Correct sequence: Yes 140 147 
No 660 653 Qualit y of Responses: Good 56 91 
Fair 398 406 
Poor 346 303 
Voice Proje ction: Good 84 143 
Fair 505 501 
Poor 211 156 
----
·------------------
General Fluency Rati~ 
An attempt was made to campa re t h e rating of fluency 
of each p upil as evaluated from the tape recording , with 
the teacher's rating of fluency as evaluated from class-
room perforn:ance. For this purpose , each of the ei ght 
tea ch ers wh ose pupils participated in the testing program 
rated their pupils on a. f i ve - point scale. As an aid 
toward consistency of evaluation, they u s ed these d es-
cript iv e factors: 
1 LOW 
Descriptive Factors in Fluency Rating Scale 
for Oral Expression 
---Never t a lks, escept when questioned ; has diff icul ty 
a ns wering . Does not use complete sentences . Ex-
pression b elow grade level . Voice projection weak . 
2 POOR 
----Seldom t alks; uses poor sentence structure . Little 
inflection in voice . Expression not up to g rade 
level . 
3 FAIR 
~presses self satisfactorily for the g rade . 
Volunteers answers occasionally . S peak s with some 
inflection . 
4 GOOD 
----Volunteers frequently . Uses complete sentences and 
good vocapulary . Takes an active part in oral class 
work . 
5 SUPERIOR 
Volunteers at every op portunity; uninhibited in 
speaking . Ex .t~resses self well; sentences and 
vocabulary above grade l evel . Voice projection 
clear and strong . Is a leader i n oral class work . 
The ratings made by the teacbe rs were compared with 
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t h e rating s made by the scorer from the recording s . Since 
only a five- point rating scale was used, however , it was 
possible to indicate no more than that there was a positive 
relationship between the two ratings , but not necessaril y a 
reliable method of predicting perf orma roe in oral tests 
from teachers ' ratings . 
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E · Summar :r of Reliabilities and Analyses 
The reliabilities of the two forms of the ar>al recall 
tests administered to 200 pupils in grades four , five , and 
six (100 pupils for each form) were esti n~ated by the 
11 cbance-halves 11 method . Each test was split j_nto halves, 
in this case b y aid numbers and by even numbers, and each 
half scored separately . The scores of the odd-numbered 
stories were correlated with the scores of the even-numbered 
stories, and the Pearson Product- Moment Coefficient of 
Corl'elation was found . App l ying the Spearman- Brown Prophecy 
Fornm.la , the esti!113.ted coeff icients of reliability were 
found to be • 87 for Far> m A-C and • 85 for Form B- D· 
These estin:e.ted coeffici ents of reliability should be 
considered no more than indications of marked reliability, 
vvithin the limitations of the 11 chance-halves 11 method, and 
showing what mi ght be a consistent technique of measurement . 
The reliability of the scoring method and checklist 
was determined by having 100 tests out of tre total of 200 
tests rescored by another scorer . A comparison was made 
between the original scores and the recheck scores, com-
puting the Pearson Product-Moment Coefficient of Correlation. 
1".J.1he coefficient of correlation of the ori ginal total 
scores with the recheck total scores is . 97. This corre-
lation coefficient may be interpreted as indicating tlt..a. t 
the method of s co riD..g the numbe r of pupils ' res ponses in 
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the oral tes ts by means of the ch ecklist and tape playback 
is highly ob jective. 
Ana l ys is of the t otal recall scores of 200 pupils in 
grades f our, f ive , a rrl six shows that there is a slight 
inverse relationship b etween the per cent of number of 
ideas recalled in unaided oral recall and the length of 
the story . Genera lly, the more the stories are increased 
in number of ideas to be recalled, the lower the per cent 
score of number of :id eas recalled. This tendency t oward 
a decrease in the per cent of number of id eas recalled in 
unaided oral r ecall as the stories used were increased in 
nQmber of ideas to be recalled, appeared to be consistent 
throughout the t h ree grades t ested. 
comparisons made between the mean number of ideas 
reca lled after bearing and t he mean number of ideas recalled 
after silent reading sh(llll a slight, rut consistent, dif-
ference in favor of recall a fter silent reading in the 
grade-five arxl grade-six scores. This d ifference is n ot 
significant, thm.:tgh . Practically no difference exists, 
how ever, between the g rade-four mean scores in recall 
after hearing and recall after silent reading. 
In both reca 11 after hearing and recall after silent 
reading , the mean scores of boys and gi rls s h owed a sig-
nificant di ff erenc e in favor of the boys. This difference 
is an indication that in the group of 200 pupils p3.rticipating 
in the oral testing, and with this particular test, the 
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unaided oral recall p erformance of the boys was ap parently 
better than that of the girls . 
Analysis of the other subtest scores combined, inter-
view, s t ory completion, and picture completion, shows a 
significant difference between the means of g rades four and 
five, but a difference between the means of grades five and 
six tba t i s not significant . The difference between the 
means of boys and girls is not sig nificant in this section 
af the test . 
In considering various subtests individually , there 
were some differences from this general p3. t tern. In the 
p icture-completion section, there were no significant 
differences between the grades . There was, though, a 
s ignificant difference between the mean number of ideas 
expressed by boys and by girls. In this test, and with 
this grou p , the comparison indicated apparently better 
picture- completion perfo:rmance by girls than by boys . 
Analysis of the quality of fluency was not based on 
objective data, but instead on the subjective ratings of 
"Good, Fair, or Poor," as guided by the manual of directions 
for scoring the test . (Appendix A) There appeared to be a 
general improvement in the quality of fluency of responses 
from grade to grade in the tape recordings of the oral 
responses of the 200 pupils in g rades four, five , and six 
participating in the oral testing program . 
CHAPrER V 
REIATIONSHIPS BETVi"EEN ORAL IANGmGE SKILLS AND 
OTHER FACTORS 
A· Amlys is of Correlations 
In making an analysis of correlations, it should be 
kept in mind that trying to classify certain values of ttr" 
as "high," "medium,'' and 11 low," is likely to be misleading. 
Various classifiers te. ve differed greatly in whatever 
numerical values they ba ve considered high or low. Coeffi-
cients of correla ti. on are relative to the types of situations 
from which they are derived, and should be interpreted as an 
index of relationship between the factors being compared · 
They should not be interpreted as directly proportional to 
the extoot of · relationship between the factors being compared · 
As a method of ascertaining that the coefficients of 
correlation between the oral le.ng.J.age su btest scores and 
other test scores indicate that the true "r" is not zero, 
a.rrl that there is some rela. tionship between the scores, 
the level-of-confidence interpretation is used as an aid 
in determining if an obtained "r" is statistically 
significant . In comparing the tests of 200 pupils, the 
obtained coefficients of correlations must exceed .182 
to be significant at the one per cent level of confidence. 
Table 38 shows that most of the correlations obtained do 
exceed this. 
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Table 38. Summary of Correlations between Oral Subtest 
Scores and Other Test Scores of 200 :Pupils 
in Grades Four, Five, and Six 
Test MA Grade Para - Vord I.angtage Recall Recall Com-
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 . 
6 . 
7. 
8 . 
Equi- graph Meaning Usage after after bined 
valent Meaning Hearing Silent Recall 
Reading 
( 1) (2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) (7) ( 8) (9) 
Recall after 
Hearing • 32 .43 -46 .49 ·33 • 53 
Recall after 
Silent Rdg• .22 • 53 • 53 • 53 o45 • 53 
Combined 
Recall .33 .55 • 58 • 58 o44 
Interview .22 .22 .22 • 37 
Story Com-
pletion .17 .25 -.03 .29 .24 • 32 
Picture 
Completion .13 .23 .28 .24 
Oral Ela bo-
ration .24 -31 .29 ·36 .37 .41 
Total Oral 
Scores • 32 .55 • 58 • 58 · 45 
In Table 38, MA represents the mental age obtained from 
the Otis uick - Scoring Mental Ability Tests. Grade Equivalent, 
f aragraph Meaning , Word Meaning., end Languag e Usage are from 
the Stanford Achievement Tests, Intermediate Battery , Partial, 
Form L· The eight tests listed in the first column are sub-
tests, or combined subtests, from the oral tests with the 
tape recorder. 
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The correlations of recall - after- hearing and recall-
after - silent - reading scores with the sta:r1dard-test scores 
indicate a cons is tent relationship that well exceeds the 
one per cent level of confidence for sig nificance . 
The correlations of the interview scores with the 
standard- test scores t hat might be considered related , and 
with the recall scores, are significant at t he one per cent 
level of confidence . 
Story - completion scores and standard-test scores show 
somewhat less relationship in so me instances . Although 
the correlations are s :ignificant at the one per cent level 
of confidence for story-c om~)letion scores compa red with 
scores for g r a de equ ivalent, word rreaning , language usag e, 
and combined recall, the correlation b etween story- completion 
scores and mental a g e is s ignif i cant at the two per cent 
level. There appeared to be p ractically no correlation 
whatsoever between story- comp letion scores a nd paragraph-
meaning s cores ma de by the 200 pup ils in g r ades four, five, 
a nd six particiJ;B.ting in the ora l testi ng . 
Picture-completion scores s h owed correlations t hat 
were s ign ificant at the one p er ce nt level of confi den ce 
when compar ed wi t h gr a de-equ i valent, language- us age, a nd 
combined reca ll scores . There wa s n ot a signif icant cor-
relation of picture-comp letion scores with menta l a ge. 
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The oral- elaboration scores, which in this test in-
cluded the combined scores of the interview , story-
completion, and picture- completion subtests, indicated 
obtaine d coeffi cients of correlation th~t were si gnificant 
at th..e one per cent level of confidence when compared with 
the standard test scores which might be considered related, 
and with the recall scores . 
The total scores of the oral language tests show vvhe n 
compared with t he ste.ndard- test scores consistent relation-
ships that well exceed the one per cent level of confidence 
for significance . 
B· Summary of Relationships 
It is apr;arent from the data in the precer1ing section 
that a po.siti ve relationship exists between almost all of 
the oral subtest scores ani the standard-test scores of the 
200 pupils in grades four , five, and six who p articipated 
in t he oral t esti ~ . 
The scores of the recall - after - hearing tests , recall-
after- silEnt - reading tests , interview, oral ela boration , 
and the total oral scores (all subtests combined) show in 
comparison with the standard- test scores a relationship 
that is statistically significa nt at the one per cent level 
of confidence . 
The correlations tm t v1ere not si gnificant at tre 
one per cent level of confidence \.•ere those between story-
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completion and ment a l a g e, picture -completion and mental 
a ge, and story-comp letion and para graph meaning . Out of 
42 coeffi cimts of correlation listed in Ta ble 38, there 
were these t h reevJb.ich d i d not indicate s orn e relationship 
b etween t he oral tests an d the sta ndard-test scores used. 
It seems, the n , t h at t he oral language t ests wit h t h e 
tape r ecorder, and t h e use of the scoring checklist wi th 
tap e p lay bac k , g enerally result in scores wh ich show a re-
lationship with those scores of t h e standard tests which 
were used. These tests were the otis uick-Scoring 1-iental 
,Ability Tests, and t h e Stanford Achievement Tests, Inter-
mediate Battery, Part i.a 1, Form L· 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A· Brief Summary of \~t Was Done 
The purpose of this study was to construct tests which 
would measure objectively oral recall after hearing a story, 
oral recall after silent reading of a story, general infor-
mation recall from common experiences, and imaginative oral 
elaboration based on story completion a~d picture completion . 
The total test of oral- language skills consisted of these 
five sub tests. 
The pupils participating in the oral testing situation 
were 200 boys and girls in grades four, five, a rrl six in a 
suburban school . 
The plan of the tests involved individual pupil testing, 
using the tape recorder for keeping the responses for scoring 
and evaluation . The steps in the testing procedure consisted 
of the following: 
(l) The pupil listened to four stories, read by 
the examiner, and recalled for recording after 
hearing each one . 
(2) The pupil read silently another four stories, 
recalling for recording after reading each one. 
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(3) The pupil was asked a series of questions based 
on general information and common experiences . 
The response was recorded after each question . 
(4) As a method of attempting to measure ima ginative 
oral elaboration , the pupil was asked to read 
silently an introductory para graph , and then 
continue tte story, telling wretever he thinks 
would have happened next . This was recorded . 
( 5) As another method of measuring imag inative oral 
elaboration, a picture was shown to the pupil, 
and he was then asked to describe the picture 
and tell what migh~ be its story . This response 
was recorded . 
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Tl:1e stories used as the basis for the recall evaluation 
tests were constructed with pupil interests and preferences 
in mind · The eight areas of interest chosen were, "Animals, 
Out-of - Doors , Adventure, Exploration, Science and Invention, 
Sports, Hobbies , and Eeroes . " In order to have specific 
items to evaluate in recall ability , the stories were based 
on factual material taken from encyclopedia, current 
mt3.gazine s, newspapers, and books . 
The level of difficulty , since the items were to be 
used with pupils in grades four , five, and six, was based on 
fourth- grade vocabulary, insofar as possible. The exceptions 
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were certain specialized words in sore of the stories , 
which appeared , however, to be in the recognition 
vocabuJary of most of the pupils , or were explained ln the 
development of the story . 
The 1 en gths of the stories rs.ngcd from slightly less 
tb_an 90 words to almost 150 words . The length of each 
story was not spe cifically planned, but depended on the 
type and number of ideas being related . 
The sixteen stories constructed in the eight basic 
areas of interest were divided into two groups of eight 
stories, one story in each area . Of these ei ght stories , 
the p upil listened to ibur an:l read four, and was asked 
to retell for recordirg after each one . 
In order to have a more complete com[:arison of recall 
after hearing and recall after silent reading , the groups 
of fottr stories in each series of eight were alternated . 
Thus there were four forms used in the testing p rocedure: 
Form A· Listen to stories 1 - 4 in first series. 
Silent reading of stories 5 - 8 in first series . 
Form B· Listen to stories 1 - 4 in second series . 
Silent reading of stories 5- 8 in second series . 
Form c. Listen to stories 5- 8 in first series. 
Silent readi ng of stories 1- 4 in first series . 
Form D· Listen to stories 5- 8 in second series . 
Silent reading of stories 1 - 4 in second series . 
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Steps three , four , and five were similar in each form, 
except that boys a rd girls completed different stories; and 
in t he picture- completion section, F orms A and C used the 
saw.e picture , and F orms B and D used another picture . Tests 
were administered in rotation of forms: A , B , C,D · 
Pup ils were tested on the basis of their availability 
on day s they could stay for testing , with pupils from 
different grade s and classes intermixe d . Each grade ' s tests 
were recorded on separate tapes, however . I n the recording 
of the pupils 1 responses, each pup il ' s test wa s numbered 
v.ri thin its g rade g roup . On the pup ils 1 test - record sheets 
for each grade, the tests are listed in order, along with 
t h e form administered , and other descriptive data . 
The scorin..g of the pupils ' responses was done by 
listeni ng to the tape playback , and marking beside app ro-
p riate items on the checklist . (Appendix D) The major 
factor in the checklist is the number of ideas recalled , 
with oppor t uni ty to judge the p up il ' s interpretation of 
main ideas, his enumeration of facts in sequence, the 
quality of responses, end the p rojection of his voice. 
In tbe checklists, the ideas of each of the stories 
were listed in sequence for each of the forms . These 
were dup licated in sufficient number to have scoring pa g es 
for each pupil . Beside each idea was space to check if it 
had been included in the pupil's response . 
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In addition to these lists were places to check tbe 
number of extr2.neous ideas given that were not in the story, 
the number of incorrect or misinterpreted facts, whether 
or not in correct sequence, the quality of responses, and 
voice project ion. 
'rhe third page of the checklist was for the interview 
questions on general information and common experiences. 
Provided is space for the total of the number of ideas 
after each qwsti on, and space for rating quality of responses . 
Also on this _f8.g e is the c he cklis t of factors to be checked 
for comp letion of the introductory paragraph , and the story 
of the picture . 
The reliability of this method of scoring the oral 
responses by using the tape recorder and the checklist was 
established by ba ving 100 tests, out of the total of 200, 
rescored by another scorer . The coefficient of correlation 
of the original scores with the recheck scores was found to 
be . 97, with a standard error of . 006 . 
The reliabilities of the recall tests, recall after· 
hearing and recall after silent reading, were estirm ted by 
the 11 chance-ha 1 ves 11 method . The estimated coefficients of 
reliability were . 87 for Form A- C of the unaided oral recall 
section of the language test , and . 85 for Form B-D· 
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These coefficients of reliability should not necessarily be 
interpreted as infallible indications of fairly high 
reliability . They may , though, be considered indications of 
marked reliability, within the limitations of the "chance-
halves" method , shovvi ng what migpt be a consistent and 
promising. technique of measurement . 
In addition to scoring the number Jf ideas , the 
characteristics of the responses were evaluated by checking 
the descriptive factors on the checklist . The totals of 
these characteristics, along with the totals of responses, 
were consolidated by grade and for the whole group to furnish 
data for analysis . 
B· Cone lus : ons \,hich i~~ay be Based on the Findings 
Analysis of the data obtained from the oral- lang uage 
testing of 20 0 pupils in g rades four, five, and six indicated 
certain r; atterns of relationship among the factors being 
considered . Although these \"Jere not statistically sig ni-
ficant in all cases , the general tendency seems worthy of 
note . 
The tab l es and their analyses consolidated in Chapter IV 
generally lead to the conclusion that in the recall tests 
with this particular group , there is a fairly definite inverse 
relationship between number of ideas to be reca lled and number 
of ideas actually recalled · In all three g rades tested , the 
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overall trend of the per cent scores of the 16 paragraphs 
used in the unaided oral- r ecall testing appeared to supp ort 
this conclusion . The paragraph 'With t he srrallest number of 
ideas to be recalled bad the highest .r;:e r cent of ideas 
recalled , while th~ several para graphs which bad the largest 
number of ideas to be recalled ranked among the lowest in 
the p er cent score of number of ideas recalled . 
Comparison of per cent scores of 100 pupils in g rades 
four , five, and six who were administered Farm A- C and the 
per cent scores of 100 pupils in grades four, five , e.nd 
six who were administered F orm B- D lends f urther support to 
the conclusion t hat there is g enerally an inverse relation-
ship between number of i deas to be recalled in unaided oral 
recall, an:l per cent of ideas actually reca lled . F orm A-C 
is 87 per cent as long as F arm B-D, but the per cent of 
responses made out of the total tbat could be rr:a. de was 
approxin:ately eight per cent higher on the fonn of the test 
wi th fewer i deas to be recalled . 
It is not the intent of th..ese conclusions to imply 
that the instances noted of inverse relationship between 
length of story and per cent of ideas rec a lled indicates 
that this i s the only factor aff ecting unaided oral recall . 
Length of story is only one of several influences which 
may affect a pupil's perf ormance in unaided oral recall . 
Th e other influences may be emotional, physical, or 
psycholog ical, and cannot be evaluated or interpreted in 
their effect i n regard to this particular test and the 
available data. Within the test it self, hONever, there 
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may have been influences felt by some pupils participating . 
Factors such as the sequence of stories, vocabulary , titles, 
and the context itself undoubtedly made different i m-
pressions on different pupils, and thus may have affected 
t heir recall performance. 
Since the 200 boys and girls p articipating were all 
considered "normal" classroom pupils, wb..atever emotional, 
physi ca 1, or p sych olo gica 1 influences there rna y have been 
were not noticeable in the testing situation. In regard 
to possible within-the-test influences on individual scores, 
it appeared tl::a t the totals of snbtest scores of 200 pupils 
particip atir.g from g rades four, five, an d six produced data 
which may h ave equalized these . 
Bearing i n mind other possible influences on the 
unaided oral recall of the group tested, there still seems 
to b e a noticeable tendency toward an inverse relationship 
b etween tre n umber of ideas in a story and the per cent 
of ideas recalled. 
Another conclusion which may be based on the data 
and analyses in Chapter IV is that there seems to be 
slightly better unaided oral recall after silent reading 
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than after bearing , as indicated by the mean score data of 
the whole group and the grade-five and grade-six scores. 
In grade four, the recall-after-hearing and recall-after-
silent-reading scores are approxirrately equal. It may be 
possible that as pupils improve in their reading skills, 
up to a certain point , their recall-after-silent -reading 
ability may improve. As measured by this test, there did 
not appes.r to be a significant difference between the 
grade-five and grade-six scores. Even though the standardized 
tests used indicated higher performance by the sixth-grade 
pupils, they apparently do not give a true indication of 
ability in an unaided oral-recall situation. 
In comparing the boys 1 and girls 1 scores, the con-
e lu.s ion which seems to be indicated for all three grades 
is that there is apparently better unaided oral-recall 
perfonna.nce by the boys tl:l:l.n by the girls in this particular 
group and with this test. 
In regard to conclusions which may be based on the 
findings concerning other subtests of the oral-language 
tests administered to 200 pupils in grades four, five, and 
six, the following seem to be indicated: 
(1) In response to interview questions, pupils in 
grades five and six expressed more ideas than 
did pupils in grade four, indicating possible 
growth in loquacity after grade four, but perhaps 
not between grades five and six as measured by this 
test . 
There was no significant difference between 
the number of responses by boys and by girls. 
(2) In the story-completion section of the oral-
language tests there appeared to be some 
increase i n number of responses beyond grade 
four, but no significant difference between 
the number of responses in grade five and in 
grade six, as measured by this test. There 
was no significant difference between the 
numoor of responses by boys and by girls. 
{3) In the picture- completion section of the 
oral-Ja.nguage tests there appeared to be 
no differences between the grades in the 
number of ideas e.xpressed, showing possibly 
that ability in imaginative oral elaboration 
after a picture stimulus is not necessarily 
rela. ted to grade leve 1 . This is also the 
only su btest in which the girls' scores 
indicated significantly better performance 
than the boys' scores. This may be inter-
preted as showing that g irls' ability in 
ima.ginative oral elaboration after a picture 
stimulus may be better than that of boys. 
The number of ideas expressed in the picture-
completion section is greater than that 
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expressed in the story-completion section, 
shewing that oral elaboration after a picture 
stimulus may be better than after an intro-
ductory paragraph, as in the story-completion 
section. 
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Conclusions which may be indicated concerning relation-
ships between the oral-language subtest scores of the 200 
pupils in grades four , five, and six , and their standard-
test scares are these: 
( 1) Recall -after-hearing and recall-after-silent-
reading scores show a sigpificant and consistent 
relationship with Otis mental age, and with 
standard-test scores in paragraph meaning, word 
meaning, langw.ge usage, and grade equivalent . 
(2) Interview response scores show a si gnificant 
and consistent relationship with Otis mental 
age, am with standard-test scores in grade 
equivalent and language usage. 
( 3) Star y-completi on scores show significant re-
lationship with standard-test scores in grade 
equivalent, word meaning, and language usage; 
slightly less relationship with mental age; 
and no relationship Whatsoever with paragraph-
meaning scores. 
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( 4) Picture-completion scores shav no significant 
relationship with mental age, but a relationship 
with standard-test scores in grade equivalent 
am 1 anguage usage. 
There appeared to re a significant relationship within 
the test of various subtests (interview, story completion, 
and picture completion) com:rnred vrith the recall-after-
hearing ani recall-after-silent reading scores. 
The total oral scores of all subtests combined show 
a significant reJa t ionship With the Otis mental age, and 
with standard-test scores in paragraph meaning, word. 
n:e aning, language us a ge, and g rade equivalent. 
Conclusions concerning the quality of fluency of the 
resp onses of 200 pupils in grades four , five, and six are 
based on subjective judgment. Evaluative data, consolidated 
on the combined checklists, showed that the scorer thought 
there was g enerally a noticeable increase in the quality 
of fill.ency of responses from g rade four up through grade 
six. There were more 11 Good 11 ratings and fewer "Poor" 
ratings in the g rade-six evaluations than in the g rade-four 
and grade-five evaluations ,in p roportion to the numbers of 
pupils in each grade. 
Summary of Conclusions 
The data obtaine d from the oral-language testing of 
200 pupils in grades four, five, and six in a suburban school 
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indicate these conclusions concerning the group's performance 
on the tape-recorded oral tests: 
(1) The g reater the number of ideas in a story to 
be recalled in unaided oral recall, generally 
the result is a smaller per cent of ideas 
actually recalled. 
(2) unaided oral recall after silent reading 
tended to .te slightly better than unaided 
oral recall after hearing, in g rades five and 
six, and a p proximately the s arne in grade four. 
(3) Boys in grades four , five, and six scored sig-
nificant ly hi@.er in unaided oral recall than 
did the girls . 
(4) Pupils in grades five am six in this g roup 
tended t cmard similar performance in the oral 
tests, considerably above tre grade-four 
perforrm nc e. 
(5) Oral elaboration after a picture stimulus 
produced a g reater n~~ber of ideas than after 
an introductory paragraph, in all three grades . 
(6) The performance of the g irls in oral elaboration 
after a p icture stimulus was better than that of 
the boys . 
(7) A significant relationship exists between the 
recall-after-hearing and recall-a fter·-s ilent 
' 
reading scores and the standard-test scores. 
(8) A significant relationship exists between 
the scores of the interview, story-c ompletion 
and picture- completion subtests and the 
standard-test scores, with few exceptions. 
These except ions are that there are no sig-
nificant relationships apparent between story-
completion ar:d mental a g e, between picture -
completion and menta l a ge, and between story-
completion and paragraph meaning. 
(9) As well as can be judged subjectively from 
the tape-recorded res ponses, there appears 
to 1:e a noticeable increase in the qua lity 
of fluency of responses from grade four up 
through grade six . 
(lQ) The estimated reliabilities of the recall 
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tests with th..e tape recorder, which were .87 
for Form A-C and . 85 for Form B-D, may be 
considered as shoNing what might be a con-
sistent and promising technique of measurement . 
(11) The method of scoring the number of pupils ' 
responses in the oral tests by using the 
checklist and tape play back is highly objective . 
This conclusion is indicated by a coefficient 
of correlation of the original total scores 
with the recheck total scores that is . 97 . 
C. Observations 
The method of evaluating pupils 1 responses in oral 
language testing by use of the tape recorder and the 
checklist with the tape playback app ears to be a technique 
that might be of value in certain testin-g situations. 
Some of the situations in which it might be of value to 
use this technique to gather additional objecti'le data 
are the following : 
(1) For evaluating the effectiveness of unaided 
oral-recall pra.cti ce exercises, forms of the 
recall tests mi ght be administered before 
and after the exercises. 
(2) For compari ng oral abilities within a class, 
and g rouping similar ability levels to gether 
for practice, the scores on the checklists 
co uld be used · 
(3) To discover possible r eading- comprehension 
difficulties, a comparison of a pupil's 
recall-after-hearing scores with his recall-
after - silent-reading scores could be used . 
(4) As an indication of a p upil's spontaneous 
oral expression , the responses i n the 
i nterview, story-completion, and picture-
completion sections might be t~ed. 
( 5) As an indication of 17hether or not the 
pupil has a creative irmg ination ., t h e story-
completion and picture -completion sections 
might be used . 
( 6 ) To as certain the pupil 1 s interests and his 
experiential te.ckground ., the resp onses to 
the interview q uestions could be transcribed 
from the tape recording . 
' ('7) Noticea ble speech defect problems could be 
ini tially analyzed from the responses on 
t he tape. 
(8) It might be possible to detect certain 
emotional p roblems which may be indicated 
by the voice and also by the type of 
responses . 
(9) A pupil's performance in organizing and 
summa rizi ng , enumerati ng in sequence, 
avoidance of extraneous ideas, and correct 
interpretation may be ascertained from the 
tape and ch ecklist, and used in planning 
exercises tba t mj_e;ht aid in improvement. 
{ 19) The identification of a potentially H gifted 11 
pupil may be made when a pupil scores tre-
mendously higher than others in the group on 
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t he oral tests, even though the written standard 
tests rray not ba ve indica ted this. 
1 7 0 
Some implications for further research in relation 
to tape-recorded pupils 1 responses might be in these 
areas : 
(1) An analysis of language characteristics and 
frequency of voice errors could be based on 
the tape-recorded responses of the 200 pupils 
in grades four , five , and six v.ho participated 
in the oral testing· 
(2) The construction of a developmental scale of 
various phases of oral-language growth might 
be based on an analysis of the pupils ' oral 
responses. 
(3) The administration of this oral test to a 
group of pupils in grades f our•, five, and six 
in a different city might produce data for 
interesting comparisons with the original 
testing. 
(4) The administration of this oral test to the 
pupils in grades seven or eight , even though 
it h~s an intermediate vocabulary level , 
might aid in extending the data concerning 
recall after hearing and recall after silent 
reading, ar>.d other oral abilities. 
(5) The recordings could be used for an analysis 
of the data to serve as a guide in the planning 
and construction of workbook-type exercises 
for the i mprovement of certain oral-languag e 
skills and abilities . 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS FOR AThiiNISTERING TEST AND FOR 
SCORING ~ ITH CHECKLIST 
(As used in the original testing situation) 
Equipment and Testing Situation 
Tape recorder and microphone 
(The examiner should have bad some previous 
practice in m~king tape recordings.) 
A room where the ±esting will be free fr om 
interrupt ions, am with no other pupils 
present . 
At the beginning of each test, record the 
test number in order to facilitate identi-
fication for rescoring . 
KIT - (as used) 
(1) Two sets of stories, each set numbered 
1-8. 
Each story mounted separately on oak tag 
so it can be handled conveniently by 
the pupil . (A pupil does one set of 
eight stories, hearing four and reading 
four . ) 
(2) A set of six interview questions to be asked 
by the examiner . 
(3) Two introductory paragraphs to be completed: 
one introductory paragraph for boys and 
one for girls . 
(4) Two mounted pictures: one to be shown with 
form A or C, and the other to be shown 
w1th form B or D. 
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Administering Forms A and B 
Step 1 
Recall After Hearing 
a. Read to the pupil stories 1, 2, 3, 4 at a normal 
speaking rate. (The rate that might ordinarily be 
used by a 4th, 5th, or 6th grade teacher speaking 
to a pupil.) 
b. After the pupil has heard one story, as k him to 
tell the name of the story and then tell back as 
much as he can remember. 
Give him no aid of any type in this, other than 
repeating at the end of the presentation of the 
story what the title was , so the child will be 
able t~ say that exactly . (This is of help in 
locating each story in the play back . This res-
ponse is not scored.) 
c. Turn on the recorder and leave it on until the 
pupil irrl i cates he bas told all that he can 
remember, or until a long pause indicates that 
he is through. Then turn it off and read t re 
next sl~ory to the pupil . 
Continue this procedure through stories 1-4, and then 
go on to the next section. 
Step 2 
Recall fter Silent Reading 
a. Explain to the pupil that h e wi 11 be asked to read 
to himself the next group of stories (5, 6, 7, 8), 
an..d tell woo t he can reme rrber after each. 
b. Give the pupil one story to read. After he has 
read i 't , as k him to tell the name of the story, 
and t hen tell back as much as he can remember. 
Give him no aid of any type in this. 
c. Turn on the recorder and leave it on until the 
pupil indicates he b3. s told all he can remember, 
or until a long pause indicates he is through. 
The n turn it off and give the next story to the 
pupil to read silently . 
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Continue this procedure throu gh stories 5- 8, and then go 
on to the next section : Interview 
Step 3 
Interview (Fer general infor nntion recall from common 
experiences) 
a . Explain to the pupil that y ou are going to ask him 
a few short questions about t hings he has done or 
lmows about . 
b . Ask him e a ch question in t he exact words g iven . 
c . After e a ch question, turn on t he recorder and 
leave i t on u ntil the pupil indicates he has told 
all he cares to , or until a long pause indicates 
he is througp . 
Step 4 
Story Completion (For evaluation of imaginative oral 
elaboration) 
a . Give the pupil tlw introductory paragraph to read, 
telling him i t is not a complete story . 
b . Ask the pupil to co ntinue the story , telling whatever 
he thinks would have happened next . 
c . Turn on the recorder and leave it on until the pupil 
indicates h e n as told all he care::> to, or until a 
long pause indicates he is through . 
Step 5 
Picture Completion (For evaluation of i ma ginative oral 
elaboration) 
a. Show t he pupil the p icture and a sk him to look at it 
closely and see i f h e can think of a story that might 
g o with it . 
b . Ask the pup il to tell a story about what is happening 
in the pic ture . 
c . Turn on t he recorder and leave it on until the pupil 
indicates he has told all he cares to, or u ntil a 
long pause indicates h e is through . 
Administering Fonns C and D 
step 1 
Recall After Heal"' ing 
a. Read to the pupil stories 5, 6, 7, 8 at a normal 
speaking rat e. 
b. After the pupil bas heard one story, ask him to 
tell the name of the story and then tell back as 
much as ~e can remember. (See directions for 
Forms A and B.) 
c. Record a ft er each s t o ry as i n f o nn s A a nd B. 
Continue this procedure tbrough stories 5, 6, 7, 8 . 
Step 2 
Recall After Silent Reading 
a. Bxplain to the pupil that he will be asked to read 
to himself the next gr oup of stories ( 1,2 .,3 , 4,), 
and tell what be can remember after each. 
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b. and c. Continue as in directions for forms A and B. 
complete this procedure through stories 1-4, and then 
go on to the next section: Interview. 
Step 3 
Interview . Same directions as for A and B· 
Step_i 
Story Completion. Same directions as for A and B. 
Step 5 
Picture Completion. Same directions as for A and B. 
Scoring the Test H th the Checklist 
1. Locate test number to be scored on tape. 
2. Listen to playback of pupil responses; check ( ) 
beside ea. ch i tern recalled. 
(In tests C and D, page 2 is first, Recall After 
Hearing .) 
3. After each story, complete items at bottom of page, 
putting in number, or checking beside appropriate 
word·~:-
4. On Page 3, keep count of the number of ideas in 
each response, and place on appropriate line. 
After each section, steps 3, 4, and 5, check Good, 
Fair , or Poor beside each description .-J:-
5. For consolidating information -
a. Fill in at top of page - Grade and Tape , Test 
Number , Form, Boy or Girl . 
b. Check whether Recall After Hearing, or Recall 
After Silent Reading . 
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C• Put total number of ideas checked after each story 
on pp. land 2. 
on page 3 of the checklists, the pupils' res p onses in 
step 3 are to these questions: 
( 1) What are some of the things you do outside of school? 
(2) Which games do you like to play best'? 
(3) Tell something about your favorite shov.s on television. 
(4) Tell about any special trips you remember. 
(5) \~hy do we b...a.ve a school safety patrol? 
(6) Can you tell what your hobbies are and why you think 
they are interesting? 
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In step 4 , Completion of Story , there was a different 
story for boys and for girls . Put number of ideas told 
at bottom of list , and check Good, Fair, or Poor for 
each description . -:~ 
In step 5, Picture Story, picture A went with form A 
or C, and picture B went with forms B or D. 
Picture A : A g roup of children playing in a tree house . 
Picture B: A cat and a parrakeet p:Iaying together on 
the floor . 
Put number of ideas told at b ottom of list , and check 
Good , Fair, or Poor for each descriptiondl-
-ll-NOTE 
Quality of Responses 
Good - ~etter tban average for the grade. Speaking 
with no errors or hesitancy; being sure of what 
he is saying . 
Fair - Wnat may be expected for the g rade . Speaking 
with few errors and little hesitancy . 
Poor - Below what may be expected for the g rade. 
Not sure of ideas to be recalled. Frequent 
hesitation and errors of facts . 
yoice Projection 
Good- Adequate volume, clear; with expression and 
animation. 
Fair - Easily heard; co nfident sounding . 
Poor - Weak sounding; not easy to hear; with little 
expression or animation. 
Fluency (p. 3.) 
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Continuation of flow af ideas; apparent ease of speaking. 
(Good, Fair , or Poor for the g rade.) 
PFENDIX B 
TESTS 
On the foll owing pages are the stories used for 
unaided oral- recall testing . The first eight stories 
were used in Forms A and C of the test , and the second 
eight stories were used in Forms Ba nd D of the test. 
Other it ems included in this appendix are the 
interview questions a nd the introduct ory paragraphs 
for the boys ' story and the girls ' story in the oral 
elaboration subtests . Followi ng t hese are copies of 
the t wo pictures used. 
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The El ectric Eel 
can you i ma gine su ch a t h i ng as a fish about four 
feet long makin g enough electricity to light y ou r house? 
Yes, t he electric eel that lives in t h e wa1~m rivers 
in South America can do just t hatJ His electric current 
is so strong that i t could even k nock down a horse . 
Th is current ma kes an electric fence around the 
eel that no enemy can get through . It also h elps h im 
get his food b y shocking other fish that he eats . 
1 8 1 
Seeing VIeather Signs 
Did you see any clouds in the sky this morning? 
If you did , do you know if they mean anything about 'mat 
the weather is going to be today? 
Weathermen say that you can tell something about 
the weather from the way the clouds look, and which way 
they are blowing . 
All clouds are made up of sma 11 raindrops, but they 
don't all rain. 1Uhen the cloud is fluffy v.h ite it is 
called a fair-weather cloud. 
If it is very cold high up in the air, then the 
clouds begin to turn black , and pretty soon we g et some 
rain. 
(Out-of-doors) 
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Skin-Diving 
n ow v:ould you like to be able to swim und:er 'Na ter 
for half- an- hour or more? By means of a light breathing 
mask and a tube of a ir supp ly on his back , a diver in a 
bathing ruit can stay underwater to fish wit h a spear 
or to explore . 
The reason it is ca lled r1skin- cUving11 is to shmv 
how it i s d ifferent from the other kind of underwater 
diving , in which the diver wears a heavy rubber suit 
and g ets his a :1r pumpe d through a hose . 
-
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At the South Pole 
If you have ever looked at a map of the world or 
a world globe, ~rou have seen dovrn at the bottom a white 
place called the South Pole . I t is very far a way from 
where we live , but yet many men from here l~ve explored 
that snow- and - ice covered land . 
1;~bile we are having winter , it is summer at the 
South Pole . It is not like any summer we know, for it 
is still cold and icy , but it is light for b..alf a year . 
During this t in:e , the explorers are using airplanes 
and helicopters to make maps and to find out more about 
the weather . 
(Exploration) 
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Color Television 
Not many of us have seen color television yet, but 
we will soon . Inventors are working l:nrd and fast to 
make color TV sets for home use. 
These sets for color pictures are harder to make 
than the black - and- white picture sets . They have many 
more parts and many more tubes . In order to have a color 
p icture , three pictures have to be received - red , g reen, 
and blue . The different color pictures are then mixed 
together and sh0\1\1 as one full - color picture . 
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.Polo 
polo is a game v;e d o not hear so much a b out, because 
it is not played b y schoo l s and we d o not see i t on tele-
vision. 
It is played by men on horseback . These horses are 
specially traine d ani are called 11 polo ponies . 11 
There are four men on each team . They each c a rry a 
long wooden mallet which they use to hit a small wood 
ball . A goal is counted if one team c a n hit the ball 
between the g oal posts of the other team. 
The g ame lasts one hour , and has eig ht seven-and-
one- half minute periods called "chukkers. 11 
It is a fast, rough game . 
(Sports) 
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Taking Pictures 
A hobby that bas gro~n to b e almost the biggest one 
in l\Jllerica is that of taking pictures . Nearly every 
family has a person who likes to take pictures of trips , 
or parties, or friends . 
A boy or g irl can take good pictures even with a 
camera that does not cost very much . Only a few easy 
thing s need to be done. These are: hold the camera still; 
have wta t you are taking in the middle of the picture; 
don ' t tip the camera; remember to wind the film after 
each picture . 
Hannibal 
One of the g reat generals in history was Hannibal. 
He lived about two thousand years ago in Carthage, a 
city in north Africa. 
Hannibal became interested in war wren he was a 
boy., because his father was a general. V:th en h e grew 
up, he became a general too. 
Carthag e was at war with Rome. Hannibal decided 
to surprise the Roman·s by marching to attack them from 
a new place . This p Jan was a hard one to do, because 
Hannibal's army bad to cross the Alps, which are high, 
snovvy mountains. 
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:a:anni bal 1 s army was different. He had a lar ge 
number of elephants which were used for carrying things 
and later used in battle. The elephants had trouble 
crossing t be icy rivers and the high snow-covered 
mountains. But thanks to Hannibal's good plans his army 
with its elephants finally g ot over the mountains and 
came into Italy to fi ght the Romans . 
(Heroes; Biography) 
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Too Many Pigeons 
v;e find it hard to te lieve what large numbers there 
used to be of a k ind of b ird called the p assenger p i g eon. 
About a hundred years a g o people told about seeing 
resting g roups of these birds that were spread over the 
land in a row a mile wide and a hundred miles long. Some-
times there w ould be a hundred nests in a tree, and large 
branches were broken by their weight . 
In flight, mile-wide columns of these birds often 
took over an hour to fly overhead in a parade about ten 
miles long . 
Because the passenger pig eons stayed tog ether in 
such grea t numbers, they were easily killed by their 
enemies, and today not even one is left . 
(Animals) 
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overnight Hike 
Of all the different things tba.t boys and girls do 
in camp in the summer, t h e one that me. ny like the best 
is going on a hike and staying a way for a night. 
This gives them a cha nee to do their own cooking 
over an open fire . rater there is the fun of sitting 
around the campfire and playing games or singing. 
Sleepiqs on the gr ound, wrapped up in a blanket 
or sleeping - bag, is a time that will be remembered long 
after summer bas gone. 
Rocket Pilot 
TWo thousand miles an hour, and higher above the 
earth than any p erson r..as ever been - that is the 
adventure that the test pilot has when he takes off in 
the new rocket plane, the X-2. 
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Every flight in the rocket plane is a new advanture. 
The plane is loaded with dangerous rocket gas, and goes 
so fast that the pilot has to be very quick -thinking to 
be able to k eep it under control. 
Trying out these new rocket planes js important to 
find out what planes in the future will be like. This 
shows how long and wide the wngs should be, what shape 
the body of the plane should be for high rocket flying, 
and how to drive the new rockets. 
(Adventure) 
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In the Middle of Africa 
In the hot, wet lands in the middle of Africa, there 
are places where few v.h ite men have ever gone . 
This is a land of giant trees tl::e.t shut out the 
sunlight so tre t it is almost dark on the forest floor. 
Explorers here have to watch out for strange 
animals and snakes . 
Different kinds of tribes live here. Some are 
small people a bout four feet tall , called pygmi es, and 
some other tribes are big people, more than seven feet 
tall. 
These unknown jung les make an interesting area to 
explore. 
Another Moon 
Next year a round ball made of shiny metal may be 
spinning around the earth, just like the moon does. 
Inside this little meta.l moon will be things to tell 
about the weather and other things in outer space. A 
small radio will send the messages back to earth. 
This new moon will be sent into space by a rocket, 
and then wi 11 stay on a course 200 or more miles above 
the earth. It will go around the world in just 90 
minutes. People will watch for it and tell when and 
where they see it. Thus we will know where it is all 
the time. 
(Science and Invention} 
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BOO. ting 
A spar t that is growing more and more popular every 
year is that of boating. Many boys and girls who live 
near the water spend their s urmner saili:r:g in small boats. 
Sailboats of the same size am shape belong to the 
same "class. 11 Races are held between boats of a class, 
and there are rules that have to be followed exactly. 
Tbe se races test the skill of the boys or girls, 
bee a use they have to re able to sai 1 a gainst the wind 
as well as with it. 
Collecting Rocks. 
Have you ever seen a rock so pretty and different 
that you thought it should be picked up and kept to 
shav to other people? 
Many boys a rrl girls have thought that~ so now rock 
collecting is a hobby that is liked all over the country. 
It is a hobby that canbe fun any·where, unlike sea-shell 
collecting , which can be done only by people who go to 
the beach . 
Not all rocks are worth p ickir:g up, of course . But 
rocks that have brigpt colors or odd shapes always look 
nice in a collection~ and the best part of all is that 
they are free . 
(Hobbies) 
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Lewis and Clark 
The biggest area of unknown land in the United States 
was explored by a small group of men led by Captain Lewis 
and Captain CJ.a rk. 
These brave leaders had the job of finding out about 
the Indians ani the country of the far west . They were 
also looking for a land way to the Pacific Ocean. 
They planned the trip carefully, and showed how im-
portant it is for leaders to think of everything that will 
be needed. 
Thanks to their good planning, America learned much 
about Jand that white men had never seen before . 
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Difl'ERVIEW UESTI ONS 
L Yfhat are some of the things you do outside of school ? 
2 . Which games do you like to play best? 
3. Tell something about your favorite shows on television. 
4 . Tell about any special trips you remember . 
5 . Why do we have a school safety patrol? 
6 . Can you tell whlt your hobbies are an:l why you think 
they are interesting? 
_lnt~oductory Paragraph (BOYS) 
LOST ON THE MOON 
Jack put on his new sJ;Qce suit and made sure he bad 
his pocket radio and air-sup ply tube that he would need 
when he got out of the rocket sbip. He was so excited 
that he could hardly get ready fast enough. He was the 
first boy to be allowed to join the moon expedition. 
The rocket trip to the moon went smoothly. After 
all, the men planning for the exploring of the moon had 
made many trips already to get the base set up and the 
supplies in. 
The ship came in for a g ood landing at the moon 
base , and Jack and the men got out in their space suits. 
As they walked to the space house Jack suddenly felt 
something strang e happ ening, and the h ouse and the ship 
began to disappear. Then he lost sight of the other 
men . 
There he was , alone , not knowing what had happened, 
so he decided quickly to - - - - - - - - -
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_lEt~~~uc~ory paragraph ( GIRlS) 
SALLY 1 S SKATING SURPRISE 
The crowds were already there, all around the skating 
rink, waiting to see what this young American gi rl could 
do to win the skating prize for her country. 
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Sally g ot ready slowly and carefully. She picked up 
her skates to g ive them a final looking-over before putting 
them on. Suddenly she n oticed sorre thing wrong. A big , dull 
nick had been ban ged int o the blade of one of her skates. 
How this would affect her figure skat ingJ 
But it was too late to do anything now, they were 
already calling her name. So she unhappily put on her 
ska. t es - the sharp one and the dull one - and skated out 
onto the rink . 
To her surprise, she did not fall down. Instead , 
something new seemed to have happened to her skating. She 
started a turn , and the n - - - - - - - -


TEST RECORDS 
On the following pages are the scores of 200 
pupils in grades four , five , and six on the Otis ~uick­
Scoring Mental Ability Tests and the Stanford Achievement 
Tests, along 'Wi. th the tape- :r'ecorded oral - lang uage test 
scores . 
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APPENDIX C 
TEST RECORDS OF 200 PUPILS IN GRADES FOUR, FIVE, AND SIX 
PARTICIPATING IN ORAL LANGUAGE TESTS 
1 _?. 3 4 5 6 ____ 7 8 9 I 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1 
PC 1!4 1/ 
-
·- ---· 
Tape Test NO• Form Boy IQ. CA MA EA Gr•Eq. PM WM SP LU , RH RSR fu7call Int. SG Total 2/ Girl 15 
IV-A 1 A G 95 8-9 8-4 9-3 4.2 3.9 3·8 4·6 4.2 37 44 81 20 3 5 28 109 i 
2 B G 113 9-6 10-9 9-11 4. 9 7.6 4.9 4·5 4-7 31 21 52 21 4 4 29 81 
3 B B 110 9-4 10-3 10-8 5.7 6.3 5.4 6.0 6.0 36 38 74 12 4 3 19 93 
4 c B 92 9-1 8-4 8-5 3·4 3.5 2.9 3·3 3·4 39 21 60 20 5 8 33 93 
5 D G 100 8-11 8-11 8-9 3.7 3.9 3.8 3·6 3.8 13 28 41 20 1 2 23 64 
6 A B 101 10-1 10-1 9-11 4-9 4.6 6.1 5.6 3·7 17 30 47 21 4 6 31 78 
7 D G 117 9-1 10-7 8-11 3-9 5.5 5.4 3.8 3.8 22 26 48 19 3 4 26 74 
8 B G 113 9-0 10-2 9-5 4·4 3.9 4·4 4.4 4-5 13 13 26 11 2 3 16 42 
9 B B 99 9-7 9-6 7-10 2.8 2.6 2.9 3·4 2.1 16 8 24 16 1 3 20 44 
IV-B 10 D B 113 9-2 10-4 9-3 4·2 4.2 4·4 4-2 4·5 27 22 49 17 1 4 22 71 
11 A B 117 9-1 10-7 10-6 5.5 5.5 6.1 6.0 5.0 34 53 87 24 2 7 33 120 
"12 D B 108 9-1 9-10 9-3 4.2 4.8 4.3 4.0 4.0 17 26 43 21 4 4 29 72 
13 c B 105 9-0 9-5 9-4 4·3 3·7 4.6 4o6 5.0 29 24 53 14 2 2 18 71. 
14 B B 110 9-7 10-6 9-0 4.0 3.6 3.6 4.9 4.2 31 19 50 28 1 4 33 83 
15 A B 114 9-1 10-4 9-10 4·8 4·0 5.1 5.6 5.0 22 30 52 20 4 3 27 79 
16 c G 118 8-1010-4 9-3 4.2 4-0 4.3 4.0 4.7 35 36 71 30 3 14 47 118 
17 A G 113 9-6 10-9 10-4 5-3 5.7 5.1 5.3 6.7 29 35 64 28 5 12 45 109 
IV-C 18 B · G 112 8-10 9-11 9-3 4·2 4-1 3.6 4.2 5.0 35 29 64 34 3 20 57 121 
19 c G 119 8-1010-6 9-7 4.6 3.9 5.1 4.4 7.2 37 23 60 14 3 6 23 83 
20 c B 119 8-7 10-3 8-8 3.6 3-4 3-8 3.9 2.6 24 15 39 13 2 6 21 60 
21 A B 104 9-6 9-1110-0 5.0 5.0 6.1 4-4 6.4 38 43 81 15 1 4 20 101 
22 B B 118 9-9 11-6 8-4 3·3 3·4 3.2 2.9 1.4 28 19 47 12 1 2 15 62 
IV-D 23 c B 98 9-3 9-1 9-1 4.1 4-1 4.1 3.9 3.6 38 30 68 23 2 6 31 99 
24 D B 114 9-7 10-11 9-1 4-1 4.2 4-1 3·4 3.6 29 29 58 36 2 3 41 99 
25 A G 112 8-8 9-8 9-0 4.0 5.0 3.8 3.8 4·2 16 32 48 11 2 3 16 64 
26 B G 120 8-]110-8 9-3 4·2 4-1 4·3 5.0 5·3 25 21 46 11 1 2 14 60 
27 c G 110 9-5 10-4 9-9 4.7 5.5 4·3 6.0 5.0 22 15 37 14 4 2 20 57 
28 D G 117 9-1 10-7 8-10 3.8 4.0 4.2 4·1 3·4 7 9 16 9 2 2 13 29 
29 A B 118 9-5 11-1 10-0 5.0 6.7 6.1 4-7 5·3 32 46 78 14 1 4 19 97 
30 D B 105 10-1 10-7· 8-5 3·4 3-8 3·2 3.5 3.1 30-· 26 56 19 4 3 26 82 
IV-E 31 A B 98 9-6 9-4 8-10 3·8 4-0 3.8 3.7 2.6 17 16 33 16 1 10 27 60 
32 D B 107 9-6 10-2 9-6 4-5 4-4 4.6 4.0 5.0 23 29 52 26 9 11 46 98 
1/ Explanation of Abbreviations: fl~ - Paragraph Meaning; V~ - Word 
Meaning; SP - Spelling; LU - Language Usage; RH - Recall After 
Hearing; RSR - Recall After Silent Reading; Recall - Combined RH 
and RSR; Int. - Interview; SC - Story Completion; PC - Picture 
Completion. 
2/ Scores in the eight right-hand columns represent number of responses. 
2 04 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
. 
Tape Test NO· Form Boy IQ CA MA EA Gr-Eq. PM WM SP LU I , RH ' RSR R-ecall Int. sc PC 14 Total 
G,ir1 I 15 
IV-E 33 A B 106 9-1 9-7 9-5 4.4 5.2 5.4 s.o 3·6 I 15 14 29 22 ;_' 2 5 29 58 34 c B 111 8-11 9-11 9-11 4.9 5.2 6.1 s.o 1.7 59 43 102 25 3 6 34 136 35 D B 112 10-3 11-6 7-11 2.9 2.7 2.9 2.9 3·1 38 20 58 23 2 3 28 86 
36 A G 114 9-3 10-6 9-1 4-1 4.1 4·1 4.0 4.7 20 25 45 24 2 4 30 75 
IV-F 37 D G 118 8-11 10-6 9-11 4.9 4.0 4·2 5.8 6.0 16 19 35 11 1 2 14 49 
38 B G 120 9-1 10-11 10-0 s.o 6.0 5.4 4·9 s.o 22 28 50 26 2 9 37 87 
IV-G 39 A G 123 9-2 11-3 10-1 5·1 5.2 6.0 s .o 5.9 21 21 42 28 2 6 36 78 
40 B B 100 9-2 9-2 9-0 4·0 4.0 4.2 4.8 2.8 'l 15 20 35 21 4 5 30 65 
• 4-1 Q ,B 97 9-11 9-6 9-3 4.2 4.7 4.2 3·5 3.7 45 31 76 17 4 5 26 102 
42 D B 113 8-11 10-1 9-7- 4.6 5.8 4·4 5.6 3·5 27 28 55 14 2 4 20 75 
43 A B 100 8-8 8-8 9-6 4.5 4.5 4·4 5.3 4.5 23 29 52 14 1 2 17 69 
44 B G 140 9-4 13-1 11-0 6.0 6.2 6 .0 6.5 5.9 21 15 36 21 3 5 29 65 
45 c B 131 8-9 11-6 9-11 4 . 9 4.9 .. 5.2 4:.7 4.8 49 30 79 23 3 4 30 109 
IV-H 46 D B 102 9-4 9-6 9-11 4.9 4.!7 s.o 4.8 '7.1 19 29 48 15 2 3 20 68 
47 A B 109 9-2 10-0 10-1 5.1 6.2 5.2 4·6 4·8 30 28 58 15 2 4 21 79 
48 B B 106 9-5 10-0 9-3 ~ 4.2 3·3 4.0 4.8 3.9 24 16 40 20 1 3 24 64 
49 c G 98 8-8 8-6 9-1 4.1 3·1 5.0 4.8 4.2 19 16 35 18 2 6 26 61 
50 D G 105 8-10 9-3 9-4 4·3 3.3 5.2 5·0 4.5 19 17 36 23 4 8 35 71 
51 A G 107 8-8 9-3 9-6 4.5 4.5 4·1 5.1 be5 14 25 39 30 2 8 40 79 
52 B B 110 9-3 10-2 8-11 3·9 3.8 4·1 3.-9 2.5 12 13 25 36 3 5 44 69 
53 c G 117 8-6 9-11 9-3 4·2 3-~ 4.3 4·6 5.9 33 31 64 25 3 3 31 95 
IV-I 54 D B 92 9-6 8-9 8-9 3.7 3·7 3.8 4·6 1·4 23 24 47 18 1 3 22 69 
55 A G 100 9-2 9-2 8-9 3.9 4.9 4.1 4.4 3.7 20 27 47 19 2 3 24 71 
56 B G 121 8-6 10-3 8-10 3.8 5.2 4.0 3.6 4·2 I 35 34 69 22 2 4 28 97 I 
57 c G 114 8-7 9-9 8-6 3·5 3·4 3.8 3·8 3.3 I 14 22 36 18 2 4 24 60 58 D G 116 9-4 10-10 8-10 3.8 4.9 3.8 3.7 4.5 14 12 26 12 1 2 15 41 
59 A B 114 8-11 10-2 9-10 4.8 4·5 5 .0 5.5 4.5 23 - 31 54 30 8 5 43 97 
60 B G 104 8-11 9-3 9-0 4·0 4-3 - 4·6 3.8 4.2 21 9 30 34 2 3 39 69 
IV-J 61 c G 108 8-7 9-3 10-4 5-3 5.5 5.2 5.8 5.5 19 13 32 14 1 3 18 50 
62 D G 110 9-3 10-2 9-1 4-1 3.8 4.3 5.3 4.8 10 14 24 18 2 3 23 47 
63 A G 120 8-8 10-5 10-0 5.0 7.3 5·0 5.0 7.1 36 61 07 19 5 7 31 128 
64 B B 110 9-2 10-1 9-10 4.8 4.9 5.2 4.7 5.1 35 21 56 19 2 4 25 81 
65 c G 115 9-0 10-4 10-0 5.0 6.2 5.0 5.0 5.1 35 41 76 18 3 5 26 102 
66 D B 102 9-4 9-6 9-0 4.1 3·8 4.1 4·3 3.9 17 23 40 16 2 2 20 60 
67 B G 110 8-8 9-6 10-0 5.0 4.9 4·4 5.0 5.1 22 32 54 19 2 3 24 78 
IV-K 68 c G 115 9-7 11-0 10-8 5.7 5.8 6.7 5.6 6.3 41 36 77 29 2 7 38 115 
69 D B 109 9-6 10-4 10-8 5-7 8.4 6.0 5·3 8.3 25 42 67 28 2 2 32 99 
70 D G 104 9-3 9-7 9-10 4-8 4·5 4·0 5.0 5.9 15 26 41 16 3 3 22 63 
71 c G 101 9-1 9-2 9-9 4-7 4.9 4.1 5.0 3.9 22 21 43 19 3 4 26 69 
72 A G 90 9-7 8-7 8-9 3·7 4.5 3.8 3-7 2.5 33 30 63 26 4 2 32 95 
73 B G 117 8-5 9-10 11-3 6.3 8.1 6.0 6.5 6.6 49 33 82 41 3 13 57 139 
74 c B 105 9-3 9-8 9-3 4·2 3.8 4.3 5.6 4.2 20 25 45 22 2 8 32 77 
IV-L 75 B G 118 8-6 10-0 9-11 4.9 4.7 5.2 4-6 5.9 28 29 57 31 2 5 38 95 
76 c B 120 8-11 10-8 10-11 5.9 5.5 6.0 5.8 6.6 34 26 60 22 2 4 28 88 
205 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
:ur 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 . . :f0 ape Test NO• Form Boy IQ, CA MA FA Gr.Eq. PM VIM SP till RSR Recall Int. sc PC 14 Total 
Girl 15 
-A 1 B G 97 10-3 9-11 9-10 4.8 4.2 4·9 3.8 4-5 36 51 87 31 9 5 45 132 
2 c B 107 10-10 11-7 10-11 6.0 6.3 5.7 4.9 7.4 47 58 105 25 3 10 38 143 
3 D B 118 10-5 12-4 12-0 7.0 7.7 6.8 6.1 7.1 52 58 110 31 4 2 37 147 
4 A G 120 9-8 11-7 11-2 6.2 5-3 6.1 6.8 6.5 21 38 59 25 6 10 41 100 
5 A B 118 9-8 11-5 9-5 4-4 4.5 3-6 5.0 4·3 41 55 96 25 9 7 41 137 
6 B B 95 9-11 9-5 10-1 5-1 4.9 6·1 5.2 4·8 43 39 82 27 8 5 40 122 
7 ._ c B 116 10-7 12-3 10-1 5.1 4ol 5.6 4ol 5.:t. 50 58 108 30 11 7 48 156 
-B 8 . ·D B 94 10-0 9-5 9-6 4o5 3.6 6-5 4.8 3·2 18 38 56 19 3 4 26 82 
9 A B 108 10-0 10-9 10-11 5.9 5.9 5.9 6.0 3.4 38 48 86 33 2 5 40 126 
10 B B 113 10-3 11-7 11-2 6.9 6·3 7.3 5.8 6.0 50 39 89 17 1 3 21 110 
11 c B 110 10-7 11-8 12-2 7.2 8.7 7.8 7.2 6.8 54 43 97 31 8 7 46 143 
12 D B 113 11-1 12-6 10-2 5.2 5.5 6.7 4.8 4-3 39 53 92 15 15 4 34 126 
13 A B 100 9-6 9-6 11-10 6.9 9.1 7.8 5.6 6.5 38 58 96 23 4 5 32 128 
14 B B 98 10-6 10-3 10-3 5.2 5.3 5.5 4.9 3.4 28 20 48 9 2 1 12 60 
·-c 15 A G 107 10-0 10-8 9-4 4-2 5.1 3·6 4.5 3.4 23 20 43 14 3 7 24 67 
16 B G 109 10-8 11-7 13-1 8.1 10.2 9.7 6.4 9.0 54 59 113 19 11 15 45 158 
17 c G 106 10-7 11-2 10-1 5·1 5.1 5.1 5.8 4.8 29 18 47 17 4 9 30 .77 
18 D G 106 9-10 10-5 12-2 7.2 4-5 6.8 7.8 9.0 38 21 59 21 2 4 27 86 
19 A G 104 10-1 10-6 10-2 5.2 5o1 5·3 4o8 4o8 26 33 59 l9 4 5 28 87 
20 B G 110 10-9 11-10 9-5 4-3 4.8 5.3 3.8 4o0 34 31 65 18 2 2 22 87 
21 D G 113 10-1 11-5 10-8 5.7 5.9 5.9 6o5 5.1 28 24 52 21 5 3 29 81 
22 c G 111 10-2 11-4 9.7 4-6 4-5 4o4 4·6 5.1 30 17 47 21 3 5 29 76 
23 B G 98 10-9 10-6 9.4 4o3 4.7 4.2 4o8 2.8 30 27 57 20 2 2 24 81 
'-D 24 D G 113 10-1 11-5 11-4 6.4 5.8 9.7 6.5 6.5 41 60 101 17 3 3 23 124 
25 c B 113 10-4 11-8 9-6 4.5 4-3 4o8 4.5 6-2 34 34 68 19 2 7 28 96 
26 D B 114 10-1 11-6 12-1 7.1 7.4 7.6 6.5 8.7 42 48 90 29 1 3 33 123 
27 A B 115 9-7 11-0 10-11 5.9 6.3 6.9 6.9 4.5 40 60 100 37 12 8 57 157 
28 B B 109 10-10 11-10 ~. 9-ll 4.9 4o9 4o8 4.0 2.8 43 34 77 15 5 4 34 101 
29 c B 120 10-3 12-4 10-7 5.6 4.8 6.7 Oo3 4.3 36 27 63 24 3 5 32 95 
30 D B 115 9-5 10-10 11-8 6.7 7.4 8.o 5.8 6.8 38 33 71 27 3 8 38 109 
r-E 31 A B 114 10-4 11-9 9-10 4.8 4-7 6.1 5.8 4·0 21 26 47 48 12 10 70 117 
32 B B 117 10-7 12-5 10-8 5.7 5.3 6.8 4.3 7-1 29 26 55 23 6 2 31 86 
33 c B 109 10-3 11-2 10-7 5.6 5.8 6.1 6.7 5.1 59 34 93 22 3 4 29 122 
34 D B 112 9-7 10-8 11-8 6.7 6.7 9.7 5.5 6.8 61 49 110 16 2 2 20 130 
35 A B 90 9-11 8-11 9-9 4.7 4.8 5.7 4o6 4.5 23 54 77 20 7 12 39 116 
36 B B 116 10-4 12-0 9-9 4.7 3.8 5.1 4.8 4o3 19 20 39 33 2 2 37 76 
37 c B 95 10-3 9-9 12-0 7.0 7.2 8.o 6.7 6.8 45 54 99 42 17 5 64 163 
r-F 38 A B 122 9-6 11-7 12-1 7.1 5.1 7.0 7.1 7.4 29 66 95 13 2 5 20 115 
39 B B 122 9-10 12-0 10 -6 5.5 5.1 5.5 8.3 4.9 29 18 47 21 2 4 27 74 
40 c B 121 10-4 12-6 10-6 5.5 4.6 7.0 7.7 4.9 20 19 39 26 3 5 34 73 
41 D G 132 10-6 13-10 10-8 5.7 5.5 6.5 6.4 5.8 19 36 55 17 3 5 25 80 
42 A B 131 9-9 12-9 10-8 5.7 5.7 7.7 5.3 4·1 34 50 84 21 1 4 26 110 
43 B G 122 10-0 12-2 11-7 6.6 7.0 6.7 6.8 4o9 22 33 55 11 1 4 16 71 
44 c B 133 10-2 13-6 11-1 6.1 6.4 9.5 5.7 7.6 42 44 86 27 20 8 55 141 
45 D G 125 10-1 12-7 11-4 6.4 6.8 7.0 8.5 5-1 27 47 74 17 2 7 26 100 
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3·8 3.4 4.6 
5.6 4.6 3.3 
4·8 5.4 5.4 
4·1 4.2 2.7 
4·5 4.5 3·3 
6.1 7.1 4·1 
4.7 4·9 4.9 
7.7 7.1 5.8 
5.6 5.4 s.o 
5.1 5.5 4.1 
4.7 5.4 4·8 
6.8 6.1 5.4 
6.3 6.1 5.4 
6·3 5·6 4·4 
9.5 5.2 6.4 
6.8 6.2 6.7 
4o9 5o0 4•1 
8.0 6.1 5.8 
8.9 6.2 4·9 
7.7 6.1 7.2 
6.8 5.8 5.8 
4.9 5.4 3·3 
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To ta--r 
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63 
95 
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64 
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92 
74 
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76 
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147 
94 
2 0 7: 
1 ~ 3 4 5 6 YJ 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
-" ' Tape T es~:No ;---Form Boy IQ; CA MA EA Gr·Eq. PM WM SP LU RH , RSR Recall J.nt. sc PC 1~4 Total 
Girl I I 15 
1 I 
I 
-
VI-A 1 A G 114 11-5 13-0 13-1 8~1 8.7 8.o 8.1 9.2 I 42 76 118 49 7 19 75 193 I 
2 B B 107 11-3 12-1 11-10 6.9 7.7 7.3 6.4 6·2 I 35 49 84 20 10 2 32 116 
3 c B 120 11-3 13-6 12-1 7.1 8.o 6.9 5.2 7.1 35 43 78 27 6 '6 39 117 
4 D G 112 11-5 12-10 11-10 6.9 7.2 7.6 8.1 6.5 25 ~· 22 47 14 3 4 21 68 
5 A B 103 11-10 11-4 10-1 5·1 4·1 5.9 4-6 2.-5 33 32 65 22 4 3 29 94 
6 B G 119 10-11 13-0 11-1 6·1 6.1- 6.0 6.0 4.8 28 21 49 22 3 2 27 76 
7 c G 94 11-6 10-10 9-10 4·8 4.9 4·2 4·7 5o6 1', I 35 23 58 30 4 6 40 98 
8 c G 106 11-9 12-5 12-9 7.0 6.2 7.1 6.2 7.8 - : 29 28 57 26 5 12 43 100 
VI-B 9 A"' '"G 115 11-12 12-10 12-3 7.3 7.4 7.6 6.4 5.4 20 19 39 12 2 5 19 58 
10 A B 102 11-5 11-8 12-3 7.3 6·2 7~1 8.8 8.7 I 27 48 75 15 10 3 28 103 
11 A B 108 11-1 12-0 12-1 7~1 7.7 7.1 6.5 7.1 24 50 74 14 3 7 24 98 
12 A G 109 10-11 11-11 12-9 7.8 8·3 7.8 7.1 7.8 23 60 83 16 3 2 21 104 
13 D B 106 12-0 12-8 10-7 5~6 3.6 6.8 5.5 5.4 32 39 71 22 3 5 30 101 
14 B G 102 11-7 11-10 11-7 6.6 5.8 6.0 6.1 7.5 22 39 61 19 4 4 27 88 
15 B B 103 11-4 11-8 11-0 6.0 5.5 6.9 5.3 7~5 37 34 71 19 4 4 27 98 
16 c G 102 11-6 11-9 l. 50 30 80 51 3 f' 60 140 11-2 6.2 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.5 0 
._, VI-C 17 B G 116 10-9 12-5 12-0 7.0 5.9 7.1 6.9 7.5 19 23 42 25 8 6 39 81 
18 c G 109 10-9 11-8 10-10 5.8 5.0 6.1 5.8 5.4 30 20 50 33 6 7 46 96 
19 B B 112 11-7 12-11 11-9 6~8- 7.4 8.0 5.5 6.5 37 43 80 36 10 4 50 130 
20 c B 98 12-1 11-10 11-10 6.9 6.7 7.6 7.1 8.2 37 38 75 32 9 3 44 119 
21 D G 93 11-7 10-9 10-5 5.4 5.3 5.1 5.4 5.4 19 33 52 16 7 7 30 82 
22 D B 98 12-4 12-1 11-3 6.3 6.2 6.3 5.8 4~6 ' 36 22 68 20 3 2 25 93 f 
23 11'7 11-1 13-0 11-4 ' 19 7 VI-D c B 6.4 5.9 7.3 6.4 6.0 46 34 80 3 29 109 
24 D G 102 11-7 11-10 10-6 5.5 4.2 5.6 5.5 5.1 26 32 58 32 15 4 51 109 
25 D G 108 11-8 12-7 11-0 6.0 5.8 6.5 5.2 5·1 30 41 71 22 5 3 30 101 
VI-E 26 A G 123 10-6 12-11 12-6 7.5 '7.3 8.9 8.0 5.1 I 39 45 84 29 4 6 39 123 27 B G 125 10-10 13-6 13-7 8.6 8.7 8.9 7.3 8.0 41 23 64 35 5 6 46 110 
28 c G 122 11-0 13-5 13-2 8.2 9.2 9.5 7~7 8.6 52 37 89 52 6 13 71 160 
29 D G 128 10-10 13-10 14-10 9.8 10.4 11.5 9.0 9.9 I 43 39 82 18 2 6 26 108' 
30 A G 126 11-1 13-11 13-1 8 .1 7 .6 8.0 8.5 9.0 I 36 48 84 26 3 8 37 121 I 31 B G 140 11-8 16-4 13-4 8.3 8.2 '7.5 8.8 8.'7 l 39 41 80 16 4 5 25 105 
32 c B 123 10-7 13-0 12-4 7.4 7.3 7-2 8.o 7.6 I 49 51 100 22 5 8 35 135 
33 D G 118 11-4 13-4 10-9 6.0 6.2 4·6 7.1 5.8 I 40 43 83 26 3 5 34 117 VI-F 34 A B 119 10-8 12-8 11-4 6·4 4·6 6.8 5.2 6.'7 41 41 82 19 5 5 29 111 
35 B B 121 11-3 13-7 11-4 6.4 6.8 7.0 6.4 6·4 25 16 41 19 5 5 29 70 
36 c B 108 11-6 12-5 11-3 6·3 5·5 6.8 7.1 5.1 29 27 56 27 7 7 41 97 
37 D B 130 10-8 13-11 10-7 5.6 5·1 5.6 5.'7 4·9 36 24 60 21 1 3 25 85 
38 A B 139 10-7 14-8 11-10 6.9 6.8 7.5 5.5 8.o I 42 61 103 32 2 2 36 139 
39 B B 116 10-8 12-5 12-2 7.2 8.2 8.0 6.0 '7.0 52 56 108 20 2 8 30 138 
40 c B 118 11-5 13-5 11-2 6.4 6.0 6.3 6.7 6.1 : 25 28 53 15 1 4 20 73 
41 D G 90 11-10 10-8 9-9 5.0 5.0 4·7 4.9 2.1 I 26 25 51 29 2 2 33 84 
VI-G 42 A G 113 11-0 12-5 11-7 7.9 6.0 7.'7 8.3 10 .9 l ; 20 37 57 24 4 12 40 97 43 B G 108 12-0 12-11 9-7 4.8 4.6 6.1 5.2 4·1 35 32 67 21 5 3 29 96 
44 c B 113 10-10 12-3 9-10 4.8 4.7 5 .2 4.9 4.4 i I 33 40 73 19 1 6 26 99 
45 D G 98 10-10 10-8 11-0 6.0 6.2 6.3 5.7 6.7 26 38 64 16 1 11 28 92 
46 A B 121 11-6 13-11 11-1 6.1 6.2 5.4 5.9 5.8 lll 30 46 76 31 5 7 43 119 47 B B 113 11-6 13-0 11-2 6.2 5.9 5.6 6.5 5.8 25 47 72 37 3 5 45 117 
48 D G 127 11-2 14-2 11-2 6.2 4.8 6.7 5.9 6.1 35 26 61 23 3 4 30 91 
PPE::DIX D 
CHECKLISTS AND Tor ALS OF RESPONSES 
The actual duplicated checklists, as used in scoring 
t h e tape - recorded oral responses, are presented in the 
following :;.ages . Following these are the sunm1ary pages 
with tbe totals for each grade and the combined totals 
of 200 pu:J ils in grades four, five, and six. 
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